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S.F. Boosts Funds 
To Parade, Arts 
Hotel Tax Funds Jump 25 Percent; 
Gay Day Now Top Funded Parade 
by Allen White 

The gay community is a big winner in the new allocations 
of the San Francisco Hotel Tax Fund. The Lesbian/Gay 
Freedom Day Committee will see its grant rise to $55,000. The 
Lesbian/Gay Chorus of San Francisco and the Folsom Street 
Fair become new recipients, each with $3,000 grants. Each 
year a portion of the taxes on city hotel rooms are set aside 
for the Grants For The Arts program. In preparing the 1988-89 
distribution, San Francisco Chief Administrative Officer 
Rudolf Nothenberg chose to give all the small and mid-size 
groups an increase which averaged 25 percent. Over $6 million 
was distributed to 147 arts groups in San Francisco. Of that 
total, $154,000 will go to the gay community. 

This means that the Les- 
bian/Gay Freedom Day Commit- 
tee will see an increase of 
$10,000. The group stages the an- 
nual gay parade and celebration 
in June. A review of other grants 
indicates that the gay parade 
receives more city funding than 
any other annual celebration. It 
tops the Chinese New Year’s 
Parade which will receive 
$52,000, the Cinco de Mayo event 
which receives $44,000 through 
the Mission Economic & Cultur- 
al Association and the Columbus 
Day parade at $37,000. 

The Lesbian/Gay Chorus of 
San Francisco is one of 21 groups 
funded for the first time. Their 
$3,000 grant serves as an ac- 
knowledgement that the group is 
one of the city’s important per- 
forming arts groups. Under the 

direction of Pat Parr, the group 
has managed to carve out an im- 
portant role in the gay commu- 
nity. In addition to presenting 
several concerts each year, the 
group has distinguished itself by 
donating their talents to perform 
at community events ranging 
from the Bike-AThon to the 
return of the Names Project 
Quilt. 

Another new recipient of funds 
is the Folsom Street Fair. They 
will also receive $3,000. The fair 

is one of the newer street fairs in 
the city. It has been successful in 
reflecting the south of Market 
culture. The Castro Street Fair 
receives no funding. 

San Francisco’s gay theater 
complex, Theatre Rhinoceros, 

will receive $42,000. Frameline 

which presents the annual Les- 
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The Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day Marching Band and Twirling Corps is kicking up its heels at 

You Expand 
the news. 

bian/Gay Film Festival in June 
sees their funding increased to 
$15,000 from $11,500. Golden 
Gate Performing Arts, the parent 
organization for the San Francis- 
co Gay Men’s Chorus will get 
$18,000, an increase from 
$13,800. 

The San Francisco Band Foun- 
dation jumps from $10,000 to 
$18,000. It is significant that 
the Band Foundation has been 
moved from the ‘‘instrumental 
music’ category to the ‘‘multi- 
arts’’ section. The move is a sign 
that the San Francisco Gay Free- 
dom Day Marching Band is only 
one component of the organiza- 
tion which has a performing arts 
center and a wide variety of 
groups including City Swing and 

(Continued on page 14) 
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(Continued on page 20) 
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Freedom Ride 
‘Gay Freedom Riders Jravel Through Alabama 
To Promote Education-and Liberation in Dixie 

by Rex Wockner 

An arm of the AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power (ACT UP) in New York, the Lesbian and Gay Freedom 

Ride travels the country with a small quilt from Bailey House—a PWA residence in Manhattan. 

The Freedom Ride began at the New Hampshire primary election in early 1988, moved to the South 
for Super Tuesday week, and then headed to Chicago Jor the Illinois primary. After a rest, Freedom Riders 
set out on a second leg from the Democratic convention in Atlanta. A third journey began in August, following 
the Republican convention in New Orleans. 

The Freedom Ride’s goals are to increase gay and lesbian visibility, confront homophobia, alert Amerians 
to governmental neglect in the AIDS emergency, promote gay/lesbian voter registration, and urge gay men 
and lesbians around the nation to come out of the closet. AIDS policies and homophobia, Freedom Riders 
say, are inexorably intertwined. 

During the Super Tuesday leg of the Freedom Ride, activists captured gay/lesbian attention by staging 
a kiss-in at Jesse Helms’ North Carolina office and a gay rights protest inside Jim and Tammy Bakker’s 
Heritage USA theme park. 

  

July 22, 1988 

e survived the Democrat 
Ww ic convention. We sur- 

vived getting bashed 
around by Atlanta police, and we 
survived waiting for the gay/les- 
bian caucus to finally decide it 
couldn’t endorse Dukakis just 
yet. 

  

  

At 6:30 p.m., Neil Broome, 
Frank Smithson, and I set off 

from Atlanta down Interstate 85. 
Frank and Neil are—until rein- 
forcements arrive from New York 
—the Lesbian and Gay Freedom 
Ride. I am the journalist, granted 

by my editors a few days of parti- 
cipatory journalism. Our goal is 
to create a public gay presence in 

  

small southern cities, a goal I 
can’t help but contribute to. Our 
destination tonight: Montgom- 
ery, Alabama. 

As we roll into town, Frank and 
Neil pig out on Frosties at 
Wendy’s. Neil returns to the car, 
fearing Wendy’s diners were un- 
comfortable with his style of fag- 

- (Continued on page 19)     

  

  

  

  
  



    

TESTING HIV POSITIVE 
COULD SAVE YOUR LIFE. 

  

aving your worst fears confirmed may not sound like good 
news but maybe it really is. Why? Because many physicians 

who have worked with the AIDS virus now believe that early 
detection and treatment to prevent the deterioration of the immune 

system (T-4 Helper Cells) is the best course of action to slow or 

stop the progression to AIDS or ARC. 

Research indicates that left untreated, over 70% of those infected 

with the HIV virus will eventually develop AIDS or ARC. 

The sooner you know if you are HIV Positive the sooner you can 
start taking positive action that could save your life. 

GET TESTED 
Testing is now widely available. The San Francisco Depart- 
ment of Public Health has several neighborhood sites 
that offer confidential, free, anonymous, testing and 
counseling. For information and appointment schedules 
telephone 415-621-4858. 

If your test shows that you are not infected be sure to get 
retested periodically. Sometimes the HIV antibody doesn't 
show up for three years after infection. It's important to 
keep checking so that if you do contract the HIV virus you 
can combat the infection in its early stages. 

GET TREATED 
If you do test positive there are many resources available 
to help you with the medical and the psychological impact 
of HIV infection. For example, the community group. Pro- 
ject Inform, offers a free hotline service which can help 
provide you with the information you need to plan a course 
of action. Call 558-9051 in S.F or use the toll free lines 
1-800-822-7422 (National) or 1-800-334-7422 in California. 

Positive Action HealthCare, the nation’s largest clinic deal- 
ing with HIV immune disorders, is one of the resources 
you should consider. The Positive Action HealthCare clinic 
is now serving hundreds of HIV Positive patients with a 
program of preventive medicine devoted to maintaining 
the health of their immune systems at a level that may be 
sufficient to ward off the onset of infections associated 
with AIDS and ARC. 

Each patient's individualized program is developed with 
his Positive Action HealthCare physician based on the 
initial examination and is reevaluated on a regular basis. 

Potential new therapies are closely monitored by Positive 
Action HealthCare and as they show evidence of effective- 
ness they will be added to the treatment depending upon 
each patient's needs. 

The Positive Action HealthCare treatment is not a cure for 
AIDS. This treatment is intended primarily for patients 
who are HIV Positive and who have not yet developed ser- 
ious symptoms of AIDS or ARC. 

The Positive Action HealthCare medical group is headed 
by Alan S. Levin, M.D., assisted by a staff of scientists and 
physicians who are specialists in the treatment of prob- 
lems of the immune system and have published numerous 
medical and scientific documents in this field. Dr. Levin 
has served as Adjunct Associate Professor of Immunology 
at the University of California, San Francisco Medical 
Center. In private practice in San Francisco since 1981, he 
established Positive Action HealthCare in 1987 to deal spe- 
cifically with immune disorders related to the HIV virus. 

  

Positi ion 
HealthCarelnc 

A Medical Group specializing in 
Allergy, Immunology and Environmental Medicine 

450 Sutter Street, Suite 1138 * San Francisco, CA 94108 » 415-788-7545 
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No Redlining Castro, 
Says Blood Bank 
Irwin Will Hold Drives in Area; 
Dr. Day Softens Her Criticisms 
by Allen White 

Irwin Memorial Blood Bank has reversed its recent nolicv 
of banning blood drives from the Castro area and will cooper- 
ate with two neighborhood blood drives in the future. Vince 
Yalon, director of operations for Irwin Memorial, confirmed 
that the blood bank will work with Arm in Arm and the Harvey 
Milk Club Women’s Day blood drives. The next drive is sched- 
uled for October. 

“The blood drives are back in 

the Castro,’ said Maurice Belote, 
president of the Harvey Milk Les- 
bian/Gay Democratic Club. 

The announcement came after 
a disastrous Harvey Milk Club 
Women’s Day Blood Drive last 
Saturday. That drive was moved 
by Irwin Memorial after remarks 
by Dr. Lorraine Day, director of 
orthopedic surgery at San Fran- 
cisco General Hospital. The 
blood bank had moved the blood 
drives out of the Castro to their 
headquarters at Turk and Ma- 
sonic. 

Day had demanded the blood 
bank stop taking blood in the 
Castro because she claimed the 
blood was “tainted.” This week 
Dr. Day told Bay Area Reporter, 
““Strike everything I have said.” 
She explained that she had never 
been told that the blood drives in 
the Castro were focused on 
women. 

Day now claims she was told 
that the Arm in Arm blood drive 
was recruiting gay men to give 
blood. “‘It was clearly a gay 
man’s pitch,’ she said. Gay men 
are at the highest risk for AIDS, 

while lesbians are rated as the 
lowest-risk group in the popula- 
tion. 

Bob Sokol, a coordinator of 
the Arm in Arm group, said, ‘‘We 
have never solicited blood from 
gay men because they do not 
meet the guidelines set up by the 
blood bank. 

“The charges of Lorraine Day 
are completely untrue,” he said. 
He further stated that Dr. Day 
had never spoke with him regard- 
ing any issue. 

Day has spent much of the last 
three weeks soliciting support for 
her views on the operation of the 
blood bank. She has complained 
to local media and the Centers 
for Disease Control of the lack of 
safety in blood drives in the 
Castro. 

Milk Club Pres. Maurice Be- 
lote responded, ‘Lorraine Day 
mentioned the Tenderloin as be- 
ing equally as unsafe as the Cas- 
tro. Well, at what point do you 
stop redlining San Francisco 
neighborhoods as being un- 
safe?’ 

Lenore Chinn, coordinator of 
the Milk Club Women’s Day 
Blood Drive, said, ‘‘I think she is 

a disgrace as a physician. I feel 
that her comments are based not 
on facts, but on her own personal 
prejudices, and that if she feels 
that way she doesn’t belong in 
the medical profession. She has 
caused irreparable damage for 
this drive.” 

The fallout from Day’s charges 
has done serious damage to the 
ability of the Castro blood drives 
to bank credits for people with 
AIDS. Irwin Blood Bank’s Vince 
Yalon said, “We have had a 32 
percent increse in blood utiliza- 
tion this year over last. We have 
never had that massive a leap. 
Some of that is going to AIDS pa- 
tients who are getting AZT, be- 

cause AZT will lead to anemia.” 
He explained that doctors have 
now increased dosage of the 
drug. Anemia requires blood 
transfusions. 

To counter the charges of Dr. 
Day, Yalon stated, ‘‘Irwin Blood 
Bank’s policy was, is, and will re- 
main that we collect blood on the 
basis of individual donors. As an 
individual, a donor must meet 
the criteria established. We do 
not make decisions based on 
where the donor is donating, 
what group or affiliation they be- 
long to. Our decisions are made 
on the basis of a medical history 

  
Blood Bank. 

Dawn Moore (r.) coordinates riders going to the Irwin Memorial 

  

(Photo: Rink) 
  

form and the answers they have 
given. Each donor is individually 
attended to an that basis, and 
that basis alone.’ 

Yalon severely criticized Dr. 
Day for implying that gay men 
would be coming in off the street 
to give blood in the Castro. ‘‘How 
can she think that people are 
coming who shouldn’t come in 
here, when they have seen what 

this disease can do?’’ he said, 

speaking of the gay men in the 
Castro. 

He then emphatically stated, 
“You can’t make a decision 
based upon a zipcode or a club 
identity. We are always dealing 
with individuals.” 

As Yalon sees it, Dr. Day is 
clearly the problem. ‘‘Quite 
frankly, if I knew what I know 
now, which is that nothing is 

going to appease Lorraine Day, 
nothing will stop her from get- 
ting on her platform, and that 
would lead to people literally hav- 
ing to fight back, then I would 
have made a different decision.” 

Reflecting on the furor Day 
created, Yalon said, ‘It is very 
disappointing to see a person 
who has that amount of power as 
an individual do that to us, and 

particularly a person who works 
at San Francisco General. 

“The blood bank became a 

political football thrown from one 
side the other, and that is exactly 
what has happened. We have lost 
blood donors because of what we 
did do, and we lost blood donors 
because of what we didn’t do. So 

you can see what we try to do is 
not make waves,’ he added. 

This week Yalon attempted to 
correct that decision by announc- 
ing that blood drives would be 
returning to the Castro. 

The Milk Club’s Maurice Be- 

lote gave his club’s backing to 
Irwin’s return. ‘‘We want to en- 

courage anyone who did not do- 
nate blood in our blood drive in 
August to join Arm in Arm in 
their drive in October, and then 
join Harvey Milk’s drive next 
summer,’ he said. 

Bob Sokol said the next Arm in 
Arm blood drive woiuld be on 
Oct. 21. * 
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-GRAND OPENING OF OUR NEW STORE 
= < * Powell Street Plaza in Emeryville 

‘and Headlines 11th Anniversary! | 

“>, FREE PARIS GIVEAWAY! =——— =" 
A weeks trip for two including airfare and accommodations 

PLUS!!! $500 CASH Spending Money and $500 Headlines Gift Certificate! 

LEATHER JACKETS 

  

  

    

  

     

  

  

Fresh for Fall . ..... 40%-70% OFF 

SWEATERS, PANTS & SKIRTS 
| The Greatest Selection. : 40%-70 % OFF 

    

  

  

HOME ACCESSORIES, SCULPTURES 
AND PICTURE FRAMES 

up 10 60% OFF! 
          

1217 Polk at Sutter 

557 Castro at 18th Street 

838 Market at Powell 
AND NOW - Powell at 1-80 in Emeryville 
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Wilson Labels 102 
‘A Serious Error’ 
Rebukes Dannemeyer’s Ballot Initiative; 

Defends Vaughn Walker Nomination 
by Allen White 

U.S. Senator Pete Wilson publicly rebuked Rep. William 
Dannemeyer’s Prop. 102 last Monday night at the annual din- 
ner of the Concerned Republicans For Individual Rights at 
the Grand Palace Restaurant in Chinatown. 

Dannemeyer’s November ballot proposition would abolish 
anonymous and confidential HIV testing. 

Almost as many people as at- 
tended the dinner were outside 
loudly protesting the presence of 
Wilson. The protesters were ex- 
pressing their opposition to 
Wilson’s flip-flopping on support 
for a national gay rights bill, his 

support of the nomination of 
Judge Robert Bork to the U.S. 
Supreme Court, and for not step- 
ping out earlier in opposition to 
the Dannemeyer initiative. 

Wilson made his statement of 
opposition to Prop. 102 as he 

  

  

VOLUNTEERS 

100 HIV-positive, healthy 
people needed for study 
looking at the safety and 
usefulness of AZT. Con- 
ducted at Mount zion 
Hospital and Medical Cen- 
ter in conjunction with 
the Clinical Trials Unit at 
San Francisco General 
Hospital. The study in- 
cludes close medical 
supervision with fre- 
quent blood tests, includ- 
ing T-cell counts, and 
physical examinations. 
For information, call 
885-7432.       

  

for the fight 
against AIDS. 
RECYCLE aluminum, glass 
and newspapers—money 

    goes to SF AIDS Four 
and Shanti Project. 

Market/Duboce Safeway 

    

  
Sen. Pete Wilson speaking at the Concerned Republicans for 
Individual Rights dinner. (Photo: Rink) 
  

  

  

ITS IN THE GENES 
B Your amount of hair is hereditary. If 

% you were born with too much hair and 

§ would like to have some reduced, re- 

shaped, or totally eliminated, electrolysis 

# is a permanent hair removal method. Call 

John Frizzell 
(415) 626-2729 

FREE CONSULTATION     

DAVID R. GELLMAN 

Goldstein & Gellman 
(415) 621-2966 

«Contracts & Leases 

Estate Planning & Wills 

Evening & 
Weekend 
Appointments 

*Real Estate 
*Business Law & Litigation 

1540 Market St 
Suite 490 
San Francisco 

  

  

  

MICHAEL WHITE, DDS 

  

DENTAL CARE 
AT 19th & CASTRO 

EVENING AND 
WEEKEND HOURS 

ALL STERILE 
OR DISPOSABLE 
INSTRUMENTS — 

MEDICALLY 
CHALLENGED 

PATIENTS 
WELCOME 

HOW LONG HAS IT 
BEEN? 

864-3836     

spoke to the dinner crowd. He 
said, ‘I have taken a position of 
opposition against Prop. 102. I 
did that for a very pragmatic 
reason. Whatever the motives of 
the proponents it will discourage 
those who should come in for 
voluntary testing and counseling. 
I think they have made a very 
serious error.’ 

He continued, ‘‘It would be a 

very ironic and tragic mistake, 
and it is a matter of life and 
death, just not to gays but to 
heterosexuals as well, if we can- 

not turn this thing around. Peo- 
ple in California who objected to 
Prop. 64 will also object to Prop 
1027’ 

Responding to criticism that 
he had changed his position on 
signing on as a co-sponsor of a 
gay rights bill the senator said, “‘I 
haven’t changed the position.” 

He then accused his critics of 
“‘rushing to judgement.” *‘I 
would like to look at the legisla- 

tion. In the context of the current 

Pickets outside the CRIR dinner. 

legislation, I think they are a lit- 
tle premature in their judgement. 
I indicated that I was sympa- 
thetic to it and I very likely will 
at some point, but that legislation 
has not moved.’ 

Wilson made his commitment 
to support the bill nearly two 

years ago on Oct. 21, 1986 at a 
breakfast sponsored by the Bay 
Area Non-Partisan Alliance. At 
that time he was asked if he 
would co-sponsor what was then 
Senate Bill 1432, the Kerry Civil 
Rights bill. He responded, ‘I am 
prepared to make that statement 
of support.’ The quote was taped 
and broadcast locally on KQED 
and extensively reported by the 
press. 

Monday night he said of the 
bill, “There are other aspects 

that I would like to look at but I 
think they [critics] are rushing to 
judgement. It has been awhile 
since the legislation has moved.” 

When asked if the bill would 
move faster if he signed on as a 

  

co-sponsor he said, ‘‘It can move 
as fast as the sponsor wants it to.’ 

Many of the people protesting 
Wilson’s appearance at the din- 
ner were unhappy with his sup- 
port of Judge Robert Bork for the 
Supreme Court and his support 
of San Francisco lawyer Vaughn 
Walker for a federal judgeship. 

Wilson said of the issue, 
“While I may not have agreed 
with Bork on every position 
especially with regards to the 
rights of privacy, I think what 
happened to him was a travesty.’ 

Of Vaughn Walker, he said, ‘I 
believe they have been manifest- 
ly unfair to Vaughn Walker who 
was guilty of nothing more than 
doing his job as a professional. As 
an attorney he was required to 
prosecute the interest of his client 
and the bone of contention is the 
lien that was placed on Dr. Wad- 
dell’s home. That, as I under- 

stand it, was the wish of the client 
and, frankly, while I don’t agree 
with it, it is pretty hard to blame 
the attorney for carrying out the 
wishes of his client. That is what 
they are blaming him for. I think 
that to attack a man whose only 
defense is to break the attorney 
client privilege is a pretty shod- 
dy thing to do.’ 

The dinner was a success for 
the newly revitalized Concerned 
Republicans for Individual 
Rights. The protesters lining 
Grant Avenue in front of the res- 
taurant provided a degree of at- 
tention the gay Republicans had 
not had in recent memory. 

Club President Brian Mavro- 
george was able to boast that his 
club is part of a coalition of San 
Francisco Republicans who are 
actively bringing life to what 
many believed to be almost an ex- 
tinct breed of political animal, 
the San Francico Republican 
Party. Mavrogeorge was also able 
to point to the fact that the resur- 
rgence of the Republican Party 
in the city is due, to a large 
degree, to the participation of 
gay Republicans on all levels of 
the process. 

Last Saturday night the sena- 
tor spoke before the gay Log 
Cabin Club of Long Beach. The 
Los Angeles Times reported that 
at that event protesters staged a 
*‘die-in’’ and drew chalk outlines 
on the street in memory of 

Orange County people who have 
died of AIDS. ® 
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The Fight For Our Righis Goes On. 
Stay Informed wilh the B.A.R. 
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GAY BASHING IN THE U.S. SENATE 
PETE WILSON SAYS HE IS A MODERATE 

AND YOUR FRIEND BUT HE ALWAYS VOTES 
WITH THE CONSERVATIVE RIGHT AGAINST 

LESBIANS & GAYS! YOU DECIDE: 

AIDS 
® Voted FOR Jesse Helms’ amendments to cut-off federal funds to AIDS service 

agencies—3 times! 
® Voted to REPEAL the Washington, D.C. law that prohibits AIDS discrimination in 

insurance coverage—?2 times! 

® Voted FOR mandatory AIDS testing!’ 
® REFUSED to sign a bi-partisan ballot statement against Prop. 102, the Dannemeyer 

Initiative!? 

® ABSENT from the fight to win federal funds for the proposed San Francisco AIDS 
Hospital and ABSENT from the fight to expedite testing of experimental AIDS drugs! 

LESBIAN/GAY RIGHTS 
® Voted to GUT portions of D.C.’s gay rights law! 
® Voted to CUT-OFF all federal funds to educational, medical, and mental health 

institutions that distribute gay-positive materials! 
® REFUSED to cosponsor the Lesbian/Gay Civil Rights Act despite past promises! 
® REFUSED to condemn or disassociate himself from the gay-baiting of witnesses before 

the Senate Judiciary Committee by Senator Strom Thurmond! 
® REFUSED to cosponsor Hate Crimes legislation! 

COURTS 
® Active SUPPORTER of Robert Bork for the Supreme Court. (Bork: “...gays have no 

rights to sexual privacy even in their own homes; gays have no right to serve in the 
military or government.” ) 

® NOMINATED John P. Vukasin for a federal judge. (Vukasin: “... homosexuals are perverts 
and homosexuality is perversion.” ) 

® NOMINATED Vaughn Walker for federal judge. (Walker, one of the lawyers for the U.S. 
Olympic Committee, slapped a $96,000 lien on the home of Dr. Tom Waddell and refused to 
remove it, despite a court ruling, until Waddell had died of AIDS more than a year later.) 

orientation and the political organizations to which they belonged. Thurmond's tactic 
was designed to discredit opponents to Wilson's candidate for the federal judgeship. 
Vaughn Walker 

SOURCES: The Human Rights Campaign Fund. The National Lesbian & Gay Task 
Force, The Judiciary Project 

FOOTNOTES: 'Pete Wilson voted for two separate amendments to require mandatory 

AIDS testing of immigrants and persons convicted of sex or drug offenses 
‘Pete Wilson was asked to sign a bi-partisan ballot statement opposing the Dannemeyer 
Initiative. Wilson refused. His opponent, Leo McCarthy, did sign the ballot statement 
‘Pete Wilson stood by while gay witnesses were baited by Thurmond about their sexual 

  

Yes, | want to help stop Pete Wilson! 
Enclosed is my contribution: 

O Please keep me informed, 
Name and tell me how | can take direct action 
Address to help stop Pete Wilson: 

  

Make checks payable to: 

The Judiciary Project : PhonetDay) .... i... oi y J City 
71 Ashton Avenue 

State & Zip (Evenings) ice oe. San Francisco, CA 94112. 

PETE WILSON! 
THE LESBIAN & GAY CAMPAIGN TO DEFEAT PETE WILSON 
This ad was paid for by group and individual contributions from: Alice B. Toklas Lesbian Gay Democratic Club Harvey Milk Lesbian & 
Gay Democratic Club, Stonewall Gay Democratic Club, People With AIDS-San Francisco. National Orgamization for Women-San 
Francisco. Legal Advocates for Women. and The Judiciary Project. Roberta Achtenberg. T.J Anthony. Robert M. Anderson. Robert W 
Barnes, Maurice Belote, Ronald C. Brartwaite. Sharon Bretz. Mary C Dunlap. Catherine Dodd. RN. Ginny Foat. James M. Foster. Peter 
N. Fowler, Allen Harris, R.N., Jean Harris, Rick Hauptman, Kathy Labriola. Paul Melbostad. Carole Migden. Wayne Moore. Steve Morin 
Lester Olmstead-Rose. Matthew Rothschild. John W. Rowberry, Maggi Rubenstein. Sharon Saslafsky. Tony Travers. John E Wahl. and 
Hank Wilson 

  

  

        

  

  

Prepared and produced by the FMA Judiciary Project 
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The Last Temptation of George Bush 

give in to it. Twain may be a little too down-scale for a noble 
personage such as the Hon. George Bush to have read, but Bush 

seems to be following Twain’s simple advice. His invoking of patriotism 
and the American dream and his naming an obscure opportunist from 
Indiana as his running mate tell us loud and clear what sort of campaign 
Bush wants to run and what sort of president he would make, should 
he be elected. 

In the novel The Last Temptation of Christ, Jesus resists the tempta- 
tion to forsake his divinely appointed mission despite his own doubts 
about the whole enterprise and his attraction to Mary Magdalene. He 
appears to be a more credible human being with a good heart, a desire 
for justice, and a fear of being misused. No wonder the right-wing funda- 
mentalists deplore this portrayal of Christ. They are the people he tried 
to warn us against—people who have little respect for human frailty, 
no toleration for pleasure, and no room for doubt of any sort. 

T he easiest way to get rid of temptation, said Mark Twain, was to 

Those are the people George Bush wants on his side. He, too, thinks 
he has a divine mission— at least, he wants us to think so. And he means 

to leave no room for doubt. Bush is still and will always be a wholly (holy?) 
owned subsidiary of the extreme right wing of his party. He gave in to 
them, but he may have shot himself in his silver foot by doing so. 

has caved in to the right while trying to appeal to the center. It won’t 
work. Reagan’s voters are a very loosely-held coalition attached to 

one man and little else. 

1 n a desperate attempt to retain Ronald Reagan’s constituency, Bush 

There is something about George Bush that is grating. His whiny 
voice, his murky politics, his craven attempts to step off his yacht and 
onto the boat we're all in now come off poorly. His sudden election-eve 
conversion on AIDS discrimination, reversing his years of opposition 
to federal civil rights protections for those with AIDS, rings hollow. 
It smacks of sheer political opportunism. And that one move is still 
far from a comprehensive national response to this epidemic. 

Bush did in New Orleans what the right wing has always tried to do 
when it ran out of ideas— wrap its ideology and special interests in the 
flag, as if the Stars and Stripes were its own personal property. Bush 
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reciting the Pledge of Allegiance was worse than hokey. It was an 
attempt to take the flag hostage, to make his opposition look un- 
American. Conservatives have long believed that only they really are 
Americans, and the rest of us can be admitted to the club only if they 
approve. 

Reagan could make that line work because of his personal charisma. 
But I believe most Americans are weary of that type of polarized, 
ideological thinking these days. Reaganism has run its course, like a 
virus. 

Hj an Quayle does not represent the future. He represents some 
of the worst of the past—unprincipled selfishness, unlimited 
hypocrisy, and a touch of corruption. He is not fit to be presi- 

dent, or vice president, from a moral, political, or practical viewpoint. 
When Jesse Jackson was running, he was criticized for being inexper- 
ienced. But now the Republicans want us to take Quayle seriously as 
qualified. Are they really that cynical? Yes. 

The GOP’s pitch to the baby boom generation will likely no more 
boost the party than did the Democrats’ attempt to capture the feminist 
vote with Geraldine Ferraro in 1984. That generation is too diverse to 
line up behind one candidate. Its views span the political spectrum. 
And naming a draft-dodger is an insult to all, liberal and conservative. 

Quayle was picked to soothe the right wing fanatics. That should tell 
us where a George Bush presidency would be headed. Should Bush and 
Quayle be elected, the disasters of the Reagan era would only be wors- 
ened, as an emboldened right wing would push for more of its special 
interests. George Bush, as we've seen, is incapable of resisting their 
temptation. 

But I have a hunch that the appeal of bombast is over and that 
Dukakis and his blandness will carry the day. Americans are tired of 
the church fanatics driving this nation into ruin. We've all seen the 
effects of the heartlessness of the Reagan administration. George Bush 
may prove once again that the vice presidency really is not the step- 
ping stone to power that some presume it to be. He has eight years of 
neglect and abuse to answer for first. So far, his answers are not good 
enough. ® 

United We Stand . . . 
by Gary Robert Goad 

spiritual way, but also in a very physical and material way. As 
a ‘‘special interest’’ group (as defined by the Reagan Adminis- 

tration), gays and lesbians are the pioneers who will be credited in 
history with unwavering strength, courage, and unrelenting capacities 
of love for all people. 

Ww e are a people embracing a new age. Not in just an enlightened, 

The primary stages of this election year have ended. In order for 
our voice to be heard, it must speak in unison with every other “special 
interest’ group. We must make the fight for gay and lesbian rights an 
issue of civil and human rights to include all people. We must speak 
as a group under one umbrella. We must be made up of the components 
which make up America today; America’s citizenry is, after all, made 
up of people from all walks of life and nationalities. We must share our 
stand with blacks, Hispanics, women and all those denied the birthright 
and acquired right of civil and human rights. As a group of such 
magnitude we are empowered to demand and receive excellence in our 
lives. 

Jesse Jackson may not share, identically, the same views as the 
Democratic nominee, Michael Dukakis. However, Rev. Jackson realizes 

the importance of a Democratic victory in November. He supports the 
Democratic Party above all else, to place a Democrat in the White 
House in 1989. I believe that his talents and charisma would best serve 
this nation in a cabinet position such as Secretary of State. In this 
capacity, not only would this great man have the power to influence 
nations (such as South Africa) and strive for civil and human rights, 
but he would also have a vehicle to be directly involved substantially 
enough to squelch the argument of his lack of experience. This could 
conceivably pave the way for a Jackson White House in 1997 by over- 
whelming proportions. 

Michael Dukakis is a man who stands, presently, without commit- 
ment to any one group of people. I believe his message will be that all 
people deserve and will have, under his administration, equal treatment. 
I believe his vision will not single out the gay and lesbian community 
for privileged sanctions, but will include us with all other Americans. 
As a separate society in our own right, we must strive for total integra- 

tion and acceptance nto the mainstream of America and her politics 
if we are to survive and attain these rights we are presently denied. The 
laws of the United States must be as intended by our forefathers and 
be modernized to include ‘‘sexual preference’ rights. It is imperative 
that we unite behind Gov. Dukakis. 

and demands unity of the people, not only in our community, 
but all over the world. Rev. Jackson has laid a foundation, a coali- 

tion, which has energized those of us who Republicans have suffocated 
slowly over the past eight years. It is the duty of the people of this nation 
to use this energy to our greatest advantage and to win a victory for 
all people. Gov. Dukakis must maintain the centrist position to romance 
the votes from Democrats who strayed in 1980 and 1984. He must also 
woo liberal voters, including blacks, who were motivated to push Jesse 
Jackson to magnificent victories in the primaries. The Dukakis strategy 
will prove beneficial in November when we see a funnel effect of the 
voters and cheer in a Democratic victory. 

T his new age, with its new ways of thinking and living, dictates 

We must not listen to the cynicism of the supposed leaders of our 
community. This does not mean that we should never disagree with 
Dukakis policies. We are intelligent and should voice our concerns; 
however, we should also offer the strength of our support in addition, 
making our statement of unity clear, not only to the candidate, but to 
the nation as well. 

As the beginnings of a new age in politics emerges, we must take 
an active role to portray ourselves as passionate for a brighter, more 
free America, leaving no one behind in our fight for equality. It is the 
voice of a profound political mass that will be heard loudest and never 
again ignored. To gain the rights we are entitled to, we must first fight 
for the rights of every human being. To effectively combat the AIDS 
crisis, we must first stand united with every man and woman of every 
walk of life. 

With Pride Week "88 now a memory and a significant part of our 
history, it is up to each one of us to allow the excitement of this new 
age into our lives and take it out into this great nation, to the world, 
and show just how “Rightfully Proud’ we truly are! ® 

NEXT DEADLINE: AUGUST 26 
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Charles Pierce ‘Preserved’? 

* Last year I wrote B.A.R. lamenting the fact that 
the public could not buy or rent a videocassette of 
Charles Pierce’s remarkable act. It seemed inconceiv- 
able to me that this unique performer would not be 
available to future generations. 

Charles Pierce kindly replied in a letter to B.A.R., 
stating that I needn’t worry: Release of a video- 
cassette was to happen very soon. 

Two things have prompted this letter: (1) A video 
featuring Charles Pierce has not been released, as 
far as I know, nor does my favorite video rental store. 

(2) I understand that his current appearance at the 
Fairmont Hotel is his “farewell” after 35 years of per- 
forming. Is this really true? 

Mr. Pierce, I hope you read this letter and will once 

again let us know whether you will be ‘“preserved’’ 
on video and when we will be able to enjoy it. Those 
of us who have been fortunate enough to enjoy you 
for many years realize that a video cannot take the 
place of seeing you perform live. But we’d still like 
to be able to watch you whenever we need laughter. 

Edward Scruggs 
San Francisco 

  

Integrity Defended 

% The Aug. 18 issue of the B.A.R. includes a letter 
from one ‘Marjorie S.” of Oakland, severely taking 
me to task regarding the question of anonymity in 
my earlier letter to the editor. 

I certainly appreciate her most valid concern. 

However, were she to consult the AA Twelve Steps 
and Twelve Traditions, one of two basic AA texts, 

pp. 184-187, which deal with the 12th tradition, that 

addressing anonymity, she would find that her con- 
cept of anonymity is completely her own and nowhere 
reflected in the official literature. 

Were she to more carefully read my original letter, 
she would see, as well, that I nowhere *‘tell people 
how to make amends.” I merely state that [ am writ- 
ing for some that seem long overdue. 

I certainly do feel that my career has been neither 
“‘damned’’ nor ‘‘damaged’’ in any of this. In fact, 
it is coming along quite well. Indeed, I anticipate 
greater success than ever, since the program teaches 
us to pray for those we dislike, and it seems I must 

be the beneficiary of at least a few such orations. 

Joe Tolson, MSW, MA 
San Francisco 

  

A Strange Request 

* Please help me picket The Last Temptation of 
Christ for blasphemy—daring to suggest Mary 
Magdalene would have had sex for free! 

Strange de Jim 

San Francisco 

  

We All Have AIDS 

The following was sent to the San Francisco Mime 
Troupe: 

* I'll bet the CIA willingly puts up with your “No 
Mo’’ posturing because you are accomplishing an 
important objective for them. The mention of AIDS 
in your show perpetrates untruths about illness 
resulting from AIDS and divides gay from straight. 

AIDS is far from being a provincial concern of one 
or two communities. It is a worldwide pandemic. The 
number of people who are infected and straight great- 
ly exceeds those who are gay. You are perpetrating 
the popular untruth that AIDS is a ‘gay disease.” 

The line, “Women got nothing, and gays got 
AIDS,” in your otherwise excellent Ripped was by 
far the most popular line in the performance I at- 
tended in Washington Square. It got a much bigger 
response than most of your more politically conscious 
stuff. The truth is we all have AIDS. 

I'd also like to point out that it is equally as possi- 
ble to have safe sex in the bushes as it is inside. 

Do you consult with the people you use in your 
scripts as you write them? It might be a good idea. 

Frederic Millen, Vice Chair 
The Parsonage 
San Francisco 

  

An Exercise in Homophobia 

* I read with considerable interest the story on the 
old Public Health Service Hospital at 15th and Lake 
in the Aug. 4 issue of the Bay Area Reporter. 

Because I expect the hospital to be in the news for 
some time to come, may I point out an error in the 
story that was a common one? The ‘‘Marine’” in the 
old name for the hospital does not come from the U.S. 
Marine Corps, but, rather, the U.S. Merchant Marine. 

Today I am amazed at the obvious homophobia 

AML LIMIINHHIImiiim 
on the part of residents of the general area, who are 
protesting the use of the hospital as an AIDS hospital. 

During the time it was the USPHS Hospital, it ser- 
viced a wide range of patient types. Naturally, most 
of the patients were merchant seamen. In addition 
to American seamen, patients included any and all 
foreign seamen who needed hospitalization. 

But there were others. For instance, American 

Indians and their dependents were eligible for both 
inpatient and outpatient care. Fishermen working on 
U.S. flag boats were eligible for care there. 

Further, the hospital worked closely with various 

research hospitals and institutions in the Bay Area, 
and patients with all sorts of ailments were treated 
there. For the last 12 years of its existence, the USPHS 
Hospital had an extensive inpatient, outpatient 
program for persons with leprosy. It was the only 
leprosy program outside the federal leprosarium in 
Louisiana. 

Yet, throughout all those years, there was never any 
protest of any kind from the neighbors about who was 
being treated in that hospital. 

The so-called complaints about parking problems 
are absolutely specious. There isn’t another hospital 
in San Francisco with more on-grounds parking. 
Around 1965, the hospital had more than 400 in- 
patients, and yet there were no parking problems to 
speak of. 

Personally, I believe that the complaints being 
registered by so-called neighbors should be labeled 
exactly for what they are—an exercise in homo- 
phobia. 

Don Rotan 
San Francisco 

  

An Open Letter to Kaiser 

* I was deeply disappointed to read in the Bay Area 
Reporter (Aug. 4) that Kaiser Permanente was not 
planning to take a public stand in opposition to Prop. 
102, the Dannemeyer initiative on HIV infection, 

which is on the California ballot this November. If 
passed by the voters, this destructive, mean-spirited 
initiative, running 180 degrees counter to the direc- 
tion established by state law and recommended by 
the president’s AIDS Commission, Surgeon Gen. C. 
Everett Koop, and most public health officials, would 
wreak havoc in our efforts both to treat and halt the 
spread of deadly infection in what is aptly described 
as a public health emergency. 

While I can understand the reluctance of Kaiser 
to often take high-profile political stands on contro- 
versial issues, it would be irresponsible and inexcus- 
able for an institution of such size and influence in 
the health field, treating thousands of persons infect- 
ed with HIV, to remain silent in the face of such an 

ignorant assault on the medical confidentiality, em- 

ployability, and civil rights of its suffering members. 

I noted with approval that Kaiser endorsed and 
helped finance the tobacco tax initiative, which we 
also will be voting on this fall. Evidently Kaiser felt 
it important to throw its weight behind an effort to 
make progress on a major preventable health issue. 
It seems clear to me that Kaiser should be consistent 
and contribute also to the effort against the Danne- 
meyer initiative to ensure that the anonymous HIV 
test sites and patient confidentiality so vital to the 
so-far successful testing, education, and prevention 
campaign are not summarily wiped out. Your stand 
in opposition would seem to be particularly impor- 
tant to the success of your own testing, counselling, 

education, and prevention campaign due to be 
launched this fall by your Northern California Re- 
gional AIDS Task Force. 

As a health plan member and a member of the new, 
community-based organization—the Kaiser Patient 
Advocacy Union—1I urge Kaiser to come out soon 
and take a stand against Prop. 102. 

Lupin Loughborough, RN 
Berkeley 

  

Our Friend Hal 

* Thank you for your fine story on our organization, 
Federal Lesbians and Gays (FLAG). Mary Richards 
so aptly picked up the vibrancy of our group and 
transferred it so well to paper. 

Sadly, the same issue contained the obituary of Hal 
Freeman, a FLAG member and former director of the 
Regional Office of Civil Rights. Hal was the recipient 
of FLAG’s ‘‘Sammy’’ award, given each year in rec- 
ognition of an individual’s outstanding contributions 
to the gay/lesbian federal community. Hal’s resigna- 
tion in protest to the Reagan administration’s AIDS/ 
ARC policies was an act of true heroism. 

In addition to his lover Michael and his sons Brad 
and Troy, he is survived by all of us at FLAG. 

John-Michael Olexy 
Vice President, External Affairs 

Federal Lesbians and Gays 
San Francisco 

  

  

  

GAY 
MEN'S 

THERAPY 
CENTER 

            

673-1160 Licensed Psychologists 
over 15 years of clinical experience 

with gay and bisexual men 
ibis Rodney Karr, Ph.D. 

— individual psychotherapy Lic. ously PL6906 
— grief counseling John A. Martin. Ph.D. 
— coping with AIDS issues & fears |. Tl Tr 
— couples and group therapy 

Sliding fee scale/Insurance Accepted 

a private mental health group   
  

  

Dr. Lowell Houser 

Chiropractor 
Glenn Schmoll 

Masseur EXPERIENCE* 
and 

Really caring 
set us apart! 

  

470 Castro 

552-9300 
*Serving YOU 12 years. 

   
  

  

SENSITIVE LEGAL SERVICES 

¢ Probate and Wills 

LI LIT FIR 10T a 

¢ Criminal Offenses 

® Family Law 

¢ Real Estate 

Barry Schneider 
LN NEO) A 

400 Montgomery Street 

Suite 505 

San Francisco 

(415) 781-6500     

  

  

    
      

ALL COMMERCIAL LINES - HOMEOWNERS & APTS. « BARS & RES 

Schmid & Schinid: 

INSURANCE 
SINCE 1970 

165 POST STREET #500 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94108 
TELEPHONE (415) 981-3915 

PALM SPRINGS (619) 320-3288 
CALIFORNIA - TOLL FREE (800) 292-9992 
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[> RAVEL + LIFE & MEDICAL * LIABILITY + WORKERS COMP « BON!    
  

  
FINALLY WE HAVE ONE !. . . 

A “THREE DOLLAR BILL"! 
GENUINE - UNCIRCULATED - U.S. MINT PRINTED 

AL UNCUT CURRENCY LEGAL TENDER & 

© OG" — To Collect or Spend — ose 

oe $ 99 Send order to: [) 

American Resources 
221 Main Street 
PO. Box 635, Dept. B 
Seal Beach, CA 90740 

EACH 

plus $1.99 for insurance, postage and handling. 
Calif. residents add 6% sales tax. 

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
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GAY MEN'S THERAPY GROU 
Retrieve and Renegotiate Your Past 

Explore Your Family History & Its Impact on Your Life 

As we grew up, our families might have seemed empty, chaotic, and incon- 
sistent. We might have felt ignored, criticized, and emotionally starved. 
Alcoholism, emotional / sexual / physical abuse, poor communication, lack 
of affirmation, and unavailable parents might have characterized the family. 
As a result, today we may suffer painful memories, feel inadequate, exper- 
ience difficulties in our relationships, and find life unfulfilling. 

By growing up in a dysfunctional family, we inherited ineffective and 
destructive patterns which we continue to replay in our daily lives. Be- 
coming aware of the influence of these embedded feelings and patterns 
of the past will enhance our ability to be successful and energetic about 
life and to feel good about ourselves and our relationships. 

If you are interested in joining either the Tuesday evening group or the 
Wednesday evening group, OR if you are interested in individual or couples 
therapy, call for a free consultation. 

GEORGE BILOTTA, PH.D. 

  

586-7811     
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   Health/Grief/Stress/Relationships 
Depression/Self-Esteem/Aging 

also Commercial Collections © Evictions ® Real Estate 
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Midad YW Blowins, 29.S 

Cosmetic & Preventive Dentistry 

450 Sutter Street, Suite 1233 

Phone (415) 986-6223 

Comprehensive Dental Care 

Sedation, MC/VISA, Insurance 

Member of BAPHR, GGBA, CDA, ADA, S.F. Dental Society 
  

  

    
   

     

   

COOPER 
INSURANCE 
826-8877 
Open Mon-Sat 

Don Cooper 

Your Full Service Insurance Agency 
for Your Home, Car, Life, Boat, RY, 

Health, or Commercial Needs 

4004 26th St. (at Sanchez), S.F. 94131    
  

GAY LEGAL REFERRAL SERVICE 

DISCRIMINATION 

REAL ESTATE - BUSINESS 

CRIMINAL LAW 

PERSONAL INJURY 

FAMILY LAW 

Project of 

BAY AREA LAWYERS 

FOR INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM 

621-3900 
$20 Reterral Fee tor first 1 2 hour 

onsultation Some low fee or no tee 
reterrals available 

     

  

    
  

FRANCISCO 

PSYCHOTHERAPY 
“a wi L 1 

AN ASSOCIATION OF MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS DEDICATED 

TO SERVING THE GAY COMMUNITY 

PLRSONAL ISSUES. SEXU/.L AND RELATIONSHIP DIFFICULTIES SUBSTANCE A 

INSURANCE WELCOME - SLIDING SCALE RATES 

A RY J rN ae inp ia 

Sunday Worship 
8:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., & 7:00 p-m. 

The Childcare and sign language provided at 
10:30 am services. For information about 
choir, bible study, AIDS Ministry Team, 

/ women’s programs, men’s programs, and 
Metropolitan other activities please telephone the church 

» , wt t > wsle » Community and request the newsletter 

150 Eureka Street 
San Francisco, California 94114 

gis) 863-4434 
The Reverend James Mitulski, Pastor 
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Bisexuals and AIDS 

* A recent national study of blood donors (Transfu- 
sion 28:4; 298-301, 1988) reported characteristics of 
blood donors who tested positive for HIV antibodies 
(450 of 818,629 donations). Eighty-eight percent of 
positives were males, and the majority of those inter- 
viewed were bisexual. 

Health educators have previously pointed out that 
there are no organized community groups of bisex- 
uals for targeting AIDS information, presenting 
problems in communication and education. That the 
group is much larger than previously suspected has 
become apparent in recent years, although it was not 
surprising to many of us. I think it is time to organize, 

at least loosely. 

I am willing to be a focal point for getting such 
an organization started. If you are a bisexually ac- 
tive male and sincerely interested in forming a group 
for the purposes of furthering education, as well as 
social functions, write to me (using a pseudonym, if 
you wish, but a working address), and I will try to set 

up a meeting. Also, if you know other bisexual men 
who do not read the B.A.R. (I am sure there are many), 

pass the word. Obviously, race and ethnicity are not 
germane. 

Bill Warner 
P.O. Box 6195 

San Francisco, CA 94101 

  

Get Out and Vote! 

* I’m voting for Michael Dukakis for president on 
Nov. 8 and urge everyone in our community, the les- 
bian and gay community, to vote for Dukakis. 

We know the Reagan-Bush record on the AIDS epi- 
demic. It’s one of criminal neglect, of bureaucratic 
ineptitude, of silence in the face of our country’s 
number-one health crisis. George Bush, if elected, 

would continue the Reagan policies of silence and 
death. 

Furthermore, Bush is supported closely and active- 
ly by some of the ugliest ultra-rightists in the coun- 
try. His candidacy is a campaign of, by, and for the 
Falwells, the Ollie Norths, the Pat Robertsons, and 

the Dannemeyers. George Bush’s victory in Novem- 
ber will be a green light for all those anti-human types 
to aggressively attack the freedoms our community 
and others have worked so hard to secure. 

We will still have to organize to defend and extend 

our rights as lesbians and gays with Dukakis as presi- 
dent. We will have to organize and protest and lobby 
for AIDS research, health care, education, and anti- 
discrimination with Dukakis as president. But we will 
be presenting our demands for progress, not recoil- 

ing while the ultra-right chases down our hides. 

Don’t waste your vote on Fulani! Don’t stay home 
in discouragement! Get out and vote, and vote for 

Dukakis for president on Nov. 8. 

Remember, the last day to register to vote is Oct. 11. 

John Belskus 
San Francisco 

  

Armin Arm 

This letter was sent to Dr. Herbert Perkins, execu 

tive director of the Irwin Memorial Blood Bank: 

* [am deeply concerned about the recent transfer- 

ring of the Arm in Arm and Harvey Milk Club donor 
blood drives out of the Castro neighborhood. Both 

blood drives have been extremely successful, and the 

continued success of these drives is impeded by the 

increased logistics of requiring donors to be shuttled 

from their neighborhood to the blood bank head- 

quarters on Masonic Avenue. 

[tis especially disturbing that the Irwin Memorial 

Blood Bank would be influenced by allegations that 

blood donations received at the Eureka Valley Recre- 

ational Center are *“high risk.” The donors in both 

blood drives are women, primarily lesbian, and it is 

well known that lesbians are one of the lowest-risk 

groups for HIV infection. In fact, it is my understand- 
ing that not a single donation from the Milk Club 

drive has ever been found to test positive for HIV 

antibodies. 

Past experience has shown that successful and safe 

blood drives can be conducted at the Eureka Valley 

Recreational Center. Given the shortage of blood 

products and the great demand for these products 

by people with HIV infection, I urge the board of 

directors of Irwin Memorial Blood Bank to reconsid- 

er its position and return these blood drives to the 

Castro neighborhood. 

Sen. Milton Marks 
San Francisco 

  

Empty Platitudes, Again! 

* The keynote speaker at the Republican National 
Convention regurgitated the same platitudes that 
were the original bill of fare at the 1980 and 1984 con- 

ventions. (i.e., safe streets, stopping drug trafficking 
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into and within the U.S, reasonable housing, a sound 

high-school education, etc.), none of which, by the 
way, has as yet become an effective element within 
the present Republican administration’s meager 
domestic policy program. 

My basic question is, “‘If the Republicans are 
going to do all these wonderful things for we Amer- 
icans between 1988 and 1992, why in the world didn’t 

they do some of them between 1981 and 1988, instead 
of minimizing and deleting financial support for one 
domestic program after another in favor of military 
spending?”’ 

The speaker kept interjecting the buzzwords, 
“‘working Americans and opportunity,” as though 
his audience of wealthy e+ nloiters was itself this very 
large and noble group instead of its base contradic- 
tion. The hardcore right-wing Republican wealthy 
obviously have been experiencing paranoia regard- 
ing the continuing stability of their social and eco- 
nomic privileges and for some time now have felt an 
urgent need for an immense military to counter this 
imagined threat to their financially based self-worth 
—at the American public's expense, of course! 

The Republicans are also attempting another 
nationwide snow-job by attempting to conjure up a 
confrontation between family values (?) and the 

equally valid lifestyle values of homosexuals, single 
heterosexuals, and single parents. They evidently 
choose to ignore the rapidly growing number of 
single households in our nation. 

This time, let's show the Republicans we see 
through their transparent facade of blatant untruths, 
baseless slanders, and vulgar innuendos by putting 
someone in the White House who has proven he has 
character and will represent the interests of the widest 
range of the American population; someone who will 
give reality to the positive domestic programs about 
which the Republicans only jawbone. That someone 
is Gov. Michael Dukakis. 

Jerry R. De Young 
San Francisco 

  

Pay Attention 

The following was sent to Grey Advertising Agency 

of New York, NY: 

* [ am writing to protest your unfair and inaccurate 
ad about AIDS being run on radio station KDFC in 

San Francisco. 

[t is wrong because you assume that there is a test 

for AIDS and that all those who test positive for the 

antibody will eventually come down with the disease. 
Most of us in San Francisco who have studied the 

situation at all, and who know people with AIDS, 
know that it is not invariably fatal and there are also 

those who do not test positive for HIV who come 
down with AIDS-like symptoms. 

California law is therefore correct in preventing 

this antibody test from being used in any diagnostic 

way for insurance or any other purpose outside of 

what the individual wishes to use it for. As far as | 

am concerned it does not indicate much, and the 

great epidemic that is being predicted is not going 

to take place. 

Instead, we should all be looking at syphilis as the 

main causative agent. There are an estimated 30 to 

10 million cases of undiagnosed syphilis in this coun- 

try, and that is where vou should be putting vour at- 
tention. In fact, California law already requires 

treatment for those testing positive for syphilis. 

Please do pay attention to what is really hap- 

pening. 

Fred A. Cline. Jr. 

San Francisco 

Ed. Note: Perhaps syphilis should be 
investigated in connection with AIDS. But the 
projected numbers of diagnoses and costs of 
treatment will continue to climb. The ques- 
tion is: who will pay the bill. Private insurers 
should bear a fair share of the burden. 

Ray O'Loughlin 

  

Bambi’s Bitching 

* Now wait a minute! **Bambi’" can bitch all she 

wants about Hippler’s review of the flick of the same 

name — but is she so dense not to realize some of that 

review was tongue-in-cheek? 

Mike Hippler is my most “‘clipped’” journalist in 
the Bay Area: fact is, the Bambi review went right into 
the gay health file as soon as I read it. Lotsa chuckles 
and lots of truth in his review. 

Hippler has heart, humor, and knows how to write. 
Along with that guy named Ford in the competitive 
weekly, he's one of the few things that make Bay Area 

living worthwhile. 

We need more Hipplers and fewer phonies who call 
themselves “*Bambi.” 

Kent Williams 
Oakland i 
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Celebration vs. Liberation 

* As lesbians and gay men who have participated 
in the Liberation Contingent since the very first year 
of the Lesbian and Gay Pride Parade, we take pride 
in the impact we have made in the struggle for human 
rights and freedom for ourselves and other oppress- 
ed people here and around the world. 

We know there are lesbians and gay men like 
Leyland who feel our parade should be limited so as 
not to generate a ‘significant negative reaction from 
non-gay power groups that are in a position to help 
us obtain pro-gay legislation and governmental deci- 
sions.’ Politely waiting around for those in power to 
take notice has never gotten us anywhere. It surely 
hasn’t done anything for the thousands of people 
who have died from AIDS. On the other hand, history 
has shown us that when we take to the streets, our 

voices are heard. 

Leyland comments that ‘‘foreign policy of the U.S. 
and internal domestic policy of other countries . . . 
are not at all reievant to gay interests and celebra- 
tion.” Hundreds of thousands of lesbians and gay 
men disagree. Look at the thousands of angry and 
militant demonstrators who convened in the Castro 
to protest the 3,200 troops in Honduras and the threat 
of invasion in Nicaragua, attracting national media 
attention. Look at the 750,000 people who marched 
in Washington last October for legal recognition of 
our relationships, full reproductive rights for women, 
an end to discrimination against people with AIDS 
and ARC, and an end to racism here and in South 

Africa. 

Joining with progressive lesbians and gay men all 
over the nation and the world, we demand ‘‘From 

Stonewall to Soweto to El Salvador, liberation now!”’ 

and ‘We're dykes and faggots and we’re here to say; 
no to the Army and the KKK!”’ We’re proud that we 
have played such a leading role in the fights against 
women’s oppression, racism, and U.S. intervention. 

Leyland states that the Liberation Contingent’s 
“inclusion and presence. ...can be offensive.” What 
we find offensive is HIV-positive quarantining in 
Florida, abortion clinics being bombed around the 
U.S., KKK terror in upstate New York, and Nazi 
skinheads bashing gays in the Haight. The Right 
does not separate these issues, and neither can we. 

Everyone who saw the incredibly warm response 
we got as we marched knows that, in fact, we do rep- 
resent our community. The growing numbers of les- 
bians and gay men cheering for us and chanting 
along with us are doing so because they also know 
that “‘silence =death’’ and “‘activism=life.’ 

We think it’s outrageous that Leyland thinks she 
can separate part of the lesbian and gay community 
from the parade. The parade began 19 years ago as 
a result of the Stonewall Rebellion for gay liberation. 
If the parade is not for liberation today, then what 
is it for? 

ACT UP, San Francisco 
Lesbians and Gays Against Intervention 

Out of Control 
Revolting Lesbians 
Lesbian Caucus of 

Women Against Imperialism 

  

Flouncing Down Market 

* A transvestite who calls himself ‘‘Bambi’’ writes 
in to say that he finds the writings of B.A.R. colum- 
nist Mike Hippler to be ‘‘tasteless, improper, and dis- 
gusting’ and that they represent ‘‘a perfect example 
of how some outspoken perverts have given homosex- 
uals as a group a bad name and why heterosexuals 
think gays are nothing but scum.’ 

I found this attitude to be interesting, considering 
the source, since it exactly reflects the way the over- 
whelming majority of homosexual men feel when we 
see some painted geek flouncing down Market Street 
in a dress. 

George Buchanan 
San Francisco 

  

Libertarians Neither 
Left Nor Right 

* I would like to respond to Jessie Fields’ letter to 
the Bay Area Reporter [Aug. 4], most particularly the 
attacks against the Libertarian Party. 

Fields first attacks the Libertarian Party as being 
“‘rightist-dominated,” an attempt to smear the par- 
ty as being right-wing. My only response is: 

Is the Libertarian Party right-wing when it opposes 
the U.S. Government's militaristic foreign policy and 
calls for the abolition of the CIA? Is it right-wing 
when it opposes the draft and draft registration, the 
ludicrous ‘‘war on drugs’’ which violates our civil 
liberties, all government censorship, and all laws pro- 
hibiting sexual acts between consenting adults? 
These are positions the Libertarian Party has con- 
sistently taken and defended against the “‘moralism” 
and militarism of the Right. 

    
   

  

    

    

Regarding the attack that the Libertarian Party 
is anti-gay, my response is: 

Is the Libertarian Party anti-gay when it supports 
giving gay couples the same legal rights as hetero- 
sexual couples? Is it anti-gay when it opposes all 
sodomy laws, the INS restrictions on gay immigra- 
tion into the United States, and the FDA restrictions 

on alternative health care and nonapproved drugs 
for AIDS victims? 

Is the Libertarian Party anti-gay for having oppos- 
ed the Briggs Initiative in 1978 or the LaRouche In- 
itiatives in 1986 and again in 1988? And finally, is 

the Libertarian Party anti-gay because its California 
State Central Committee, in Febraury of this year, 
passed a resolution condemning the kidnapping of 
Sharon Kowalski by the State of Minnesota and 

demanding that she be allowed to return to the care 
of her lover, Karen Thompson? 

Finally, regarding the claim that Libertarian 
presidential candidate Dr. Ron Paul is homophobic, 
my response is: 

Was Dr. Paul homophobic when he hired gays on 
his congressional staff during his four terms in Con- 
gress? Was he homophobic when he visited the only 
gay bar in the city of Escondido, California (a bas- 
tion of right-wing Republicanism) as a protest against 
that city’s harassment of that gay business? Was Dr. 
Paul homophobic when, on his last visit to San Fran- 
cisco, he specifically requested to be interviewed by 
a gay reporter formerly associated with the B.A.R.? 

Maybe Fields should put aside the Marxist 
rhetoric and the blinders of left-wing pigeonholing. 
Liberatarians are neither left nor right. Libertarians 
reject the whole left-right political paradigm as anti- 
quated and unable to satisfactorily solve the politi- 
cal crisis facing not only the United States, but the 
entire world. The battle is no longer left vs. right. 
Rather it is individual liberty vs. state power and its 
special privileges for big business, big labor, and the 
banking establishment. 

In the battle for individual liberty against the 
power of the state, it is Dr. Ron Paul and the Liber- 

tarian Party defending the individual rights of all 
people — gays, straights, blacks, whites, Asians, and 
Native Americans—against an alliance not all that 
new that favors increased government power: Michael 
Dukakis, George Bush, and Lenora Fulani. 

John Tiritilli, Vice Chair 
Libertarian Party of San Francisco 

  

Hate Terms and Gay Murders 

The following letter was written to the San Francis- 
co Examiner: 

* The Examiner has given us fair and accurate news 
coverage of the George Smoot case and charges sus- 
tained against four police officers by the Office of 
Citizen's Complaints (OCC). 

Warren Hinckle’s column also offered some useful 
insight [8/4/88]. However, I strongly object to the final 
quote that was falsely attributed to me. I would never 
use a hate term like ‘‘fag’’ to describe a gay murder 
victim. Such cruel words dehumanize and divide 
people. 

This is a serious civil rights case involving grave 
issues. There has been strong community response 
from a substantial number of San Franciscans, both 

straight and gay. This is not the result of efforts by 

any single individual, but rather an expression of our 
civic conscience. 

Bill Paul 
San Francisco 

    

      

  

   

  

    
   

Everyone needs to have a will. Without this important 
document, the state could be in control of the      

  

   

ee ahah ot to Sly distribution of all your worldly belongings. 

. king apiind ina We can now offer you a professionally prepared will for 
        

  

as low as $49.00" and have it completed while you wait. 

Call For Information And An Appointment. 

ATTORNEYS ATLAW 433-0285 
150 Spear, 11th Floor * and up 

San Francisco, CA 94105 g 
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SUCCESS SUPPORT GROUP 
FOR GAY MEN 

Attain your personal and professional goals! 
Weekly meetings 7:00-9:00 p.m. $20/week 

New group forming 

Pre-group consultation is required and free of charge. 

Individual sessions also available 

Bud Hinkle, M.A. 415/928-3848 
MFCC Intern #IR008949 Don Propstra & Associates   
  

  

  ST. FRANCIS LUTHERAN CHURCH 
mutes you to 

gy 
5) Sunday Worship at 11:00 A.M. 

an 152 Church Street, near Market 

@     

   

  

Richard Barrera 
General, Cosmetic Dentistry dentist 

Personal Care 

Nitrous Oxide 

VISAIMC Accepted 

490 Post Street, Suite 520 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
(415) 986-4534 

MUSIC, LOVE, LAUGHTER, JOY AND GOD'S WORD! 
WORSHIP AT GOLDEN GATE M.CC. 
Sundays: 12:30 and 7:00 p.m. 

Sign language provided at the 
12:30 p.m. service. For information 
about counseling, Bible studies, social 
activities, Rest Stop AIDS/ARC y ] 
ministry, men and womyn’s activities, ) 
please call 621-6300. METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH 

  

     WORSHIP: 48 Belcher OFFICE: 134 Church St. 621-6300 
Rev. Jim Sandmire, Pastor 

THE HOME OF POSITIVE SPIRITUALITY!       

   

  

We’ve Got a PR Problem 

* At the risk of sounding naive and conservative (I 
am neither), I would like to propose a way that the 
community can gain greater acceptance by middle- 
America—something we must do to gain the support 
necessary to save lives at this time of crisis. 

Simply put, we have a P.R. problem which can be 
remedied. 

Many middle-Americans reject liberation because 
of another, all too different issue: promiscuity. This 
dynamic is not exclusively gay, and this linkage must 
be broken, just as we are uncoupling the equation 
of AIDS as a gay disease. 

Most of us were raised with middle-American value 
systems which we have not lost. We are all seeking 
love and not just sex. Middle-America must be made 

- to understand this. 

Granted, there will always be a high degree of re- 
jection by the more conservative elements of society. 
In time, this resistance will erode, but it will take 

much longer. 

We do not have to compromise our gains of per- 
sonal freedom in order to achieve greater acceptance 
and support. Gay leadership must pursue ways of ad- 
dressing these concerns so progress can be ac- 
celerated. 

Charles M. Marsteller I11 
San Francisco 

    
2 STRIP FOR ACTION 

Eliminate superfluous hair—anywhere 
on the face or body: shoulders & back, 
penis and scrotum, buttocks, arms/legs, 
chest, abdomen, perineum/rectal areas, 
nape of neck, brows, and beard shaping. 

      

  

    

  

Electrolysis is a safe, sterile process 
for permanent hair removal but it does 
take time. Fall & Winter are ideal to 
prepare for next Spring & Summer. Call 
today for a complimentary consultation. 

ACCEPT ONLY THE BEST 
CASTRO VILLAGE 
ELECTROLYSIS 

821-1113 “Yr 
712A Castro SEEMAN 
S.F 94114 

  

        
    
    

      

  

CHUCK 

JOHNSON 

  

    
    
    

  

      CHEZ MOLLET 23 YEARS SERVING SAN FRANCISCO 

Open for Lunch 11-3 Sunday, Monday, 

Dinner 5:30-11 Tuesday 

Brunch on the : : 
Garden Patio P r ime Rib 

Saturdays, Sundays 

& Holidays 

10:30-3 

Reservations Recommended 

(415) 495-4527 
527 Bryant St. 

(betwn. 3rd & 4th Sts.) 

Banquet Room Available for Up to 100 

Soup or Salad 

$9.95 
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Senator Wilson Comes Out Against Proposition 102 
epublican U.S. Sen. Pete 

B Wilson brought over 
200 predominately gay 

Republicans to their feet at Mon- 
day night’s annual Concerned 
Republicans for Individual 
Rights dinner when he came out 
strongly against the Dannemeyer 
AIDS initiative, Prop. 102. Wil- 
son was greeted by a picket line 
of gays who opposed him on a 
number of past votes. The pick- 
ets, however, were comprised of a 
suspiciously pro-McCarthy list of 
sponsors (notably the Milk, 
Toklas, and Stonewall clubs, all 
clubs that will endorse Lt. Gov. 
Leo McCarthy in the November 
election). 

Wilson was adamant that the 
Dannemeyer initiative was ‘bad 
news’’ for the fight against AIDS. 

This writer is the first to say 
that those who disagree with the 
Republican, as I do, have a right 
to picket him whenever and wher- 
ever they wish. But I also call it 
as I see it, and, save for a few like 
T.J. Anthony and Hank Wil- 
son, most of those on that anti- 
Wilson picket line were there as 
political pawns of Leo McCarthy 
and the Democratic Party, rather 
than for the differences they had 
with the Republican senator. 

Then again, if a couple of 
them had shown a little courtesy 
and less mouth, I might have had 
more understanding for what 
they claim to be trying to do. 
After all, it isn’t every day that I 
am called a ‘‘Nazi Republican,’ 
and the jackasses that shouted it 
are just that—moronic jackasses! 

No one—repeat, no one— tells 
me where I can and what story | 
can cover, and if you don’t know 
me by now, I haven’t the time to 

explain to a couple of idiots who 
have little to offer this movement 
than to shout their idiocy. 

The leadership of the Con- 
cerned Republicans worked hard 
to get Pete Wilson to come to 
their dinner to publicly oppose 

this ugly Dannemeyer scheme, 
and [ am damned glad they did. 
If we have any hope at all of de- 
feating Prop. 102, we need the 
help of people like Pete Wilson 
and Gov. George Deukmejan. 
Whether or not I agree with 
many of their past positions, | 

welcome their help in this fight, 
and I have little patience for 
those who wear their party pol- 

itics on their sleeves and seem- 
ingly make the election of Leo 

McCarthy, simply because he is 
a Democrat, a priority. 

Put simply, Pete Wilson is no 
bargain; but then again, who the 

hell says Leo McCarthy is? As a 
political columnist, I go to many 
dinners—many [ wish I had pass- 
ed up, but that is the way I do 

things—and I make no apologies 

  

  

» Sen. Pete Wilson. 

to those who shouted "Nazi Re- 

publican” or ‘‘Shame on Wayne’ 
as | entered the CRIR dinner. It 
was a good dinner; the pickets 
were, for the most part, certainly 
proper in picketing the senator 
(save for the usual loudmouth 

jackasses); and I, for one, am glad 
that Pete Wilson is on our side in 
this one. 

ust when George Bush 
was beginning to suggest 
he would move the Republi- 

can Party away from the Reagan 
revolution and bring it into the 
20th century, he leaves the New 

Orleans convention with a run- 
ning mate who is to the right of 
Barry Goldwater and embraces a 
party platform that is the most 
conservative in recent history. 

I have never considered 
George Bush a died-in-the-wool 

conservative. The man is a polit- 
ical moderate, but, as one writer 
putit, ‘‘Bush is backing into the 
future with one eye on Ronald 
Reagan and the other on the 
right-wing Republican sore- 
heads. While making the best 

political speech of his career, 
according to those who are sup- 
posed to know these things, Bush 
continually threw out pieces of 
meat to his supporters in the fun- 
damentalist wing of the party. 
(Keep the crazies happy, George.) 

  
  

He spoke with passion about 
being the man ‘‘who is now in 
charge,” and, while touching on 

civil rights, homelessness, Star 
Wars (of course), jobs, Mom and 
apple pie, and just about every- 
thing else, I had to notice that 
AIDS was not mentioned. There 
is an AIDS crisis in George 
Bush’s America, too, isn’t there? 

In his choice for a running 
mate, Bush sold out to the far 
right. Sen. Dan Quayle and his 
voting record make even George 
Bush look like a liberal. While 
the Quayle military controversy 
continues this week (there is still 
an outside chance the Republi- 
cans will replace him with Sen. 
Robert Dole), the question 
arises, regarding the Vietnam 

War, as to what was the right 
thing for young men of Quayle’s 
generation to do. What was com- 
mitment then? Was it right to 

throw yourself in the war, or was 

it right not to go, as Quayle 
chose? 

The Dan Quayle question 
opens up old Vietnam wounds 

that many hoped had permanent- 
ly gone away, a scar in the body 
politic that many had wanted to 
stop thinking about. 

Quayle himself has said that 
“‘phone calls were made’ to help 

him find a spot in the National 

Guard, and the political question 
arises because it is feared that the 
parents and relatives of many 
who didn’t have influential 
friends might resent that their 
sons eventually went to war in 
Vietnam. 

Republicans, of course, are 
hoping ta rise this issue out, but 
many feel that if the controversy 
lingers, George Bush might be 
faced with the first real decision 
of his new campaign very soon. 

t the convention, when 
A gay rights supporters and 

women’s rights advocates 
gathered in New Orleans for a 
series of demonstrations, the 
cops acted quite differently than 
they did in Atlanta during a simi- 
lar demonstration at the Demo- 
cratic convention. 

In Atlanta, protestors wearing 
T-shirts with slogans such as 
‘‘Silence=Death” walked in a 
long oval for a ‘‘kiss-in,” kissing 
as they passed each other. Atlanta 
cops didn’t like it, and a shoving 
match between gays and police 
ensued. 

But in New Orleans, during a 
similar kiss-in, the Big Easy’s 
officers simply stood by, paid no 
attention, and watched. ‘‘That’s 
what we are, here —easygoing,’ 
Officer J. Parker told reporters. 

Bush, Dukakis, Bentsen, 
Quayle—all are millionaires, 
with Michael Dukakis report- 
edly worth a bit over $1 million, 
the ‘pauper’ among the four. 

George Deukmejian telling his 
fellow California Republicans at 
the convention that he will defi- 
nitely make up his mind on seek- 
ing a third term and make it 
public “‘between the Nov. 8 elec- 
tion and the end of the year.’ 
Betting among Sacramento ob- 

servers has the governor running 
again. 

California Republican dele- 
gates ‘‘rewarded’’ would-be state 

treasurer Dan Lungren by mak- 
ing him one of two new repre- 
sentatives to the Republican 
National Committee, if you call 

that any kind of consolation prize 
for a man who gave up a safe con- 
gressional seat only to be rejected 
as the governor’s choice as trea- 
surer by a Democratic-controlled 
state Senate. 

he state Senate last week 
passed legislation that 

would enhance the power 
of local health officials to shut 
down bathhouses when they find 
evidence of high-risk sexual prac- 

tices that might lead to the 
spread of AIDS. Under the legis- 
lation, approved on a 22-0 vote 
without debate and sent to the 

Assembly for concurrence in 
amendments, local officials could 
shut down bathhouses if they pro- 

duce evidence on a case-by-case 

basis that the places are encour- 
aging or permitting high-risk 
behavior. 

More than a few old-time San 
Franciscans that I know think the 
Progress’ Wiliam H. Rent- 
scheler has a lot to learn about 
San Francisco. The transplanted 
“‘expert’’ from Illinois was call- 
ing the board of supervisors 
“‘cowards’’ this week for remov- 
ing an alternative plan to John 
Barbagelata’s two-term ballot 
measure from the November bal- 
lot. 

Claiming that the San Francis- 
co board of supes ‘‘has never 
been known for its courage,” the 
Rentscheler rag, trying hard to be 
noticed in this city, suggests that 
the Barbagelata plan will now 
pass and the supes have only 
themselves to blame. Frankly, I 
think both Barbagelata and 
Rentscheler take themselves too 
seriously. 

AIDS, for the first time, has 
crept into the top 15 killer 
diseases in this country. The 
National Center for Health Sta- 
tastics said this week that up to 
13,280 persons died from AIDS 

in 1987, bumping birth defects 
from the top 15. 

Mark Friese’s ‘‘Bar Wars 
IV;” a benefit for the Godfather 
Service Fund, will be held this 

Sunday, Aug. 28, starting at 10 at 
the New Bell Saloon on Polk 
Street. Bar Wars is a lot of fun, 

involves a number of Polk Street 

area bars, is for a good cause, and 
tix are only $10. (Call Mark at 
431-3470 for tix and info.) And I 
will see you there. 

Say what? Michael Dukakis: 
‘‘Democrats tend to sleep in 
double beds. Republicans prefer 
twins. That’s one of the reasons 
we have more Democrats than 
Republicans, I think.’ ® 

  

  

Tax Help for PWAs 
The San Francisco AIDS Foun- 

dation is sponsoring a monthly 
question-and-answer forum for 
persons with AIDS or ARC who 
want to know more about income 
tax issues. 

Conducted by a representative 
of H&R Block, these forums are 
intended to address questions 
about tax obligations of disabled 
persons, guidelines for self- 

employed people, and current tax 
laws, rules, and regulations. 

The forums are held in the 
morning at our offices. To reserve 
a space or to receive more infor- 
mation, please call the on-duty 
social worker of the S.F. AIDS 
Foundation at 864-5855. ®     
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Comic-Stripping AIDS 
n one page, two ‘‘self- 
absorbed, overprivileged, 
overgrown, white hetero- 

sexual crybabies’’ dressed in 
diapers are whining because 
AIDS has spoiled their party. On 
another, a nightmarish super- 
virus is inspiring common flu 
bugs to win the battle against the 
host’s immune system. Further 
along, a PWA sitting on the edge 
of a building, contemplating sui- 
cide, decides that *‘this, too, shall 
pass’’ and blows bubbles instead. 
And elsewhere, one lover asks his 

bedmate, “Was it good for you, 
too?’’ while the partner replies, 
“No, but it was safe’ 

All these disparate images and 
messages appear in a book called 
Strip AIDS USA, a collection of 
cartoon art contributed by a wide 
variety of cartoonists, gay and 
straight, familiar and unknown, 

to benefit people with AIDS. 
Each of the contributions, rang- 
ing from a single panel to a full- 
length story, concerns some 
aspect of the AIDS crisis—fear, 
rejection, avoidance, struggle, 

hope, compassion, and of course 
(since this is cartoon art, after all) 
humor. 

It is an extraordinary anthol- 
ogy which does as much as any 
previous collective or artistic 
endeavor to prove the assertion of 
Bill Griffith (‘‘Zippy’’) that 
‘AIDS is an alarm with a human 
face.’ 

The idea for Strip AIDS USA 
originated simultaneously with 
Trina Robbins and Bill Sienkie- 
wicz, two American cartoonists 
who traveled to London last fall 
for a comics convention and ran 
across a publication called Strip 
AIDS, which benefitted an AIDS 
hospice called the London Light- 
house. Inspired, Robbins and 
Sienkiewicz returned to the U.S., 
determined to do the same thing 
here, and enlisted the help of 
Robert Triptow, editor of Gay 
Comix. They then set about find- 
ing a publisher and seeking con- 
tributions from fellow artists. 

The editors reached an agree- 
ment with Ron Turner at Last 
Gasp, one of the original under- 
ground comics publishers. Turn- 
er, who has been based in San 
Francisco since he founded Last 
Gasp in the late *60s, enthusias- 

tically agreed to publish the an- 
thology at cost and to turn over 
all profits to the Shanti Project at 
the editors’ request. 

ext, the editors contacted 
Ni the cartoonists they 

knew who would want to 
get involved. They also contacted 
cartoon publishers and syndi- 
cates around the nation and ask- 
ed them to spread the word. In 
this way, they secured contribu- 
tions not only from friends such 
as Roberta Gregory and Howard 
Cruse, but also from such well- 
established figures as Bill Plymp- 
ton, Jules Feiffer, and Garry 
Trudeau. 

  

Women Volunteers 
Needed by Agency 
Become a volunteer with 

Woman, Inc., a battered women’s 

agency in San Francisco which of- 
fers a 24-hour crisis line, counsel 

ing services, legal clinics, walk-in 
centers, lesbian services, and in- 
formation and referrals. Learn 
crisis intervention and counseling 
skills. Volunteer training begins 
September 1988. 

Call Jeanie at 864-4777 for 
more information. Women with 

daytime availability are especial- 
ly needed. 
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Each of the participating art- 
ists agreed to work for free. Some 
also donated their original art- 
work, to be sold at auction at a 
later date. 

“In the end,” says Triptow, 
“‘we received more submissions 
than we could use. The size of the 
book was increased three times to 

accommodate them. The car- 
toons we rejected were either 
from amateurs or from people 
who adopted positions that we 
could not support. 

“One well-known cartoonist, 
for instance, drew a strip advocat- 
ing that PWAs be tattooed ‘in 
order to save lives’ I tried to 

explain why this was unaccepta- 
ble, but he was too incensed to 
listen.” 

This misunderstanding was 
unfortunate, adds Triptow, partic- 
ularly because the editors tried 
so hard to avoid establishing a 
“politically correct’ line. 

*“It was a deliberate choice to 
present as many viewpoints as 
possible,” says Triptow. ‘‘The car- 
toons which are included are 
both funny and depressing, de- 
pending on the cartoonist’s atti- 
tudes and needs. We also tried to 
reach the widest possible audi- 
ence. That’s why we included 
both gay and straight material. 
We wanted the book to have as 
great an impact on teenage boys 
as on gay men. We didn’t only 
want to raise money for Shanti, 
after all. We also wanted to edu- 
cate.’ 

hile some might consid- 
er cartoons to be an odd 
vehicle for AIDS educa- 

tion, Triptow argues otherwise. 

*“First, you have to understand 
that we published the book be- 
cause people do what they can 
do,” he explains. “We are car- 
toonists. It’s only natural that 
this is the way we will voice our 
concerns and try to help. 

‘‘But beyond that, I think we 
can have a significant impact on 
the public. Cartooning, like 

AIS IM YS | 

  
movies, is a field in which there 
is a double impact—words and 
pictures. When the two are com- 
bined, it’s easier to convey a 
thought or a feeling than when 
they are separated. And unlike 
movies, where there are hundreds 
of collaborators, the cartoonist 
has absolute control over his 
product. He or she has true free- 
dom of expression. 

““Finally, because of the under- 
ground nature of the kind of com- 
ics most of us draw, there is no 

need to compromise. So what the 
reader gets is the truth—or what 
we feel is the truth. Hopefully 
that will mean something to the 
people who see our book and to 
those looking for insight or sup- 
port.’ 

As the character offering love 
and encouragement in Triptow’s 
own submission to Strip AIDS 
USA says, “Is there anything I 
can get for you?’’ Replies his 
friend, ‘‘No, thanks. I already 

have everything I need.” Includ- 
ing, one hopes, a copy of this 
book. » 

  

  

379 Hayes Street 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

  

415) 255-1413 frie. 
J. us in our new dining room 

for dinner & cocktails 
full bar, daily specials, 

fish, pasta & american grill. 

- et \         
  

Charles T. Stolpe 
Attorney At Law 

Certified Specialist in Criminal Law 

Civil ® Real Property ® Probate & Estate Planning 
Saturday/Evening Appointments Available 

CLASSIC IMAGES 
-—————— Portraits + Composites + Portfolios — 

3 

181 Second Avenue, Suite 307 
San Mateo, CA 94401 

(415) 347-7370 
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647-8089 
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LIQUIDATIO 
U.S. Bankruptcy Court 3-86-02920JR 

Huge Jewelry Bankruptcy 
ed 

  

Earrings «+ Necklaces « Chains 
Rings « Pendants « etc... 

for sale at the former Boitano’s Jewelry 
1575 Pacific Avenue (at Polk), San Francisco 

Phone: 415/921-0785 

MUST VACATE 
ALL STOCK, FIXTURES, ASSETS!! 

Open Monday thru Saturday from 10 am to 5 pm 

BRING THIS AD FOR AN ADDITIONAL 10% OFF LIQUIDATION PRICES 
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ACT UP Zaps Bush 
At Convention Arrival 
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or more. 

Bring this ad in and receive a 

pair of nylon tricot running 

shorts with any purchase of $40 

Colors available: Black, Red, Royal, 
Navy, Teal, Gold, Burgundy. 

  

      

   

chanted, “40,000 dead from 
AIDS; where was George?”’ 

To protect themselves, activists 
had joined arms and formed a 
large circle around the five per- 
sons hoisting the signs. Addi- 
tional protection was provided by 

  

“‘A woman with him punched me 
in the stomach too.’ 

‘“They were an organized 
group of young Republicans,’ 
said ACT UP’s Charles King. 
“The whole two hours we were 
waiting for Bush to arrive, they 

were jockeying their biggest peo- 
ple all around us. The pushing 
and shoving kept up the whole 
time. Then when we finally rais- 
ed our signs, they started trying 

This town is full of Republicans, 
and we’ve been on the news 
enough that when they see our 
“AIDSGATE”’ and “‘Silence= 
Death’’ Tshirts, they know we're 

gay. It’s really not safe to walk in 
this city this week.’ ° 

  

AIDS Is the Litmus Test 
For Political Candidates, 
Reports NGRA Survey 
Gay Voters Demand Action on Epidemic 

    

        

$9.95 Value 

  

   

   

by Dennis McMillan 

Two-thirds of voters responding to a survey by National Gay Rights Advocates said that they 
consider a candidate’s views on AIDS as the deciding or critically important factor in choosing 
to support or oppose that candidate. Nearly all respondents also stated that they favored federal 
legislation protecting civil rights of those with AIDS and increased federal spending to fight 
the epidemic. Survey sponsors said that the results indicated that AIDS had become a litmus 
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SAN FRANCISCO 

test among gay voters. 

The AIDS Civil Rights Project 
of NGRA sent questionnaires to 

its donors to gauge their re- 
sponse to the Presidential AIDS 

Commission report and their 
opinions concerning AIDS and 

politics. The purpose of the sur- 
vey, they said, was to push both 

the Democratic and Republican 
parties toward taking a more 
aggressive political stand on 
AIDS. 

The cover letter sent to NGRA 
members said, “We never ex- 

the deciding factor. Sixty-two per- 
cent emphasized that the AIDS 

issue was ‘critically important.’ 

Concerning the AIDS Com- 
mission report, a whopping 99 

percent insisted on federal legal 
protection of the rights of those 

infected with HIV, and strict con- 
fidentiality guarantees for HIV 
carriers. 

Increased spending on AIDS 
to 83 billion a year was called for 
by 96 percent. 

Ninety-nine percent of the 

on the virus.” Seventeen percent 
supported the proposal, 39 per- 

cent opposed, and 37 percent 
were undecided. 

“The figures reflect the unfor- 
tunate vagueness of the ques- 

tion,” Graff commented. 

In response to the query, ‘Do 

you know people who have taken 

unapproved medications for the 
treatment of AIDS or HIV-related 

illnesses,” half those surveved 

replied that they did know such 
people. Twenty-five percent said 
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the political AIDS debate,’ the 

letter urged. 

The survey results were *“pret- 

ty much what we expected” ac- 
cording to Leonard Graff, direc- 
tor of NGRA. Ninety-four percent 
considered AIDS issues impor- 
tant in a candidate’s platform. 

Thirty-two percent responded 
that in deciding which can- 
didates to support or oppose, 

AIDS-related positions would be 

mate litmus test for a candidate. 
It’s truly a life or death issue.” 

“I think it is only a matter of 
time before candidates recognize 

the near-universal public support 

for a stronger fight against AIDS, 
and the issue has virtually no 
down-side politically,” she added. 

One of the survey questions 
asked if there should be *‘crimi- 
nal penalties for those who pass 

further commented in a state- 

ment on the survey, ‘‘The medi- 

cal establishment—in particular 
the National Institutes of Health 

and the Food and Drug 
Administration—have been so 
negligent in their response to this 
crisis, people with AIDS have 

been forced to commit criminal 

acts, or go to other countries to 
get the drugs and treatments they 

need.” ® 
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      $100,000 
Life Insurance 

for only $13%%/month 

A charitable gift? 

35-year-old non-smoker 

Call TODAY 
for an illustration 

SPWM 
Carl Heimann 
your representative 

673-9340 

Insurance information 

for us 
‘high risk’ people 

    

Letters: the liveliest 
community forum. 
Every week in the 

Bay Area Reporter. 

  

  

Prop. 102 Would Hurt 
Research, Say Scientists 
Dannemeyer Measure Called ‘Bad Medicine’; 
Poll Supporting Initiative May Have Been Flawed 
by Dennis McMillan 

San Mateo Sup. Tom Nolan, co-chair of Californians Against Prop. 102, charged that the 
November ballot initiative would damage research into the AIDS epidemic. Nolan presented 
a panel of medical authorities who denounced the proposal, which has been called more 
extreme and irrational than Lyndon LaRouche’s AIDS quarantine initiative. ‘Proposition 102 
is fatally flawed, especially in the sense of being just plain bad medicine,’ said Nolan. 

Dr. Paul Volberding, director 
of AIDS treatment at San Fran- 
cisco General Hospital, discuss- 
ed the detriment that Prop. 102 
would bring to AIDS studies. 
*“Clinical research will come to a 
grinding halt,” warned Volber- 
ding. “I can’t imagine people 
voluntarily participating in 
research knowing that they will 
be tested and reported to the 
state.’ 

He further commented that 
California is looked to as a model 

for the world when it comes to 
AIDS-related concerns. Should 
this proposition pass, he said, a 
dangerous precedent would be 
established globally. 

Dr. Mervyn Silverman, presi- 
dent of the American Foundation 
for AIDS Research, spoke of the 
consequences of Prop. 102 driv- 
ing the epidemic underground. 
*‘We will stymie research. People 
will stay away from testing sites 
and research because they will no 
longer be anonymous,’ said 
Silverman. 

He then took the opportunity 
to read a letter from Dr. Tom Ver- 
  

  

Your Ship Is In! 

A Cruise To Remember 
Departing From New Orleans 

ebruary 18 - 25, 1989 
rom $695 

A Cruise To Remember 
Departing From San Diego 

March 25. - April 1, 19 
From $69. 

A Cruise To Remember 

Si rl - I 
P From $695 

A Party To Remember 
Miami to Key West - Fantasy Fest 

October 27 - 30, 1989 
From $295 

Le Grande Voyage 
Mediterranean Cruise 
July 22 - 29, 1989 

From $1795 

To book an RSVP Travel Event call: 

Campus Travel 415-753-1400 
(Call Jonathon) 
China Basin Travel 415-777-4747 
(Barry Goodwin) 
Cruise Holidays 
3rd at Folsom 
Now, Voyager 

Gay Travel Pros 

415-957-1808 

415-626-1169 
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non, a health officer in Colorado 
where reporting test results is re- 
quired. Dannemeyer has alleged 
that Vernon has endorsed the 
proposal. But Vernon wrote that 
any statement of his support for 
this initiative is an outrageous 
claim, seriously misrepresenting 
his position, contrary to his 
beliefs and principles. 

Dr. Nancy Padian, director of 
California Partner’s Study, 
pointed out the extreme danger 
in the ensuing violation of con- 
fidentiality. Contact tracing 
would be counter-productive in 
her opinion, especially when con- 
sidering the notion of reporting 
even suspected sexual contacts. 

“On the one hand they ad- 
vocate all this contact tracing. 
But what they don’t realize is that 
if they are going to require 
reporting, then they are not go- 
ing to be able to do what they say 
they want to do,’ she explained. 

Dr. Andrew Moss, director of 
AIDS epidemiology at San Fran- 
cisco General, brought up the 
successful set of public health 
strategies all based on confiden- 
tiality. ““This proposed legisla- 
tion will destroy everything that 
we have done and make it im- 
possible to go on doing it,’ Moss 
said. 

Dr. Alan Lifson, medical direc- 
tor of the San Francicso City 
Clinic AIDS Research Study, 

reiterated the crucial element of 
confidentiality that volunteers 
have come to expect in these 
studies. ‘Research on HIV infec- 

tion cannot be conducted with- 
out the trust and confidence of 
our participants,” he said. ‘Our 
research efforts in San Francisco 

have been successful in large 
measure because we have been 
able to maintain this con- 
fidence.’ 

Asked to compare Prop. 102 
with 64 and 69, Silverman 
responded, ‘‘I think LaRouche 

was Peter Pan, and this is 
Frankenstein.” 

“What scares the hell out of 

me is that if I look at you and 
decide that you look like you 
could have the infection and have 
possibly had high risk behavior, 

then I can take actions to get you 
tested,” he pointed out. ‘‘Think 

what that would mean to you, to 

your family, to your social life. It 
defies any rational kind of con- 
sideration.” 

Asked about the campaign 
against Prop. 102, Nolan an- 
swered, ‘We do have a statewide 
campaign that will hopefully 
raise money and get the message 
out. It is true that a number of 
people in the gay community 
contributed enormously to defeat 
LaRouche, and are tired and 
burned out in some cases, but we 

are saying that in the midst of 
war, we cannot give up on any one 
battle.’ 

Silverman added, ‘‘ This is not 

a gay disease. It’s an equal oppor- 
tunity infector. The tragedy is 
that it has had to be the gay com- 
munity with its money and its 

time and its energy to try to 
defeat something which needs to 
be defeated for the benefit of 
everyone in the state of Califor- 
ta 

nia. 

Regarding the recent poll 
results showing that 72 percent 
favored the proposition, ‘‘No on 
102°’ campaign coordinator 
Dana Van Gorder blamed the in- 
accurate wording of the question- 
naire. That question read ‘‘Do 
you believe that physicians and 
blood banks should report the 
names of people who have AIDS 
or who test positive on AIDS 
tests?” 

‘““We’ve made it clear to the 
California Poll that they did a 
sloppy job and we hope that 
they’ll clean up their work next 
time. We've also contacted other 
pollsters to make sure they un- 
derstand what the language of 
the initiative really implies,” Van 
Gorder said. 

Frisch 

  

  
Dr. Mervyn Silverman. 

(Photo: Rink) 

He anticipates a new poll in 
the near future that will put the 
anti-102 campaign in a much 
stronger position. 

Asked as to his predictions on 
the campaign results, Nolan 
responded with optimism, 
‘We're banking on the common 
sense of Californians.” 

“I think that if the message 
that has been delivered here this 
morning is known to the average 
Californian, then we will do to 
Dannemeyer exactly what we 
have done to LaRouche on two 
previous occasions,” he said. ® 

VIHAT EAGLES WEAR ON 

Arts 
(Continued from page 1) 

the San Francisco Tap Troupe. 

In addition to Nothenberg, 
Charlene Harvey is also receiving 
substantial credit for the increase 
in funding to the many smaller 
organizations. Harvey heads an 
advisory committee which cre- 
ates much of the funding struc- 
ture for the Grants for the Arts. 
**It was particularly exciting to 
be able to add eight new multi- 
cultural organizations of the 21 
new groups meeting our criteria 

for funding this vear,” she said. 

Kary Schulman, director of 
Grants for the Arts, explained, 
“The 1988/89 grant program 

UNDAYS, 

  
reflects our attempt to assure the 
stability of small to mid-sized 
groups which, as a group, have 
been hit by shrinking federal, 
state and local corporate dollar-. 
We are consciously concentrating 
our extra resources behind these 
groups this year.’ 

In a separate budget category, 
KQED will receive $150,000. It is 
part of a three-year grant to in- 
crease distribution of a show." 
“From San Francisco” which 
promotes the city. This mav be 
the final year of funding for 
KQED through the Hotel Tax 
Fand. Funding for the station 
has become a political football 
due to challenges by members of 
the gay community in the last 
several vears. ° 

  

  

  

    
THIS IS IMPORTANT 

Maybe you have to stay in the closet at work. (We don't.) 
Perhaps your earning potential is unsatisfactory. (One of us 
made $27,000.00 in one month.) Or maybe your current career 
path shows little promise of reaching the heights you know 
you're capable of. (One of us was promoted to President of 
our own firm in a year.) 

You're ready to consider a career change. (Most of us were. ) 
You're willing to take a risk for opportunity. (For some of us, 
the risk was scary, but we took it, and we're glad we did.) 
You're ready to be trained in a profession for life. (Our training 
program is highly valued.) WE NEED TO TALK! 

We're a three-year-old, national, successful, gay owned and 
operated firm in the human resources field. We're launching 
three new companies. We want articulate, educated, commit- 
ted individuals to join our team. We will provide support as 
you learn our industry. We offer optional benefits including 
life, hospitilization WITH NO CAP and dental. And we pay 
commissions which are among the highest in our field. 
If any of this sounds like something you should explore, we 
urge you not to miss the opportunity to do so. ..we're just a 
conversation away! Call us: Bob, Susan, Rick, Carolyn or 
Robert at (415) 583-7515 between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. any 
weekday. We look forward to meeting you. 
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by Allen White 

‘l Choose to Live’ 
The Community Honors Sable Clown: 
Over $10K Raised for Emergency Fund 

They gave much more than money last Saturday night as several hundred people gathered 
at the San Franciscan Hotel to honor Sable, the 21st Empress of San Francisco. It was a night 
to celebrate one of the city’s beloved gay personalities who is living with AIDS. 

It was also a night to raise money for the AIDS Emergency Fund. When the checks and cash 
had been tallied, the total came to a staggering $10,523.28. Significantly, because 96 percent 
of AIDS Emergency Fund goes directly to people who have the disease, those in attendance 
left knowing that over $10,000 will be given to help persons with a financial crisis. 

The night was dramatic and 
emotional, yet very much in keep- 
ing with the traditions of San 
Francisco’s Emperor and Em- 
press tradition. That tradition 
was kept alive by people meeting 
the needs of others on an emo- 
tional as well as a financial level. 

Through the years, the group - 
known as Emperors and Empress- 
es of San Francisco has raised 
hundreds of thousands of dollars 
for community needs. Events 
have been staged to raise money 
to fight political issues such as 
Prop. 6 (the Briggs initiative in 
1978) to funding for Operation 
Concern, a gay-focused mental 

health organization in San Fran- 
cisco. Last Saturday’s event was 
a continuation of that tradition. 

Entering the tribute, a signal 
for the direction of the evening 
was contained in the printed pro- 
gram. Nine pages of a 12-page 
book were simply a listing of hun- 
dreds of names of people who 
wanted to be acknowledged as 
honoring Sable. The names start- 
ed with Mark Abramson and Ste- 
phen Alfred and continued right 
through the alphabet to Suzie 
Wong, Ken Wright, and John 
Wullbrandt. 

The official business of the 

evening was the announcement 

that the Imperial Board of Trust- 
ees would produce an annual 
event to honor Sable and, at each 
event, a person will be honored 
for achievements which involve 
helping others. The first award, 
to be called the Wayne Spangler 
(Sable’s real name) Mime and 
Monarch Award, was presented to 
Phoebe Planters. 

A CELEBRATION 

Produced by Ken Wright, the 
evening was truly a celebration. 
There were dozens of presenta- 
tions, from a resolution by Cali- 
fornia State Sen. Milton Marks 
and a resolution from the San 

  

Sable Clown with his mother and sister. (Photo: Rink) 
  

Francisco Board of Supervisors 
to gifts from gay royalty from 
Reno to Modesto. 

The climax of the evening 
came as Sable took to the stage. 
The first move was to bring 
Sable’s mother and sister to the 
stage. They had been flown in 
from Virginia especially for this 
tribute. 

Sable then rallied the commu- 
nity which had once elected her 
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Its Quick. 
Its SIP 
Its Crucial. 

It only takes a call 
800) 537-3722 

We vitally need your 
participation in an AIDS study 
being conducted in San 
Francisco. You may have been 
one of the thousands of men 
who were tested for hepatitis 
at the V.D. Clinic on 4th 
Street between 1978 and 
1980. If you were, or even if 

You are part of a group that 
represents one of the most 
valuable sources of 
information in the fight 
against AIDS. All replies will 
be held in strict confidence. 
A quick and simple call could 
help both you and your 
community. 

you're not sure, please call us. 
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CLINIC 
STUDY 

SAN FRANCISCO CITY CLINIC 

Call 800 537-3722 
San Francisco, 

California 

94142-1873 

Empress. With extreme sensitiv- 
ity, the personality refused to 
become negative about the AIDS 
diagnosis. Her comments closed 
with the statement, ‘‘I choose to 
live.” 

What followed was a perfor- 
mance by Sable Clown. Dressed 
in shimmering white, the per- 
former created an intensity as the 
mime presentation unfolded. It 
was pure Sable Clown. 

The people in the crowd walk- 
ed up to the stage. Standing at 
the stage, they dropped dollar 
bills at the feet of the performer. 
One lone man stood patiently 
and waited for the opportunity to 
present a small bouquet of flow- 
ers. It was a very special night for 
a person who many in San Fran- 
cisco judge to be equally special. 

® 
  

  

Services Guide 
Needed, Says 
NASW Report 

What people with AIDS most 
need is someone to find and coor- 
dinate the many other services 
they must have for support as the 
disease progresses, according to 
a comprehensive report prepared 
by the National Association of 
Social Workers. 

The report outlines recommen- 
dations from an NASW round- 
table of experts on how families 
are affected by the AIDS crisis. 
The roundtable was funded by 
the National Institute of Mental 
Health. 

A complex system of services 
available from many different 
public and private, federal, state, 
and local sources, each with dif- 

ferent eligibility critiera, forms, 
and requirements, may be over- 
whelming for a person suffering 

with the disease or a family care- 
giver unfamiliar with service sys- 
tems and struggling to cope with 
their own stress. 

The report recommends devel- 
oping a range of individual and 
group counseling services for 
people with AIDS and their fam- 
ilies. Other recommendations 

include: developing ‘buddy 
systems’ for persons with AIDS, 
as well as buddy systems for those 
who care for them; developing 
comprehensive community edu- 
cation with special emphasis on 
reaching the minority communi- 
ty; examining legal and ethical 
issues to decrease discrimination 
against persons with AIDS and 
their families; providing respite 
for care providers; and helping 
care providers find or establish 
support groups. 

The report is available from 
Publications Sales, NASW, 7981 
Eastern Ave., Silver Spring, MD 
20910, (301) 565-0333. ® 
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SEE THE SPECTACLE, GASP AT THE GLAMOUR, FEEL THE SUSPENSE! 
WHO WILL BE THE NEW MR/MS BOW WOW BEAUTY OF 1988? 

FIND OUT AT THE ZANIEST EVENT OF THE YEAR. 
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Dec. 30, 1950- Aug. 18, 1988 
He was a loving son, grandson, brother, 

nephew, and very dearest friend to Buzz, 

Jada, Jack, and Keith to name but a few, 
and to those of us 
in San Francisco 
who had the good 
fortune to share a 
very small but 
joyful and fulfill- 
ing part of his 
young and strug- 
gling life. 

Dear Gary has 
passed to the 
other side to that 

special Honda-paradise he so longed for, 
after suffering a long period of painful 
illness at UC Long Hospital due to AIDS. 
His dear mother, Carol Jean, who was also 
his very best friend in life, held his hand 
in comfort at the moment of his passing 
to a more peaceful place. 

  

While he is survived by his loving fami- 
ly throughout the Valley, and his many 
loving friends here in our city of San 
Francisco, there are so many more peo- 
ple who had the good fortune just to know 
Gary, to share but a moment in his ° 
lifetime, and we are all the more enrich- 
ed. While we will miss him so very much, 
he will be with us always in our hearts and 
minds. 

Among our fondest memories of our 
dear Gary is how he so warmly loved 
animals, children, and the elderly, and 
was always a helpful and caring friend 
and family member. Although it is true 
that Gary was born and raised in the farm 
country of Stockton, a refugee like so 
many of us living here today, he was truly 
a San Francisco soul. And how he loved 
those Kent III's! 

Private cremation service has been 

conducted by the Neptune Society. A 
memorial service for Gary will be held 
Sept. 14 at 3 p.m. at Acceptance Place. For 
further information on this, please call 
either his mom, Carol Jean, at (209) 

931-1336, or one of his close roommates, 

Richard, at 626-7872. Please leave a mes- 
sage, and your call will be answered. ® 

  

Gary B. Bodine Ted Aldrich 
Dec. 20, 1940-March 19, 1988 

Ted was born in Rochester, New York. 
In his late 20s and early 30s he actively 
lobbied the state legislature for the 
passage of a lesbian and gay rights bill. 

He moved to San Francisco in 1974 and 
pursued a career as a poet. He was a 
figure in the early, wild days of the Cafe 
Flore, when the scene was an outrageous 
mixture of bohemian and gay radical 

avant garde, peppered with international 
drug smugglers and the altogether mili- 
tantly anti-political. 

As the atmosphere at the Flore evolv- 
ed into a more subdued intellectual 
gathering point, Ted changed with the 
times, attempting unsuccessfully a career 
as a swimsuit salesman. He continued to 
write poetry. 

He was loved by his many friends and 
will be remembered for a sharp and dry 
wit. He suffered a long bout with AIDS, 
maintaining his dignity and humor un- 
til he passed from this earth. He will be 
long remembered for his gentleness of 
heart and concern for others. ® 

Daryl S. Moore 
Daryl S. Moore, 27, a former board 

member and co-chair of the National 
Association of People With AIDS until his 
retirement this summer, died at his Dallas 
home on Wednesday morning, Aug. 10. 

Moore was co-founder and president of 
the PWA Coalition of Dallas, Inc. and was 
instrumental in establishing the Coali- 
tion-owned and operated residential 
facility for persons living with AIDS. 
Named “A Place For Us.” The 26-unit 
facility has remained filled to capacity 
since it opened last spring. The house has 
become an important symbol, both local- 
ly and nationally, showing PWAs as a vital 
element in the fight against the dread 
disease. 

Moore was appointed to the NAPWA 
board of directors in March 1987, and in 
November assumed duties as co-chair. In 
failing health, he resigned from the NAP- 
WA board in early summer 1988, just 
prior to the organization’s July board 
elections. 

  

  

  

Bay Area's Oldest Cremation & Burial Service 

Your Personal Representative Jim Simonetti 
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CALL FOR FREE BROCHURE 
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California Funeral Service 
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NAPWA’s Executive Director, Stephen 
Beck, remembered Moore as a dedicated 
worker who facilitated thoughtful and 
workable compromises. 

‘‘His contribution, besides what he did 
in Dallas, added greatly to the credibili- 
ty of NAPWA,” Beck stated. ‘‘He was very 
much a moderating force on the board. . . 
he ensured that NAPWA would take the 
necessary steps to build the base of the 
organization so that it could continue in- 
definitely. For the longevity of NAPWA, 
I think Daryl Moore contributed as much 
as anyone.” 

Moore is survived by his parents, 
Robert and Earline Moore, and three 
grandparents. A memorial service was 
held in Dallas on Saturday, Aug. 13, 

followed by a private family service in his 
native Muscle Shoals, Ala. » 

David Earl “Bear” 
Neszery 

Nov. 23, 1949- Aug. 5, 1988 

Vibrant. Gentle. Jolly. Strong. Indepen- 
dent. Kind. Giving. Loving. Loved. 

Bear died on Aug. 5 after a six-month 
struggle against AIDS. He died in the 

home of friends 
Ann Savitt and 
Tom Tallman, 
with many of his 
closest friends at 
hand. He had en- 
joyed a loving 
visit with his 
sister, Carol 

Malone, and her 
husband Curt the 
week before his 
death. He is also 

survived by his parents, Antoinette and 
Earl Neszery, and by two other sisters, 
Barbara Long and Joan Marie Roberts, 

and by many good friends: Ruth Pahkala, 
Richard Schneider, Mike Tucker, and 
Michael Fitzpatrick who all loved him 
dearly and miss his presence greatly. 

  

There will be a memorial service held 
at 7 p.m. on Aug. 26, 1988 on the premises 
of the Missionaries of Charity at 1598 
Fulton St. at Lyon. For more information, 
please call 922-6386. 

In lieu of flowers we are asking that 
memorial contributions be made to 
NGRA, earmarked for use in developing 

a vaccine to prevent AIDS, or to the 
Visiting Nurses Hospice Assn., which pro- 
vided the medical and spiritual care that 
made it possible for Bear to live and die 
in a noninstitutional setting. We would 
like to express our thanks and our love 
(and Bear's) to the Hospice organization 
and, in particular, to Sandy Scott, 
Catherine, Sylvia, and Gil, all of whom 
gave greatly and generously of themselves 
to Bear, and to all of us in his last days 
with us. ® 

Raymond E. Marais 
Jan. 21, 1943- June 6, 1988 

Ray died peacefully at Garden Sullivan 
Hospital from AIDS. He had survived 
nearly three years and had enjoyed a 

ar . positive attitude 

        
throughout his 
illness. He had 
moved to San 
Francisco in the 
early 1970s and 
had played an ac- 
tive part in many 
of the communal 
households of the 
Hippie era. 

  

He was a self- 
taught cartoonist and artist of uncommon 
ability, as well as a prolific writer of 
history and science fiction. He had a 
special love for children and composed 
texts and pictures of historic events for 
their learning. He also had an avid in- 
terest in European history. During his 
illness he read more than 20 biographies 
and histories of European leaders, in- 
cluding the Empress of Austria, Zita, 
whom he corresponded with for the past 
two years. 

A memorial farewell was celebrated for 
Ray with champagne wishes and sen- 
similla dreams. He leaves his dear friends 
Steve Walton and Annemarie Madison, 
and many others in our San Francisco 
family and community. Special thanks to 
Dr. Steve Mehalko of Ralph K. Davies, 
and the entire staff at Garden Sullivan for 
their loving and gentle care of Ray 
throughout his illness. ® 

    

Toby Ray Nixon 
June 14, 1957- Aug. 16, 1988 

Toby was born John Ray Nixon in Kan- 
sas in 1957. He grew up in Elko, Nevada 
and came to San Francisco in 1973. 

On Aug. 16, 
1988, Toby pass- 
ed away after a 
19-month battle 
against AIDS. He 
was surrounded 
by family in his 
native town, Elko, 
Nevada. 

Toby leaves 
behind his 
mother Ellen, 

sister Diana, brother Howard, and 
countless friends who loved him very 
much. A memorial service was held at 
Burns Funeral Home in Elko, Nevada on 
Monday, Aug. 22, 1988. 

Toby brought joy and laughter to so 
many peoples’ lives. He will be 
remembered for his good nature, 

generous personality, and love of life. 

  

You will be a part of me forever. Thank 
you, Johnny, for sharing so much of your 
life with me. 

I love you. Phil ® 

Jesse Thomas Weldon 
Oct. 12, 1943- Aug. 8, 1988 

It leaves a great sadness that our gen- 
tle friend Thom has departed this life. He 
leaves a memory etched forever of a spirit 
that is noble and a heart that is open. An 
intelligent wit made his eyes sparkle, his 
smile sweet, his essence pretty. 

He died of AIDS at Pacific Medical 
Center where he worked as a nurse in the 
Emergency Room for 14 years. He was a 
founding member of the San Francisco 
Gay Freedom Day Marching Band, an 
association that gave him immense 
pleasure. The song he sang sparkled 
bright. He told his friend he wanted to be 
like his father, who was a beam of 

sunlight. 

Ben Vine and Bud cared for his every 
need. They held his hand to the end and 
their loss is most poignant. His mother 
Mary, his brother Jackie of Mobile, and 
his sister Judy Nichols of Albany, Georgia 
will be in attendance at a memorial to be 
held at Grace Cathedral. God bless our 
beloved friend. ® 

  

  

Jury Convicts PWA In 
AIDS Dementia Killing 
by Gregory Douthwaite 

A gay man with AIDS dementia was found guilty of second-degree murder this week. Robert 
J. Braga, 42, was convicted of stabbing a friend to death at a San Francisco bakery last Christmas 
Eve, despite his attorney's arguments that his condition rendered him incapable of murder. 

Assistant public defender Ste- 
phen Rosen refused to comment 

on the conviction. However, he 
said, “‘I’m very glad they found 
him not guilty of first-degree 
murder and attempted robbery.’ 

Braga had confessed to stab- 
bing bakery clerk Ilia Victoria 
(Vickie) De Micheli while alleg- 
edly trying to steal some cash. 
But Rosen said his confession 
might not be true, because de- 
mentia can cause a “‘tendency to 

make things up.’ 

[t was possibly the first time in 
the nation that AIDS dementia 
has been used as a defense in a 
criminal case. 

Braga’s doctors at San Francis- 
co General Hospital testified that 
Braga has dementia, due either 
to AIDS (diagnosed in April 

1987) or to tertiary syphilis (diag- 
nosed in 1985). Dr. Roger Simon, 
head of neurology, showed X-rays 
indicating that Braga’s brain is 
shrunken and atrophied. Dr. Ali- 
cia Bocellari, head of neuropsy- 
chology, testified that Braga’s 
brain damage would interfere 
with his ability to premeditate 
and deliberate his actions. 

The prosecutor did not deny 
that Braga suffered from a dim- 
inished mental capacity. ‘I don’t 
think there’s any question Mr. 
Braga suffers from dementia,’ 

said assistant district attorney 

Thomas F. Norman. ‘‘That’s not 
an excuse for committing this 
sort of assaultive behavior to a 
person. . .who in no way contrib- 

uted to the tragic plight Mr. 
Braga finds himself in.’ 

Norman said Braga should 
have been convicted of first- 
degree murder. ‘‘Dementia is 
nothing more than senility, real- 
ly,” he said. The second-degree 
conviction was possibly due to 

the jury feeling *‘sympathy for 
the accused,’ he said. 

Braga was homeless and un- 
employed when arrested. He had 

suffered from four bouts with 
pneumocystis carinii pneumonia 
and was recently diagnosed with 
Kaposi's sarcoma. 

Braga had been friends with 
De Micheli for some years, Rosen 
said. The 56-year-old widow had 
worked at the Adeline Bake Shop 

for 27 years and had helped 
Braga after he lost his job and his 
home. Braga had planned to have 
dinner with her on Christmas 
Eve, Rosen said. 

Braga entered the downtown 
bakery just before the 5 p.m. clos- 
ing time on Dec. 24, 1987. De 
Micheli was closing out her cash 
register. Braga stabbed her three 
times with a ten-inch kitchen 
knife. She staggered out of the 

bakery to a nearby camera store 
and died moments later. 

Braga was arrested across the 
street, where he was standing 

covered with blood. He had not 
taken any money. Police found a 
stack of bills piled beside the reg- 

ister, where De Micheli had left 
them when she was attacked. 

Braga’s former employer testi- 
fied as a witness to Braga’s nor- 
mal character. He said Braga had 
been a “‘pleasant, nonviolent hu- 

man being.” Braga had worked 
for two years as a deliveryman for 
Allen’s Messenger Service on 
Folsom Street. 

Braga had quit that job the day 
he was diagnosed with AIDS. He 
had been feeling tired, and after 
his diagnosis he “*basically gave 
up,” Rosen said. He survived on 
disability payments, but found 
rooms very expensive. The night 
before the murder, he said he 
slept at a bathhouse in Berkeley. 

The jury of seven men and 
three women deliberated for 
three days before returning their 
verdict. Braga will be sentenced 

on Sept. 22 by Superior Court 
Judge Laurence D. Kay to a pris- 
on term of 16 years to life. 

Rosen said there is certain to 
be an appeal to the verdict— 
‘‘assuming [Braga] lives that 
long.’ 
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Freedom 
(Continued from page 1) 

gotry. Later, at a gay party, we 
bump into two of the men who 
had stared. 

Our host in Montgomery is 
Lawrence, who was thrust into the 
local spotlight a year and a half 
ago when he agreed to be the 
subject of an article in the main- 
stream daily, the Alabama Jour- 
nal, about being openly gay in 
Montgomery. The article led to 
phone calls from nurses and to 
the immediate formation of 
Montgomery AIDS Outreach. 
The woman at the public health 
department who ran Lawrence’s 
HIV antibody test is now head of 
the group. 

‘Right after the article, I got 
a lot of ‘Fag, you're gonna be 
sorry, we know where you live’ 

phone calls,’ Lawrence says, 
““but I was never afraid. Then 
there were the ‘Hi, I'm a con- 
struction worker, and I’m mar- 
ried, can you meet me’ calls. Sex 
calls, you know.” 

Neil—a southern belle at 
heart—and Lawrence hit it off 
immediately. As a neighbor tapes 
selections from Judy Garland’s 
Live at Carnegie Hall album, 
they launch into a spirited discus- 
sion of homophobia, aerosol pen- 
tamidine, the gay vote, and the 
National Gay and Lesbian Task 
Force. Lawrence says there are 
less than ten gay people in Mont- 
gomery who would be willing to 
have their picture in the news- 
paper. 

  

July 23, 1988 

ttired in a sun dress, Law- 

A rence cooks breakfast as 
we talk. “The local gay 

community was upset by my arti- 
cle in the paper,” he says, ‘not so 
much because I was out as be- 
cause I criticized them. I don’t 
know what you call it when the 
paper takes a sentence and puts 
itin big, bold letters [a ‘‘liftout’’], 
but there was one of those criti- 
cizing gay folks for not voting. 
They didn’t like that at all.” 

As Lawrence tries on a large, 
yellow hat, we talk briefly about 
female impersonation in the 
South. 

“The young gay men here 
bitch about all the drag,” he says, 

“‘but there will never be fewer 
drag queens in the South. I al- 
ways loved putting on Mother’s 
dresses. I feel so free in them.” 

Two of Montgomery's three 
gay bars present weekly shows. 
Lawrence and his friend Gayla 
DeLust speak in human sexuality 
classes at three local colleges. 

The conversation switches to 
Jesse Jackson's speech three days 
earlier at the Democratic conven- 

tion. 

“People here hated Jesse’s 
speech,’ Lawrence says. ‘‘They 
hate niggers as much as they do 
fags. Me, I thought his speech 
was incredible. I was so ener- 
gized.’ 

Suddenly we realize we're late 
to set up the Bailey House quilt 
on a downtown pedestrian mall 
and dash from the house. Every- 
one is nervous because of re- 
marks made by the mayor a few 
days earlier in the newspaper. 

“We'll guarantee them their 
rights, but we won’t guarantee 
they’ll be loved,” Mayor Emory 
Folmar told the Montgomery Ad- 
vertiser. ‘‘People who get AIDS 
from homosexual activities or il- 
legal drug activities certainly 
don’t deserve—certainly won’t 
get—my sympathy. I don’t think 
they will get many people’s sym- 
pathy in Montgomery.” 

Despite Folmar’s predictions, 

  

Frank Smithson unfurls the Bailey House quilt in Montgomery. 
  

(Photo: R. Wockner) 
  

75 people come to the deserted 
downtown on a Saturday to view 
the quilt. 

“I’m really excited with the 
turnout,’ Frank says. ‘‘The TV 

crews from all three stations were 
waiting for us. They like pictures 
of us unfolding the thing.’ 

The Freedom Ride leads all 
three 6 p.m. newscasts, with most 
of the local gay people who had 
been there conspicuously miss- 
ing from the pictures. 

‘We were worried about noth- 
ing,’ Frank says afterwards. 
“People are never as homopho- 
bic as you think they’ll be.” 

‘Listen, Dotty,” Neil inter- 
jects, ‘‘we’re not out of town yet. 
I’m sure she’s [the mayor] sitting 
there with her cigar, planning her 
moves!”’ 

That afternoon 15 local acti- 
vists turn out for a ‘‘roundtable’’ 
with Frank and Neil. By the end 
of the hour-and-a-half back-and- 

forth, the group has decided to 
start ACT UP/Montgomery. An 
energetic woman named Ann will 
lead. Neil and Frank have con- 
vinced her that a flashy name, a 
PO. box, some stationery, and 
just one spokesperson who can 
go on TV really can make a dif- 
ference. 

ok ok 

Saturday night in the state 
capital: We decide to do all three 
bars. At Cheers, everybody is 
wearing ‘ ‘Silence =Death’’ but- 
tons. At Studio F, the emcee 
details ACT UP’s activities 
throughout the day, and a drag 
queen sings ‘‘Dixie Highway’ 
just for Neil and Frank. At Ru- 
mors, | talk to Ann and encour- 
age her enthusiasm. 

As yet more drag queens per- 
form, I spend an hour with 
Shane, who volunteers two nights 
a week at the Montgomery AIDS 
Outreach hotline. 

‘I get about three calls a 
night,” he says. ‘‘In the last few 
months, AIDS has really hit 
Montgomery.’ 

Shane likes my moustache, 
which droops down the sides of 
my mouth, 1970s-style. I think 
Shane looks just like Richard 
Gere and briefly contemplate a 
future in Montgomery. 

  

July 24, 1988 
EE A — 

rank and I wait an hour 
F and a half for Neil. “We 

have to leave no later than 
10 p.m.,” he had reminded us 
three times last night. At 11:30 
p.m., he sweeps in: ‘‘He had to 

finish his facial,’ Frank informs 
me. After a Wendy's Super Salad 
Bar, we're on the road to Bir- 
mingham. ‘‘Tell how those Hee- 
Haw farmers were breeding in 
Wendy's,” Neil says, aware that 

I’m clicking away on my laptop in 
the back seat. 

We roll into Birmingham bare- 
ly in time to take our place in 
Room 312 of the Humanities 
Building at the University of 
Alabama. Prior to our arrival, the 

local community has plastered 
the city with flyers advertising 
tomorrow’s quilt presentation 
and die-in. Thirty local activists 
are there to talk to Neil and 
Frank. Only three move to the 
back of the lecture hall when told 
that a videotaping of the discus- 
sion might appear on Alabama 
Public Television. 

“It’s the 60s again, and we're 
the niggers,” says Ron Joullian of 
Birmingham’s Lambda organiza- 
tion. 

Everyone nods—representa- 
tives of Birmingham AIDS Out- 
reach, Metropolitan Community 
Church, the Living With AIDS 
Coalition of Birmingham, and 
the AIDS Task Force of Alabama. 

The Birmingham group seems 
more intellectual, more philo- 

sophical than the activists in 
Montgomery. Anti-capitalist 

rhetoric and political theorizing 
punch through the specifics of 
responding to the AIDS emer- 
gency. 

At the same time, several 
speakers refer to religion. A 
woman from MCC says AIDS is 
Satan’s sneaky trick. ‘‘But God 
is watching,’ she says, ‘‘and at 
some point He’s going to show us 
the way.” 

A man associated with the uni- 
versity has a differing analysis: 
‘We are being manipulated and 
contained in the same way this 
superpower government exploits 
native peoples around the world. 
We’ve got to redirect the world 
government. We gave it power, 
and we've got to start taking it 
back.” 

““That’s right,” Neil adds. ‘If 
we don’t define ourselves, other 
people will do it for us. The worst 
thing to do is not to do anything.” 

Near the end, the analogy of 
the nigger returns. 

‘We are society’s nigger now,’ 
Ron repeats. ‘“Why aren’t we 
angrier? Why aren’t we in the 
streets? I’m tired of lesbian and 

gay people having separate-but- 
equal. It’s ludicrous for us to set 
up a whole different system to 
take care of people with AIDS. 
It’s our tax money, too.’ 

* Kx ok 

Although Neil, Frank, and I 
rarely spend our evenings in bars 
at home, there’s something about 
being on the road that rekindles 
the urge. Our first stop, the Quest 
Club, offers Alabama country 
boys (a la Deliverance) who just 
happen to be gay. Even I feel out 
of place, despite having grown up 
in a blue-collar family in a small 
farm town. 

Next stop, the Rage. All three 
of us hate it. There are 100 men, 
all 26 years old, all with 29-inch 
waists, all in polo shirts and 501 
jeans. We don’t even finish our 
$2.75 Mexican beers. 

Our last hope, according to our 
host Mark, is Mabel’s Beauty 
Salon and Chainsaw Repair. We 
all agree the name is the best 
we’ve encountered in 30 years of 
combined worldwide homosex- 
uality. To our great relief, the bar 
proves better than its name—a 
wonderful mix of old and young, 
trendy and tacky, hunks and drag 
queens. 

Neil, Frank, and Mark settle in 
for the show, which is carried 

away by a sleeeeeazy Divine imi- 
tator. Neil goes hoarse from 
screaming and yahooing. 

I chat with Scott, an off-duty 
bartender. He says people bring 
their chainsaws in for repair on 
the average of once a month. 

  

July 25, 1988 

o bed too late, up too early 
¥ —again. Neil is off todo a 

radio talk show; Frank is 
off to the hardware store. 

At noon the quilt is laid out in 
Magnolia Park. Mark reads the 
sobering statistics into a micro- 
phone: In one day, the Pentagon 
spends more than the total spent 
for AIDS research and education 
since 1982. AIDS is the number- 

  

(Continued on next page) 

  

  

  

help? 

  

| 
SHANTI 
PROJECT   
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Helping someone with 

AIDS can make you both 

feel better. 

Isn’t it time for you to 

  

For fourteen years, Shanti Project has symbolized the 

best tradition of caring. But now, there aren't enough 

volunteers for all those living with AIDS who need help. 

We need you because people with AIDS need you. You 

can begin to help by calling us. It's that simple. It's that 

important. 

The next Practical Support Training begins September 16th. 

The next Emotional Support Training begins September 23rd. 

VOLUNTEER AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE 

CALL 777-CARE 
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Freedom 
(Continued from previous page) 

one killer of women and men 
aged 25 to 34 in the U.S. 

Heidi Dorow arrives from New 
York, appears at the park, and 
will travel with us from now on. 

All three TV stations show up 
again and dutifully tape the quilt, 
the die-in, the reading of the 
names, Neil’s and Frank’s 
thoughts, and endless ‘‘stand- 
ups’’ of their own reporters. 
Channel 6 stays for 90 minutes. 

Sixty people come and look at 
the panels, including two 70-year- 
old women. Afterwards, we go to 
Birmingham’s gay/lesbian com- 
munity center and watch the 
half-hour version of Testing the 
Limits, a video about ACT UP/ 
New York. The Birminghammers 
erupt into a lengthy and spirited 
discussion. ACT UP/Birming- 
ham is born. 

  

July 26, 1988 

e head back down I-65 to 
Montgomery. Heidi has 
arranged through the 

ACLU for a visit to Julia Tutwiler 
Prison, where Alabama’s female 

HIV-positive inmates are quar- 
antined after their mandatory 
antibody tests. 

  

From our first moments in the 
“HIV unit,” we are stunned. 
There is no AZT offered to pris- 

oners. No T-4 cell tests are ever 

run to check their immune sys- 
tems. Aerosol pentamidine is not 
available as a prophylaxis against 
pneumocystis carinii pneumonia. 

One by one, the women tell 
their individual horror stories: 
“They just slashed me off my job 
one day,’ says the first woman. 

“Being locked down is some- 
thing else. They treat you like 
you're unhuman.”’ 

““The only way I get any AIDS 
information is to call my brother- 
in-law,” says a second woman. ‘‘At 

first | was writing to the govern- 
ment for information, but the 
warden came and jumped down 
my throat.” 

“The first one of us was put on 

old death row all by herself for 
eight months,” a third woman 

says. ‘‘She sat there for eight 
months, eating off paper plates 
and with maggots all over her 
and her food. They only took her 
garbage away twice a month. 
They told her she had two years 
to live.’ 

“‘At first we had to wear yellow 
masks, gloves, and plastic on our 
legs,’ adds a fourth woman. *‘Af- 
ter we’d make a call, they’d wipe 
the phone with alcohol.” 

The ten women are denied ac- 
cess to all prison programs— 
including those that would qual- 
ify them for early release. 

‘We have to do a day-to-day,’ 
explained one. “We have to serve 
our whole sentence.’ 

The women are not allowed to 
go to church services, cannot par- 
ticipate in prison recreation, and 

get one hour a week in the li- 
brary— Thursday nights after 
10:30 p.m. 

Worst of all, say the women, is 
the requirement that they tell 
potential employers they are HIV- 

antibody-positive. 

“You see,’ one woman ex- 

plained, ‘‘we can only go out on 
parole. Now, in order to make pa- 
role, you have to have a job lined 
up in the real world. But in try- 
ing to get a job, you have to tell 
them you’re positive. Then the 
job just never comes through.” 

We leave Julia Tutwiler Prison 
depressed. Heidi just keeps shak- 
ing her head. Neil tries to make 
jokes, but no one laughs. I am 
sick to my stomach and wonder 
if I’m going to have to hang out 
the car window and puke. 

  

July 27, 1988 

y last day with the Free- 
dom Ride—doomed to 
be a carbon copy of the 

day before. We drive to the north- 
ern tip of Alabama and visit 
Limestone Correctional Facility, 
where more than 100 HIV-posi- 
tive males are quarantined. 
Again no AZT, no T4 tests, no 
pentamidine, and —worst of all 
—no condoms. 

  

‘‘Everybody in here has a ‘hus- 
band’ or ‘wife]’’ one man ex- 

plains to me. 

*‘Are they having anal inter- 
course?”’ I naively ask. 

He stares at me. ‘Six times a 
day. A guy fucks his ‘wife’ at 
night, and then probably has sex 
with five other men during the 
day.’ 

“Do they know that multiple 
exposures to each other’s semen 
could be dangerous?’’ I ask. 

He glares at me like I’m dense. 
“What do you want us to do?”’ 

“What percentage of the in- 
mates in this unit are having anal 
intercourse?” I press. 

“All but about ten guys.’ 

When we leave, we request to 
meet with the head nurse. We tell 
her some of the men claim never 
to have been given a confirma- 
tory Western Blot test for HIV 
antibodies. We ask about AZT. 
We ask about aerosol pentami- 
dine. We ask loudly about T-4 
helper cell counts. 

“These guys conned people 
on the outside, and they’ll try to 
con you, too,” she says. ‘‘I can 
assure you that every one of them 
has had a Western Blot. As for 
AZT, we’ve tried it on two people, 
and we ended up having to give 
them massive blood transfusions. 
It’s very toxic, you know. 

“The doctor,’ she continues, 
“‘has not yet ordered any T-4 
tests. Aerosol pentamidine, you 
know, is not approved.” 

We ask about condoms. 
“You'd really have to take that up 
with the Department of Correc- 
tions,” she says. 

We give up and leave. The de- 
pression is stifling. Neil makes a 
joke that Heidi thinks is racist, 
and we get into an hour-long 
argument about whether gay 
men and lesbians can call each 
other ‘‘fag” and ‘‘dyke,’ whether 
black people can call each other 
‘nigger,’ and whether non-black 
and non-gay people can ever use 
terms like ‘‘fag)’ ‘‘dyke,’ and 
‘nigger.’ 

The argument distracts us 
from Limestone Correctional 
Facility. We drive to Nashville, 
where I catch a flight home to 
Chicago. 

‘“Goodbye,’ the Freedom 
Riders say. ‘Thanks for caring 
enough to travel with us.’ 

It’s a beginning. ® 

  
David Barr. 

FDA 
(Continued from page 1) 

The New York City-based, gay 
rights law firm announced Aug. 
15 that it had obtained a promise 
from the Food and Drug Admin- 
istration to vastly expand the 
availability of trimetrexate, a 
treatment for pneumocystis cari- 
nii pneumonia, the disease which 
causes the death of the majority 
of people with AIDS. The FDA 
also agreed to establish a registry 
providing information on AIDS- 
related treatment research and 
issued a policy statement regard- 
ing the use of placebos in re- 
search on treatment for AIDS. 

(Photo: T. Tyburski) 

Trimetrexate is an experimen- 

tal antineoplastic drug made by 
the Warner-Lambert Company. 
The drug has shown to be prom- 
ising in the treatment of PCP 
when administered along with 
leucovorin to counteract side- 
effects. 

Although trimetrexate is not 
yet approved for sale by the FDA, 
it has been available since March 
to some, but not all, PCP pa- 
tients, under the FDA treatment 
regulations. These regulations, 
issued in June 1987, were prom- 

ulgated to provide experimental 
treatments to persons with life- 

  

  

CAN THINK OF! 

CALL NOW, 

  
PHONE MALE 

sREAT CONNECTIONS .... 

MEET AND TALK WITH 
ANOTHER GAY MAN 

PRIVATE CONVERSATIONS 

SHARE DREAMS, FANTASIES 
AND ANYTHING ELSE YOU 

EXCHANGE PHONE NUMBERS.-- 
THE SAFE AND EXCITING WAY 
TO MEET NEW PEOPLE!!! 

(408) 

or 976-7400 

(415) 

SERVING THE SAN JOSE /SAN FRANCISCO AREAS EXCLUSIVELY. 

HIGHEST MATCHING RATE AVAILABLE. 

Only $2.00 plus tolls on your phone bill. You must be 18 years or older. 
No credit cards required. 
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threatening illnesses. Trimetrex- 
ate was the first AIDS-related 
treatment to be approved under 
these regulations. 

Lambda Legal Defense Fund 
attorneys argued that the FDA 
was violating these regulations by 
strictly limiting the type of pa- 
tients who could receive trime- 
trexate. Under current FDA 
guidelines, trimetrexate is avail- 
able only to those patients who 
have adverse reactions to stan- 
dard therapies. 

Lambda and other advocates 
for persons with AIDS have de- 
manded that the drug also be 
made available to patients who 
do not respond to standard treat- 
ment. 

After discussion with Lambda, 
the FDA agreed to set up a mech- 
anism by which trimetrexate will 
be available to both patients who 
cannot tolerate standard treat- 
ment and patients for whom stan- 
dard treatment is not effective. 
The FDA promised that the drug 
will soon be available to doctors 
who request it by calling an 800 
number at the National Institute 
of Allergies and Infectious Dis- 
ease (NIAID), which oversees 

distribution of the drug, accord- 
ing to Lambda. 

“These promises, if fulfilled, 

hold the promise of an entirely 
new approach to providing exper- 
imental treatments to people 
with AIDS and other life-threat- 
ening illnesses,” said David Barr, 
staff attorney at Lambda. 

In addition to its promise with 
regard to trimetrexate, the agency 
agreed to two other demands. 
First, the FDA agreed to develop 
and coordinate a national regis- 
try that will provide information 
regarding both government- 
sponsored and private clinical 
trials for AIDS-related treat- 
ments. 

Many of the trials which study 
the safety and effectiveness of 
AIDS-related treatments suffer 
from underenrollment because 
doctors and patients do not know 
where the trials are conducted or 
what the entry criteria is which 
patients must meet for admit- 
tance. Current systems to provide 
such information are not ade- 
quate, because they do not report 
all trials which are available and 
because the information is not 
regularly updated. 

Second, at a meeting between 
Lambda attorneys, FDA Commis- 
sioner Frank Young, and other 
FDA officials that took place 
Aug. 5 at FDA headquarters in 
Rockville, Maryland, the FDA 
stated that it found placebo- 
based studies for people with 
AIDS and other life-threatening 
illnesses to be unethical when 
comparative studies between 
treatments were possible. 

Advocates for people with 
AIDS have criticized clinical 
trials which are placebo-based. 

arguing that if a drug may be 
effective for treatment of a poten- 
tially fatal illness, it is inhumane 
not to offer that treatment to a 

patient who has decided that he 
or she wants to use it even though 
it is untested. 

**This FDA policy statement is 
a strong first step toward the 
elimination of unprincipled pla- 
cebo-based research which deny 
possible life-sustaining treat- 
ments to people with AIDS,” said 
staff attorney Barr. 

*“This FDA statement should 
send a clear message to those 
companies and agencies con- 
ducting clinical trials that the 
FDA will value and respect data 
that is not based on a placebo- 
controlled study. Not only will 
this provide greater access to 
treatment for those with AIDS, 
but it will also encourage enroll- 
ment in clinical trials,” said Barr. 
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BAY AREA REPORTER 
GREATER BAY NEWS 
  

  

National AIDS Memorial 
To Feature Wall of Names 
2% -Acre Cemetery Planned for Sacramento Area 
by Jay Newquist 

A group of Sacramento activists have anno unced plans to construct an AIDS memorial, the first ofits kind in the U.S. sto remember lives lost in the epidemic. Construction is due to begin in November on a hillside in the Sacramento area, for which negotiations are under way. The memorial and its monument of California granite 
It is expected to cost $800,000 and take two years 

will take shape on a planned 2V%-acre site. 
to complete. 

A RESORT ON CLEARLAKE 

Cabins, rooms, RV & camping facilities 

Enjoy swimming, skiing, fishing & sailing 
on California's largest fresh water lake 

Jacuzzi e B.B.Q. 
For reservations call (707) 998-3331 

9515 Harbor Dr., Glenhaven, CA 95443     
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THE A.M. PROTECT - SACRAMENTO 

P.O. BOX 19577 

SACRAMENTO, CA 

95819-0577 
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A drawing of the proposed AIDS Memorial Project-Sacramento. 
  

The centerpiece of the monu- 
ment is a section of three panels 
of white granite surrounded by a 
fountain, with a flower garden 
below. 

Raul Ortiz, who designed the 
AIDS Memorial, said the project 
was prompted in part by the dis- 
crimination encountered in the 
funeral industry, which often 
refuses to serve people who have 
died of AIDS. 

Ortiz said he found only 6 of 
27 funeral homes in Sacramento 
did not discriminate against 
those deceased from AIDS. Ortiz 
helps people with AIDS make 
wills and funeral arrangements. 

*“The memorial is a place for 
people to be buried with dignity, 
where families can go to contem- 
plate, especially if there is no 
grave because a relative was cre- 
mated elsewhere and the ashes 
were scattered,” Ortiz said. 

He was very emphatic that the 
AIDS Memorial would be nation- 
al in scope and isn’t designed 
specifically as a gay memorial. 
‘“We’ve been very careful to in- 
clude people from all groups. 
AIDS touches everyone.’ 

Present plans call for 8,205 

  

Correction 
The October fundraiser 

mentioned in last week’s Bay 
Area Reporter in an article on 
San Mateo Sup. Tom Nolan 
will be for the campaign 
against Prop. 102, and not for 
Nolan’s campaign. Nolan is a 
leader in the fight against 
Prop. 102. Details on the San 
Gregorio Beach event will be 
announced at a later date. ®       

plots in the memorial, including: 

® 220 children’s graves; 

® 5,500 niches for adults’ cre- 
mated remains; 

® 1,237 adult graves; 

® 1,200 plots for cremated re- 
mains; 

® 48 crypts. 

MEMORIAL WALL 

Another 1,000 niches may be 
added in time, surrounded by 
redwood trees and a chapel. 
Space has been planned for 
20,000 names to be sandblasted 
into the structure and another 
10,000 later in a bell tower. Ortiz 

said there was also space at the 
niche wall for a bronze sculpture 
that would eventually be chosen 
by a national competition. 

The memorial’s board of direc- 

tors includes an attorney, an 
AIDS cardiologist, and a mother 
whose son died of AIDS. Ortiz is 
chairman. 

Ortiz said he didn’t expect any 
difficulty in raising the money for 
the memorial. Thus far they have 
only $9,000. They must raise 
$200,000 in order to start con- 
struction. 

*“This project has national ap- 
peal. There will be remains there 
from every part of the U.S.’ 
Ortiz said, indicating that people 
outside the U.S. would not be 
turned down as long as health 
and immigration requirements 
are met. 

Most of the services for the 
memorial construction are being 
donated, notably by a general 
contractor from San Rafael and 
a monument maker. 

The logo of the AIDS Memor- 
ial is nine butterflies, to represent 

various groups dying of AIDS, 
and a teardrop. 

No plots have been sold yet. An 
adult niche is expected to cost 
$300, and an adult grave $1,200. 
Children and infants who die of 
AIDS will be interred without 
charge, as will AIDS victims who 
are transients. 

Prices will be kept as low as 
possible, Ortiz said, in order to 
reach all aconomic and social 
levels affected by AIDS. 

Applications for nonprofit stat- 
us are pending with the Internal 
Revenue Service. The group is 
not yet seeking funds and re- 
quests that donations be with- 
held until the IRS status is 

granted. 

For further information, write: 
AIDS Memorial Project, PO. Box 

19577, Sacramento, CA 95819- 

0577. ®   
  

A Guesthouse on the Russian River 
Camping — Including All Amenities 

Continental Breakfast « Hot Tub « Sauna « Community Kitchen « BBQ 

Special Weekday Rates « Thursday: Two for the Price of One « Day Use 
P.O. Box 465 « 15905 River Road « Guerneville, CA 95446 « (707) 869-2824           

  

  

    
Restaurant & Piano Bar / 
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-..Scott’s is Guerneville’s new- it out. You must try this one! 
est eatery, and it was inundated .. When vou visit the RushRiv. 
with a lot of leathery visitors. be sure to check out Scott's. 
Their excellent food and service Right across from the Rainbow 
made a lasting impression on all Cattle Company — the nifty place 
who were smart enough to check with a big, lit star on the roof! ® 

16251 Main St., Guerneville 
(across from the Rainbow Cattle Co.) 

For reservations, call: 

(707) 869-0624   |   J   

  

  

  

SUNSET POINT RESORT 

  

12037 Hwy. 20, Clearlake Oaks, CA 

® Bar & Restaurant ® Rooms with Kitchens 

® RV Hook-ups ® Camping ® Bunk House 

® Boating ® Fishing ® Swimming 

® Two Spas ® Sauna ® Nude Sun Bathing 

Don’t Drink & Drive— Join us on the Lake 

P.O. Box 455, Clearlake Oaks, CA 95423 

707-998-9475     
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CHILIAD SNIPPET but only one ‘hip, hip, hooray’’ 
SOIREE was allowed. A tremendous hour- 

(A Hallowed Nose) and-a-half of hosted cocktails was 
followed by a fabulous dinner of 

Boasted (by the celebrant, of Lenny’s famous prime rib. 
course!) as the social event of the 
year, Gaylord ritualized his 50th Hawaiian counting must go 
birthday Saturday last at Chez  }.nd in hand with Hawaiian 

Mollet in San Francisco. time. The original guest list was 
This gregarious bon vivant to have been limited to a mere 25 

from haut monde of both sides of ~~ party goers. But as the evening 
the bay was treated to an evening progressed, I counted something 
of love and companionship from in the neighborhood of 75—but 
family and friends alike. Many that’s my Tita! “There were so 
toasts were given in his honor, many to choose from, and I 

       

  

  

CACC TRLD 
Le - ~ 

GLASS, ALUMINUM, 
The Ridgewood Inn NEWSPAPERS 
es a ed and breakfast hostel PROCEEDS GO TO 

Nestled in a quiet, wooded setting with easy access 

to airport, lake, casinos and all sports. AIDS FOUNDATION 

11 Private rooms with baths, some with kitchens & SHANTI PROJECT 
and a suite with fireplace. 

INFORMATION 554-6193 Hot Tub © Cable TV. 

Your Innkeepers, SF RECYCLING PROGRAM   

— 
RECYCLE 

  JOHN & JOHN 

Call for Reservations — (916) 541-8589 

or write — P.O. Box 647 
So. Lake Tahoe, CA 95705     
  

  

  

  

  

A Cruise To Remember ‘89 - February 18-25, 1989 = From $695 
March 25-Apil 1, 1989 

A Party To Remember ‘89 - october 27-%, 189 - From $295 
Le Grande Voyage ‘89 - uy 2229, 19 - From $1795 

Call us and visit us in Concord — 
the Paris of the West 

(415) 682-1400 RSVP           
  EXPLORE THE POSSIBILITIES 

? % - 

  

  

MNONTAIN LODGE 707-869-3722 
16350 1ST ST GUERNEVILLE, CA 85446 

    

  

  

  

  

Down on the Farm 

"DeHaven Valley Gavm 

A From $55 for two 
wig \ (includes breakfast) 

N A 

a TTP iy THES (707) 961-1660 SOR     
» {ug * a 

Michael Muir 

39247 North Highway One 

Westport, California 95488 

Twenty acres cradled in one of the most beautiful valleys in 

California — in splendid isolation by the sea near Mendocino. 

HORSES e HOT TUB e BICYCLES ® BEACH             
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didn’t want to slight anyone . . 
she taunted. ‘“Why, boddah you, 
wot?’ My only bon mot was, 
‘‘Whatevahs!”’ 

It was a grand and glorious 
evening, to say the least. Every- 
one in attendance was, indeed, 
justifiably proud to be counted as 
a friend. And that huge stack of 
presents must have made Gaylord 
undeniably Lealea to have that 
many atkanes. 

Hau'’oli La Hanau, Tita, Aloha 
au ia ‘oe, Pekelo. 

DECA-ENTHRONEMENT 

(A ‘‘Distinguished(?)’’ Nose) 

The Imperial Star Empire, 
Inc., of Alameda County has an- 
nounced that Coronation "88 — 
‘‘A Decade of Distinction’ 
‘‘Musicals’’: From Broadway to 
the Silver Screen—will be held 
on Saturday, Sept. 24, at the 
Henry J. Kaiser Convention Cen- 
ter in Oakland. An addition this 
year, along with the election of 
Emperor and Empress X, will be 
an election for six of the mem- 
bers on the board of directors of 
ISE. 

Not only the In‘Town Show and 
the Out-of-Town Show, but also 
the Victory Brunch will be held 
at one of the two of ISE’s only 
rendezvous— this one being on 
12th Street. The ‘‘shows’ will 
begin promptly at 8:30 p.m. on 
Friday, Sept. 23, with a 85 cover 
charge. The Victory Brunch will 
begin at 10 a.m., Sunday, Sept. 
25. Brunch will be $10 with a no- 
host bar. Carlos and Tootsi will 
present their awards for the year, 
as well as present the new 
monarchs. 

Tickets forthe Coronation are 
$20 and may be purchased at the 
Hospitality Room (The Olympic 
Room at H.J.K. Center), or at the 
Coronation itself (doors open at 
6 p.m.), or by mail to L.S.E., PO. 
Box 32049, Oakland, CA 94604. 
If ordering by mail, only money 
orders or cashier’s checks will be 
accepted. 

Deadline for applications for 
Emperor/Empress/Board of Di- 
rectors was Wednesday, Aug. 23. 

There is no real ‘hint’ as to who 
will be running this time around, 
but odds have it that a certain 
couple from Hayward just might 
have a slight edge come 
September. 

PECUNIARY DELINEATION 

(A Reporting Nose) 

The latest go-round of monies 
from the Bike-AThon (presented 
by Different Spokes) to East Bay 
Assistance Fund totaled a 
smashing $1,635.75. The last go- 
round contained only three bad 
checks, and that’s way above 
average! 

EBAF paid out in assistance in 

January, $2,609.77; in Febraury, 
$2,600.00; in March, $1,141.64; in 
April, $5,236.57; in May, $900.00; 
in June, 81,500.00; in July, 
$884.13; and so far in August, 

2,100.00. For those of you with 
calculator-quick minds, that’s a 

grand total of $17,475.11! The 
recipients are extremely grateful 

to all who made this assistance 
possible. 

EBAF does receive ‘‘thank 
you’’ notes occasionally from 

those who are helped. EBAF even 
received one postumously from a 
recipient’s lover, who wanted to 
make sure his appreciation was 
expressed even after he died. 
That brings tears. 

No, I can’t answer why other 
*‘charitable’’ organizations don’t 
make their finances public. This 
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Gaylord, ‘Empress of China, 

  

   

"in full drag for her big five-oh. 

  

  

column is only a phone call or let- 
ter away. 

SALMAGUNDI 

(A Motley Nose) 

There’s no truth to the rumor 
that William Sanderson, Tony 
Papenfuss, and John Voldstad 
will be running for Emperor X, 
Empress X, and Exchequer I of 
ISE. But it probably wouldn’t be 
such a bad idea! 

Don’t forget the 60 continuous 
hours of ‘‘Party Hearty to the 
Beat of AIDS” being held at 
Driftwood Lounge in Hayward 
beginning at 2 p.m. Friday, Aug. 
26, and ending Sunday, Aug. 28, 
at 10 p.m. All proceeds will be 
divided among BASH, EBAF, 
and In Memory Foundation. 

T&C’s Ron vociferated that 
he’s yet to see his name in this 
column. (He's missed it twice!) “‘I 

tear through your column every 
week, hoping and hoping to see 
my name, but it’s never there.’ 

Well, barbigerous one, here goes, 
just for you: Ron, Ronald, Ron- 
nie, Ronny, and last but far from 

least, Lolana! 

A local bar proprietor got tired 

of waiting for a full accounting 
and the making good of a bounc- 
ed check associated with the re- 
cent ‘All Male Revue.’ He 
*“threw in the towel’’ for monies 

owed on Fat Fairy’s picture and 

turned over $250 he was holding 
to EBAF. “‘Sorry, it’s not the ‘ad- 
vertised’ 50 percent, but what 
else can I do? No one responds to 
my inquiries.” 

The newest Miss $1.98 Beauty 
' Pageant will be held on Sunday, 
Aug. 28, at the Bench & Bar— 
yes, the B&B, again! 

ISE Candidate Kickoff Party/ 
Turnabout Ball will be held at 
that popular ISE rendezvous on 
12th Street on Friday, Sept. 9. 

Voting for Emperor X, Em- 
press X, and six ISE Board of 
Director members will be on Fri- 
day, Sept. 23. No word yet as to 
just where the ballot boxes will be 
stationed. According to the ISE 
calendar of events, no prelimi- 
nary activities are taking place in 
Hayward, so maybe all the voting 

should be down there! 

Hmmmmmm? William San- 
derson, Tony Papenfuss, and 
John Voldstad? They're probably 
more familiar to you as “I'm 

Larry, this is my brother Darryl, 
and this is my other brother 
Darryl.’ 

Why is it that while some peo- 

ple try to save face, they lose their 
ass at the same time? Dast | 
smile? ® 

Love. Nez 

  

River Rafting Group 
Sponsors Fundraiser 

Whitewater Connection, a pro- 
fessional rafting and outdoof rec- 

reation company, is sponsoring a 
unique AIDS fundraiser—three 
days of rafting trips on the South 
Fork of the American River. The 
proceeds from these one-day ex- 
cursions, offered over the week- 
end of Sept. 16-18, will benefit the 
San Francisco AIDS Foundation, 
Project Open Hand, and Visiting 
Nurses and Hospice of San Fran- 
cisco. 

Led by professional rafting 
guides, the outings are designed 

for those with little or no rafting 
experience. 

The cost of the day trips, which 
includes lunch, varies: $65 on Fri- 
day, $85 on Saturday, and $75 on 
Sunday. Limited bus transporta- 
tion from the Bay Area will be pro- 

vided for an additional fee of $10 
(round-trip), and Wozencraft en- 
courages early registration. 

For more information, would- 

be rafters (or those who would like 
to sponsor someone) can call the 

Flotilla Hotline at the San Fran- 
cisco AIDS Foundation at 

227-5566 or write to: Flotilla for 

AIDS, 375 Diamond St., San 
Francisco, CA 94114. @ 
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The Woods and Fifes Resort Present 

LABOR. DAY WEEKEND 
September 2-5, 1988 

‘The White Pa 
  
  

A STYLISH DECO AFFAIR 

Featuring 

THELMA HOUSTON 
(Don't Leave Me This Way) 

(o[gle! 

PTR) 
(Jump Shout) 

  
  

  

  

Sat. Sept. 3 
Fifes « 1:30pm 
Celebrity Impersonators 
featuring 
Christopher & Company 

The Woods « 3pm 
All Male Burlesque Revue 

THE WOODS 
RESORT 

16881 Armstrong Woods Road 
Guerneville, CA 95446 

(707) 869-0111 

FIFES RESORT 
16467 River Road 

Guerneville, CA 95446 

(707) 869-0656           
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    OUTRAGEOUS 

electric ” 
ond \N city 

Ti REDHEADS 

cable 6 9 PM 

503 Xi60°570'5 
sabes party 

Sunday Aug. 28 
- r 

corn dogs, greasy Hamburgers, French Fries 
f] cokes: plain, cherry, Lemon or chocolate 

Root Beer Floats 

  

8 pm Judging for best costume 
(3- $25 tabs) one for each decade 
Sweepstakes Winner - $50 cash 

1 
NO COVER 

Spoiled Brat 
22648 Mission Blvd. Hayward 

2 blocks from Bart between "B" and "C" 

  

  

  
  

JOAN ARMATRADING 
   

© ® 8 © © 6 4 0 0 5 0 

  

    
  

; FRIDAY 26 

, "wand cabaret guys, Suttee’sdVill, 7 7+Battery Sts Sfp 
“49:30pm. $10 twosdrinkaipidrg: "Ga 
regeryations: °° °° 002. 

Beethoven, Brahms, EE [I 2 Oa," 

* Cabaret ight Witt Viva! Scot. BZUASL, se.” o 

,* . High-Ehefgy Music: qindiad ot he IN ah, ® 
Bth*st., SES Som, 2 agn., $2 “adbef. With PL Mire,* 

on Diagfelta, © ae Yee” w ® 

>’ Moderh, Music’ Friddy: wi DI. Stele “Mistars, : 

# Club Infra Bed: "daneing, Sceoterss 22 YR » 
* J pi 2 2%, fh, “coef. Saigo) Fagdy Schie; CA, . 

+» 777-0880 for more inférotation® _ ole 

*. “2 Sifig-Aldng: With, Frahk ‘Banks, on the Sart, Ber. 
. "den, 22° 22 BeldesPRlace, SE*GG por * © ° °° 

o oo thik Fregulia: Whekatisgo lily 70. fash Sta SF, ’ 
® "8:30", Ve 8 © 4 0 8 0 ae 

H “tion; Upitart fight, SiF. Eagle,.398 19th'St.) SF. Lg te 
"os, ‘midnight, Call §26°4592 £61. fhote Midrptatfor” , 

“2 “¢ BldcK ahd” White Men “Together: “Bast “Bay Tap.» 
"3135 Courtlarid Ave, Oaktarit, 7.30,105m" THis etk's, © 

topics “GaysWho Abuse Their Lovers. * Call 2617022 
foe more information. 

‘= Gay Basketball; pickup’gameés, 1525 Fie s, p. 
6: 80m. m. €all 621s27210+for more information. 

+ Church of the Secret Gospel: fetish night, 746 Clept- 
erttina St, “Apt, 2, S.F, 9p.m, Call 621-1887 fot more 
information. 

2 

* Friday Night-at.the Movies: comedies on video for 
persons living with AIDS/ARC.and HIV.+,.Rest.Stop 
Support Center, 134 Church St, S.F., 7 p.m. free, Call 
621-REST forrmore information. 

* Our Lady of Loretta Young Coffee Klutch: forpersons 
living with -/AIDS/ARC, Rest Stop Support.Center, 
134 Church St, 'S.F.. 5 p.m. for meeting, 7 p/m. Friday 
night movies. Call 621-REST for more information. 

SATURDAY 27 
» Closet Ball: 16th annual coming-out party, GiftCenter 
Pavilion, 9th and Brannan streets, S.F; 8 pm: Call 
77195023 for tickets. 

» Cabaret Night With Viva: Scandals, 162 Jark'St, SIF, 
9 ph. 

» High-Energy Music: dancing.at the Ehdtp 401° 
. 6th St., Sh. 9p.m.~Za.Mm, $4 With DJ, Mike Diahgha. 

b+» se Mark Levine: music Piano Zine, 08 14th St., SF 
+ «8:80pm. 

*¢ Club Infra-Red: dancing (see Friday listing for details 

  

    
  

, "arfd cabaret guys, 7:30 and 9:30 ps (see Friday listing” 8 
po + 4oudefaiid, To ees 00 see 
Le “ve Wild | FireBands Country/ western music onidincia 

o 0, TuefGlub” 22672 Midsidn Bits, Wiywdard, 5! 
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& Seth Maritfdrs: piano 1oithh Sanu Preheed ML. ® of ; 
* 150 Sroka St: 55.78 hum, S¢: Fegfiyig wt py, °° * - a : 

9pm. ®_ # 

e.o. B Stree, 236 8 St, Sal Marea 3 Bartularte® a”. °° 

+» Bay Area Brigade of hovimandar’ Si! Associa * ." 

0,0," ,* 4B Cleperttinia St, Apt, 2, SF» 

“oo Puttit’ on the Glitz “featuring feqraieimpersonators ® 
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  » ce oa 

°° Aver, Daldand. Call 653-159 4 for more informatio + 

of Chutclt of the *Sécret Gospel” ofalig Telowsiip . 
10pm. Cat Peper 

SOOO ® Jor more information. ¢ @ 

a! = Gapte Night fof p ersops ving Wi DS/Afe an 
eae HIV4, Rest Stop uy ort is hureh Sts 
® Top. fied fal VaesTYe! wore é information, * :® 

EP  & & Se 8 ¢ eo 2 # « 

SUNDAY 28 
*.Bow Wow Beauty Pageant: fist hl rs 
tre, 429 Castro St, S,F., buffet and no;host bar 6 pm; 
pageant7-10 p.nv., $15, $20; and $50. With guest star 
JulietProwse, sand Jeanie Tracy, Marga Gomez, Danny 
Williams, and the Bow Wow Dancers with Empress Lily 
Street as Cruella de Ville: To benefit Pets Are Wonderful 
Support for Peopleswith AIDS/ARC: Tickets-at.-Head- 
lines, New York Man, All American Bay, GW. Finley, and 
at the door, Call 824-5253 for, more information. 

* Puttin’ on the Glitz: featuring femaleimpersonators 
and cabaretguys; 7:30, 9:30, and 11:30 p.m, (see Friday 
listing for details). . 

» Seth Montfort: piano recital, San Francisco:MCG, 
150 Eureka. St, S.F..3 p.m., $4. Featuring the. warks of 
Chopin. 

* Sundays.With.Scott Johnston, music, the,Galleon, 
718° 14th St’, S'E."5:30 p.m, *$ 5. . 

» Annemarie Balinger and Grant Thompson: mdsi¢, the 
Galleon, 718 14th St... SF.’ 8m, 48. 

* Conjunto Cespedes: music, El Rio,3168 Mission St. 
S.6, 4 8pm. $5. Afre-Cubah.music.” . 

bo Faith Winthwop “and Gu Guetasor music, iol 
+ Zinc, 708 1th St. SR, 8: 0 eee 0’ s" 

,"s, ghes Street Follies: ony im peizonayion: ‘Black 
Roser 385 Jones St., SF shows and pm, $2 

, “s High- Epegy, Music. daring rei, Endys, AQP. ° 
‘6th St, 6.F, Bam «2a. "i Hay a 

Tyler, BamignaJohinssa, ‘and Mar Watkins”, °°, 
hg ‘Meet Par Norman: «candidate fos SF. sprbriedn. ° 

Se Fobba Gallary. 747 23S 0 Boa. $10" Wh Vish'spesfal” 
"o  gledt,Topt Athidhe? 2 w ® ® ® ® 

> “SanFraneiseo FrontRunners: Fortilason ruins flees * « 

» “at theMarina Greer af’ 10 a. Ma. Yar'anabBelisdly Natinks *o 
. ‘ofl ioby’ 1d" fe Fetry” BUidipt, “i 302:M3% 5°. 
4 o 8218719%fF glose yffofpayen ® ¢: » oS :® * e® . og 

* 2°54n, Pednelscd Aiking Chub fay hike Th, Saft Bryt® 
* Miu dip Coygtty, Park, Neer ag 10%, m, Bplerthe tig * 
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] MONDAY 29 
.¢ Flam Hair, With dve? hdit how and bénéfit? Lather * 
Burbafik Ceritef, Mark West Springs'Roagand Highway © 
10% Santa Resa; 7p.m., $15inadvancep$ 20 at the door. 
Staering Ingles, Marga Gomez and Pat Kewigan.Allpro- - 
ceeds will ga toFace to Face, the Sonoma County AIDS 
nétwaork. Calf"(800) 533-4 131%or tickets. 

o Fraternal Order of Gays: lobster dinner, Wy. SRestaur 
ant, 398'Hayes St, S.F, 7p.m, $14.95. Call 641-0999 
forreservations. 

® Gay and Lesbian Outreach to Elders; support group 
for older gay men {60+ ), OperationConcerr, 1858 Mar= 
ket'St?, SiF.,*7-9 pm: Call 626-7000 for moreinformas 
tion. 

® S.F." Spikes: soccer practice; West Sunset Soccer 
Fields; Sunset Bivd:, Noriega and 39th streets, S.F.; 
6 pm. Call 821-4248 for.mare.information. 

® Country and Western ‘Dance kessonss Tarf+Cluby 
22517 Mission Bivd., Hayward, 7:30-9;3Q Pam. free. 
Also Wagar: and Thisday. 
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eo Soon  Armetrating a music, «Canoord wR Bhats 20% 

o"$18,5Q taderVer’sebiifg” $ 16,5Q Tain Seti, Tickets, *,°, * 
_® ®at*BASS/TPicketthastdr. Part of Armatratli 

"o anational faurdn sUppart of bes 13th As Records reo 2s 
. +. State Tk Snduhg Stag 0 eteetete? ee ® 0 0 ® oe 

» "+e Bob Sandners on" thespian, ‘0 J¢5 1535 Diympic’s*ee 
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{WEDNESDAY 31 i 

v 0% 1 Si, «dinner 6:9p.m., $5:95: Call 496-6620 for 
oT) information: 

‘eo artaiass MGC s3n FrancTsch, 150 Elka. SF. 
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-# Cathy Sof, Repee Hicks: Laure Kilmaris, gr ., oto 
Marquezt comedy, El Rioy 3158 Mission St. » SH, “s eo 

pm, $3.coven omen minimum. « ° ° So, ote) 

ex musicclab for women, s e 
Te «Haight st.» SF. Spm” "eo a 

2 i Eirias tof olor infofradtion.” oo“. °°, 
‘e Boy ab=dancing: | Beams 1248 Haight St. ;gF F. Bele 
von De for more information. 

« Trocaders Transfers Weekly ARAN 520 

* Puttin’ orrthe Glitz: featuring female | impersonators 
andcabaret guys, 9:30 and 11:30 p.m. {see Friday listing 
for details). 

*. Dick Fregulia: music, Piano Zinc; 708 14th St.; SiF., 
8:30 p.m. 

* S.F. Spikes: soccer practice,” West Sunset Soccer 
Fields, Sunset Blvd; Noriega and. 39th: streets, ‘S.F., 
6.p.m. Call 821-4248 for more information. 

« Ballroom Dancing for Gays and Lesbians: Studio 204, 
3435 Army St.; SF. beginners 8-9p.m., intermediates 
9-10 pam., $5. Call 995-4962 for more information: 

* Gay-and Lesbian Outreach to Elders: writers 
workshop “for older. lesbians and gay -men «50 +9, 
1853 Market St. 'S.F., 6-.8n.m, Call 626-7000 more 
information. 

. Wednesday Matinee: sponsored by Operation Con 
cem'’s Gay and Lesbian Outreachito«Elders and North 
of Market SenionServices, 363Golden Gate Ave, S.F; 
Z:15-4 p.m, ‘Movies, games, and Teffeshments. cau” 
826-7000, f65 ote information. 
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JAPANTOWN 
BOWL 

FALL BOWLING LEAGUES 

KAZ AA 
Las Vegas Holiday League 

At the conclusion of the bowling season, every bowler 

in this league will spend a fun-packed weekend in 

fabulous Las Vegas (Fri, Sat & Sun). The trip will be 
June 2-4, 1989. Everyone in this league goes to Las 
Vegas; not just the first place team, everyone. League 

starts on September 26, four bowlers to a team. Cost 

is $13.00 (includes trip) per week—90% handicap. 
Bowls on Mondays at 8:45 p.m. 
  

Tuesday Community League 
This league bowls on Tuesdays at 8:45 p.m. This is 

currently the largest gay league at Japantown Bowl 

and is expected to grow fast. League costs $9.00 per 

person per week, five bowlers to ateam—90% han- 
dicap. Starts September 20. 
  

Wednesday Community League 
The most competitive league at Japantown. This 

league bowls on Wednesday at 8:45 p.m. League will 

start on Sept. 21, five bowlers to a team. Cost is $8.50 
per week—80% handicap. 
  

Thursday Community League 
This is the only weekday gay bowling league in San 

Francisco—bowls on Thursdays at 1:00 p.m., starts 

on Sept. 29. Cost is $6.50, three bowlers to a team — 
90% handicap. 
  

Hawaii Vacation League 
This league ends the season with a trip to Hawaii as 

its grand finale. Everything is included in your league . 

fees each week, just like the Las Vegas league. Every- 

one goes to Hawaii at the season’s end, not just the 
first-place team. The league starts on Sept. 2. Cost 

is $20.00 per week, four bowlers to a team —90% 

handicap. The trip will be in early June 1989. League 
bowls on Fridays: at 6:30 p.m. 

‘ * sSafew mwawMarket and Dolores irS.B. Bring | neh 
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ih Everyone in this league will go to Reno at the end 
of the season. Reno trip is included in league fees. 

League bowls at 6:00 p.m. Cost is $11.00 per week. 
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If you wish further information or want to join 
any of these leagues, contact: 

Terry Kaplan, (415) 921-6200. > 
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Exclusive Northern California Appearance 
TICKETS at all BASS/Ticketmaster center including Wherehouse store 

Records & Video. Headlines (1217 Polk. 557 Castro. 838 Market). Embarcdoe 
& Tapes. STBS (Union Square) Ride BART to Concord 

CHARGE BY PHONE: (415) 672-BASS, (408) 998-BASS. 
Disc     
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by Mary Richards 

over over, Miss America! 
The Bow-Wow Beauty 
Pageant is coming to the 

Castro! On Sunday, Aug. 28, ca- 
nines and their consorts will pa- 
rade down a runway of the Castro 
Theatre in the first annual event 
of its kind, designed to benefit 
the group PAWS (Pets Are Won- 
derful Support for people with 
AIDS/ARC). 

The furry, four-footed contes- 
tants will vie for the title of Mr. 

and Ms. Bow-Wow Beauty of 1988 
in five categories: ‘‘Two Peas in 
a Pod”’ (look-alike contest); best 

vocalist (singing dog); ‘‘Best 
Doggie/Master Coordinated Eve- 
ning Wear’’; ‘A Face Only a 
Mother Could Love” (best per- 
sonality); and most talented 
(stupid pet tricks). 

Bill Camilo and Bobby Moske 
are co-producers of the event. 
Camilo says, ‘‘We wanted to do a 
dog show that wasn’t traditional 
—kind of a spoof on the Miss 
America beauty pageants, be- 
cause they’re so silly anyway. And 

Bow-WOW! 
Doggie Pageant Comes to Castro; Is Bert Barks the Host? 

  

A big act for a tiny dog at a Castro Dog Show.   (Photo: T. Plewik) 
  

we thought, put people together 
with their animals, and what a 
natural! We felt it would be a lit- 

tle different than your average 
dog show.’ 

Proud owners and their pets 

will converge on Sunday after- 
noon at 3 p.m. for a preliminary 
parade starting at Market and 

Castro, up to 19th, and returning 

to the parking lot behind the the- 
ater. There, elimination competi- 

tions will be held in all categories. 
The producers are planning to 
try to keep the contestants to a 
maximum of 25, but if too many 
extraordinary entrants are on 
hand, they may have difficulty 
maintaining that quota. 

The parking lot competition 
will begin at 3:30 p.m. and con- 
tinue until 7 p.m., just before the 
show inside the theater begins. 
Entrants can register at any of the 
designated ticket outlets or at the 
parking lot in the afternoon. 
Tickets can be purchased at the 
theater before the performance 
or at the following outlets: Head- 

lines, New York Man, All Ameri- 
can Boy, and GW Finley. 

A special sponsor area has 
been created near the stage for 
$50 tickets, and ground-floor 
audience seats are available at 
$20, balcony seats at $15. As 
Moske says of the historic Castro 
Theatre, ‘There isn’t a bad seat 
in the house” Don’t eat before 

(Continued on page 37) 

  

by Steve Warren 

fter acting in 400 plays 
over a 50-year period, 
Dean Goodman is sud- 

denly hot; and he’s loving it. 
What's made the difference is his 
first major role in a theatrical 
film, Francis Ford Coppola’s 
Tucker: The Man and His Dream. 

On the night the picture open- 
ed, Goodman was presented with 
areplica of an Oscar at a dinner/ 
movie party, arranged by attor- 
ney John Wahl, which started 
with a handful of friends and 
grew to more than 80, including 
Pat Norman and Sen. Milton 
Marks. 

Goodman only gets 14th bill- 
ing in Tucker, but aside from Jeff 
Bridges’ Preston Tucker and the 
car he invents, Goodman's char- 
acter, Bennington, may be the 
only one you remember an hour 
after seeing the film. 

Bennington is a veteran De- 
troiter engaged to chair the 
board of directors of the company 
that will produce Tucker’s revolu- 
tionary new auto in the late 
1940s. Hired as window dressing 
to attract stockholders, Benning- 
ton develops a mind of his own 
and opposes all of Tucker’s new 
ideas from within the corpora- 
tion, while politicians manipulat- 
ed by the Big Three automakers 
work from without to shut Tucker 
down. 

*“I was really very fortunate,’ 
Goodman says, ‘‘in that nearly 
everything I did was used in the 
final cut.” In fact, after shooting 

was completed, he was called 
back to do some additional 
scenes. ‘‘I happened to be very, 
very lucky to get a role they want- 

BAY AREA REPORTER AUGUST 25, 1988 

It’s Never Too Late 
After 4 Decades as an Actor, Dean Goodman Makes Movie Debut 

ed to build.’ Actually, he got two 
roles. Co-producer Fred Roos 
also picked him to do the voice of 
Drew Pearson for a radio broad- 
cast. 

It was Roos who first asked 

Goodman to participate in a 
reading of the film’s script at Fort 
Mason early in 1987. No casting 
had been done at that point, War- 
ren Beatty and Jack Nicholson 
were under consideration for the 
lead, and Coppola just wanted 

some local actors to give him an 
idea of what the dialogue would 
sound like. Kathy Baker (Clean 
and Sober) read Tucker’s wife 

that day. 

Goodman showed up in a 
three-piece suit, and Coppola, 
who had never met him before, 
said, “‘You look like this man 

[Bennington]. The actor thinks 

that may be when he clinched the 
part, although he didn’t know 
about it until months later. 

“Francis is wonderful with 
actors,’ Goodman says. ‘He tells 
you what he wants, and then lets 
you go.” He also gave them re- 

hearsal time, which doesn’t al- 
ways happen in the movies, and 
which eased Goodman's transi- 
tion from stage to screen. He says 
he’d do anything Coppola or 
Roos asked him to, if they want 
him for future projects. 

oodman moved to Holly- 
wood from Seattle in the 
early 1940s and was kept 

busy working in radio, although 
agents predicted a screen career 
for him. (They were right —they 
just didn’t say when.) Among his 
teachers was noted Russian char- 
acter actress Maria Ouspenskaya. 

PAGE 26 

“I was her protege and secretary 
for three years,” he says, denying 
rumors that he was anything else 
to her. 

*‘She liked young men and was 
very flirtatious,” he says, ‘‘but 
she never made any sexual over- 
tures to me.” When Goodman be- 
came engaged to Maria Seiber, 
the rumors about him reached 
her mother, Marlene Dietrich, 
before he met her, and made her 
approval harder to obtain. 

Dietrich was the subject of 
enough rumors herself that she 
should have known to take them 
with a grain of salt, but not all of 
hers were false. Goodman con- 
firms the likelihood of her les- 
bian activity. ‘If you have to 
categorize,’ he says, indicating 
his distaste for labels, “I guess 
you could say Marlene was bi- 
sexual. From what Maria told me, 

her mother never liked having 
sex, but had a strong maternal 
instinct and enjoyed mothering 
men.” 

Goodman has enjoyed an 
equally diverse sex life, but now 
says, ‘‘At this point my sexuality 
isn’t something I’m much con- 

cerned with.” More important to 
him is the fact that he’s ‘“‘sur- 
rounded by very good friends.’ 
He’s still friendly, he says, with 
*‘the kid I made mud pies with 
when I was five. He lives in Port- 
land now.” 

Although he’s distressed by 
the difficulty Marshall Mason 
and Jerry Wheeler have had in 
casting The Front Runner, Good- 
man sees other signs that homo- 
phobia is easing in Hollywood. 

(Continued on page 34) 
Dean Goodman outside the Regency. 
  

(Photo: S. Warren) 
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S.F. Gay Men's Chorus Stages Low-Key Anniversary 
by Philip Campbell 

he San Francisco Gay 
T Men’s Chorus celebrated 

its tenth anniversary in 
Louise M. Davies Symphony Hall 
Aug. 20 with a surprisingly seri- 
ous concert that seemed intent 
on avoiding excessive nostalgia 
or self-congratulation. The re- 
sults were somewhat disappoint- 
ing despite excellent musical 
values throughout and some 
high-voltage singing by the birth- 
day boys themselves. 

Part of the problem was Davies 
Hall: The sterile auditorium and 
close, dry acoustics provide little 
intimacy or warmth. Also, the 
choice of mostly classical mater- 
ial by musical director Gregg 
Tallman was ambitious, but hard- 

ly conducive to a party atmo- 
sphere. The chorus sounded 
strong and never less than well- 
rehearsed; it just wasn’t a whole 
lot of fun. 

After ten years of solid artistic 
growth, we hardly need a remind- 
er of the group’s historic worth. 
As the first “‘out front’’ gay musi- 
cal society in Ameica, the chorus 
has carried its message of love 
and understanding throughout 
the nation, spawning scores of 
imitators along the way and serv- 
ing as the best PR our commu- 
nity has ever known. Since the 
singers were appearing on their 
home turf, however, surrounded 
by family, friends, and adoring 
fans, I had hoped for something 
more in the way of an unabashed 
““mush’’ fest. The carefully con- 
trolled concert did allow for a few 
moments of rousing high spirits 
and sentimentality, but the 
strangely conventional format 
clearly steered the proceedings 
from any unseemly displays of 
emotion. 

Taken on its own terms, ‘Ten 
Proud Years’ provided a satisfac- 
tory overview of the decade we 
have shared with the chorus. All 
the signature tunes were referred 
to in a clever medley arranged by 
Bob Seeley—from ‘‘If They 
Could See Me Now’ through the 
poignant ‘We Kiss in a Shadow’’ 
to the undisputed best finale 

number ever, ‘San Francisco.’ 
What wonderful, painful memor- 
ies came flooding back! 

It was good to be reminded of 
some notable successes with 
‘‘serious’’ repertoire, too. The 
virile and determined pro- 
nouncement of Gerald Pearson’s 
“‘From the Silence’ to music of 
Sibelius and Wallingford Rieg- 
ger’s “Evil Shall Not Prevail’ 
were particularly impressive. The 
appearance of the chorus’ first 
director, Dick Kramer, conduct- 
ing the first piece, provoked a 
long and heartfelt ovation. An- 
other former director, Ernest L. 

Veniegas, led a gutsy ‘‘Step to 
the Rear.” These guest shots pro- 
vided the kind of jolt I had been 
expecting, and other audience 
members seemed to agree. 

Pianist Terry Peterson was per- 
mitted a long overdue moment in 
the solo spotlight for in imper- 
fect, but beautifully shaped, ren- 
dition of a Chopin ballade. The 
wildly enthusiastic response ob- 
viously overlooked the poorly 
tuned piano and focussed instead 
on Peterson’s performance and 
eight tireless years of service to 
the chorus. 

The Chamber Singers, a long- 
established subgroup within the 
chorus, performed two brief 

numbers with accompanist Carl 
Kimball. They were miked, allow- 
ing for audibility, but also for 
some undesirable scrutiny of 

  
The men of the chorus sing out. 

their balance. I am not sure their 
voices are any better than other 
choristers’, though it is a pleasure 
to contrast their sparer sound 
with the full chorale. 

I would like to say the same of 
the Men About Town. It’s be- 
come tiresome trying to remem- 
ber why I used to enjoy them. 
Hell, they used to be the high 
point of every show. Their old 
function of supplying comic re- 
lief and pretension-pounding 
camp has long since been re- . 
placed with the misguided notion 
that they are the Manhattan 
Transfer plus four. Three mod- 
erately pleasant numbers fared 
better than their last concert ap- 
pearance, so I’m determined to 
hold tight and wait until they get 
over themselves. Someday they’ll 
remember low camp can be high 
art. 

he second half of the show 
opened with a gracious, 
slightly overlong set by 

local cabaret artist Weslia Whit- 
(Photo: Scott Martin) field. Her smoky voice and just- 

  

(Continued on page 44) 

  

  

THEY DON’T COME ANY BIGGER 

12" OF THROBBING EXCITEMENT! 
THE BIGGEST SUPERSTAR EVER 

LIVE ON OUR STAGE! 

      

   

              

   

WITH 

MIKE WILLIANS 
AUG 26-SEP 1 
COMING SEP 9-15 
ERIC MANCHESTER 
COMING SEP 16-22 

ROCKY DiLORENZO 

SHOW TIMES: 
673-3384 

NOW OPEN FRI-SAT 
UNTIL 4:00 AM! 

  

  
  

    

220 JONES » DOWNTOWN SF 

  

* 9 LIVE SHOWS, SUN/THU 12:30, 
2:30, 4:30, 6,7, 8,9, 10, 11:30 PM! 

* 12:30.and 2:30 LATE SHOWS 
FRI/SAT! 

%* EXCLUSIVE FIRST-RUN MOVIES 
BETWEEN LIVE SHOWS!         

MORE LIVE NUDE ACTION ALL DAY, EVERY DAY! 
    
  

% LIVE MAN-TO-MAN SEX SHOWS IN 
THE INTIMATE CAMPES ARENA 10 PM! 

% COLLEGIATE LOUNGE —A GREAT 
PLACE TO MEET NEW FRIENDS! 

* OPEN 11AM TO 2 AM DAILY, 
TIL 4 AM FRI/SAT!   
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by Steve Warren 

omething bad must have 
t happened to San Francisco 

filmmaker A.P. (you can call 
him Al) Gonzalez at some time in 
his life, but you’d never know it 
from talking to him. He’s aware 
of problems in the world —that’s 
what he mostly makes films 
about—but in his own life, every- 

thing seems to work out for the 
best. He’s so ‘ridiculously sys- 
tematic,’ he says, a carryover 
from his nine years as an English 
teacher, that even when he does- 
n’t plan things, they proceed as 
though he had. 

Don’t you hate guys like that? 
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571 MISSION, 3RD FLR 

San Francisco's finest 

FEMALE IMPERSONATORS 

PUT TIN 
Sz (ON | 

Tia 
CLITZ | 

EARLY SHOW | 

| 

| 

| 

SATURDAY 8 PM 

WED THROUGH SUN 

9:30 PM 

TICKETS: $10.00 

NEW 

LOCATION 

RESERVATIONS: | 

541.0633 | 

  

  

$175 IN CASH PRIZES 8P-2A 
CONTEST BEGINS AT 10:00 

MC — DESIREE 8/25 DEENA JONES 9/1 

FRIDAYS 
8P-2A CLUB DUB 

# DANCING 
URBAN R&B FUNK 
DRINK SPECIALS 

THURSDAYS 

$4 

  

SATURDAYS 
8P-2A 
$4 

THE BEAT 

TOP 40 - MTV HITS 
DRINK SPECIALS 

DANCING   
Ln [54] 

AFTER HOURS PARTY 
ONE NIGHT ONLY SAT NITE/SUN MORN SEPT 4 2A-6A 

SUNDAYS 

HIGH ENERGY DANCE 

HOT DOGS 50¢ 
COMPLIMENTARY SUNTAN OIL ON OUR PATIO 
  

CROTCH GROTTO 
8P-2A 

$3 9/4 Only 

NEW MUSIC ON THE SLEAZY SIDE 
DRAFT BEER & SCHNAPPS SPECIALS 

MON. SEPT. 5 
OPEN 6 AM 

SPLASH! 
LABOR DAY TEA DANCE 

SAT & SUN 
Tr THE BREAKFAST CLUB 

COMPLIMENTARY COFFEE & DONUTS 
DRINK SPECIALS 

  

6TH & HARRISON — SF 

BAY AREA REPORTER 
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‘Clay Farmers’ Director Al Gonzalez Wants Mor 

Of course, Al's a Gemini and a 
self-described ‘‘schizo,”’ so may- 

be I just caught him on a good 
day. 

At the moment, he’s insanely 
busy on three projects —promot- 
ing the first theatrical run and 
arranging other sales and book- 
ings for his first narrative film (as 
opposed to documentary), Clay 
Farmers; editing a documentary, 
Peace Begins Here, about Brian 
Willson and the Central Ameri- 
can peace effort, for Bliss Bruen, 
his partner in In-Camera, a film 
and video production house; and 

preparing to deliver his own 
Juntos Contra el Abuso (Together 
Against Abuse) to the California 
Office of Child Abuse Preven- 
tion. 

Clay Farmers, showing through 
Saturday at the Victoria Theater, 
was reviewed here at the time of 
its benefit premiere at the Kabu- 
ki last spring. It’s the story of two 
young men (Todd Fraser, Nicho- 
las Rempel) working on a farm 
near ‘‘Oro Bay,’ California. 
(Much of the filming was done in 
Moro Bay.) When they befriend 
an abused child (Liam McGrath) 
from a neighboring farm, the 
boy’s alcoholic father (Asbury 
Ward) accuses them of molesting 
his son; and homophobia spreads 
like wildfire through the gossip- 
dry town. 

To make the point that homo- 
phobia is wrong, no matter who 

it’s directed at, Gonzalez and 

screenwriter Michael Moore have 
deliberately left open the ques- 
tion of whether the two men are 
gay. Gay male viewers will have 
their own opinion, probably stim- 
ulated by wishful thinking, but 
the director wanted his images, 
like the text of a D.H. Lawrence 
novel, to reveal people’s inner 
feelings. 

“The camera is the uncon- 

scious of the characters,’ he ex- 
plains. ‘“You could see there was 
some kind of sexual subtext, but 
you don’t know where they stand. 
Maybe one or the other is gay, 
maybe both, maybe neither.’ 

Admittedly more into asking 
questions than answering them 
—on fiim; he’s not a tough inter- 
view—Al believes we’re due to re- 
turn to the moviemaking style of 
the early 1970s: ““I think there’s 
a place for big feature films that 
ask questions.’ 

Aside from the actors’ good 
looks and that elusive thing call- 
ed a “‘gay sensibility’’ with which 
Al has photographed them, the 
question of their sexuality is 
loaded because they are more 

Todd Fraser and Nicholas Rempel in Clay Farmers. 

physical with each other than 
men in our culture are taught to 
be (except when playing football). 

T he ‘““‘thoroughly bicultur- 
al”’ Gonzalez was born in 
San Antonio, but raised in 

Los Angeles in a Latin family, 
where it was—and still is— possi- 
ble and natural for him to kiss his 
father and older brother. He 
remembers feeling ‘‘different’’ 
when he went to a ‘“‘rich kids’ 
high school’’ and saw the other 
boys shaking hands with their 
fathers. 

*“The idea of men being close, 
whether they’re gay or not, is a 
hangup of this society,” says Al, 
who feels his outsider status from 
the ‘majority culture’’ has in- 
creased his tendency to observe 
and question. ‘‘Homophobia 
runs so deep, it ruins friendships. 
I have had relationships where 
the friendship could not be close 
because the men were afraid it 
would have to be homosexual. 

‘Homosexuality exists in Lat- 
in countries in different ways,” he 

notes. ‘‘They are more conserva- 

NNN NR NN 

  
tive, they don’t have bars and gay 
meeting places, but men can be 
close and sometimes homosex- 
ual; and the whole culture under- 
stands it better, even though they 
may not discuss it. Of course, the 
governments are always Catholic 
and repressive.’ 

An English major in college, 
Gonzalez became a teacher. At 
some point he found himself 
teaching a film course and decid- 
ed he wanted to learn more about 
the subject. In 1980 he enrolled 
in a graduate program at San 
Francisco State and gravitated 
toward being a camera operator. 
‘‘Meg Partridge [the cinematog- 
rapher who shot Clay Farmers 
and recently showed her own 
film, Portrait of Imogen] and 1 
were the ‘shooters’; we would 

shoot all the projects for the 
class.’ 

By the time he completed his 
degree, Gonzalez and four part- 
ners had pooled their resources 
to start In-Camera in one of their 
basements. Learning to use an 
editing machine, Al made a grad- 

(Continued on page 44) 

  
  

  

Jack 
Jack Essex, 53, a City College 

instructor for the past 20 years, 
died Aug. 10 in Nice, France, of 
AIDS-related complications. 
Born in San Bernardino in 1935, 
he was graduated from Bakers- 
field High School and served 
four years in the U.S. Air Force. 

Essex attended City College in 
San Francisco, the Sorbonne in 

Paris, and received his Master’s 
degree in French from UC-Ber- 
keley in 1966. He joined the 
teaching staff of City College in 
1968. 

Well known in local entertain- 
ment circles, Essex opened the 

Chez Jacques cabaret on Nob 
Hill in 1976, giving a number of 
San Francisco singers, musicians 
and comedians their first break 

in show business. He founded the 
S.F. Council on Entertainment 
(producer of the annual Cabaret 
Gold Awards) in 1978 and served 
as its first president. 

Essex wrote and produced The 
Finest Hour, a ““1940s’’ musical 
that played at the Alcazar, and 
Tristan, a rock version of the 
medieval legend that played at 
the Gill Theatre. He also co-wrote 
and co-produced Piaf, No 
Regrets, a cabaret musical which 
had an extended run at the 1177 
Club and won the Cabaret Gold 

Essex 

  

Award in 1982. At the Council on 
Entertainment’s 10th anniversa- 
ry gala this past March, he was 
honored with the Founder’s 
Award. 

In addition to teaching, Essex 
had business interests in Men- 
docino County and on the French 
Riviera. 

He is survived by two sisters, 
Mrs. Roberta Bouma and Mrs, 
Joyce 0’ Dell, and by his mother, 
Mrs. Joyce Brasch, all of South- 
ern California. ®     
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HBO's ‘Tidy Endings’ 
  

Fierstein Wonderful in AIDS Play 
by Ron Larsen 

mid these dog days of net- 
A work television, Home 

Box Office (HBO) is offer- 
ing discriminating viewers Tidy 
Endings, a provocative, emotion- 
ally charged AIDS drama written 
by and starring Tony Award- 
winner Harvey Fierstein of Torch 
Song Trilogy fame. Based on an 
act from his Broadway suite of 
plays, Safe Sex, this taut, one- 
hour drama centers on the con- 
frontation between two survivors 
of an AIDS victim named Collin 
Redding—his ex-wife, Marion, 
who never let go, and his be- 
reaved lover, Arthur, who won’t 
share his grief. 

The confrontation occurs a few 
weeks after the funeral, when 

Marion, played by the versatile 
Stockard Channing, comes to 
visit Arthur in the New York loft 
he shared with Collin. Seems that 
Collin and Marion bought the 
loft as an investment while they 
were married and retained joint 
ownership after their divorce. 
Now that Marion has decided to 
sell the apartment, splitting the 
proceeds with Arthur, she needs 
him to sign a few papers and 
“tidy up some loose ends.’ She 
also wants him to give up an 
itemized list of Collin’s posses- 
sions that she’s earmarked as 
mementos. 

Fierstein’s Arthur is at first 
civil, if guarded, toward his 

lover’s ex-wife. But all his pent-up 
bitterness and rage come to the 
surface when the well-meaning 
Marion tries to thank him for 
loving and nursing Collin for the 
three years up until his death. “If 
I couldn’t be everything he ever 
wanted,’ she says, ‘I’m grateful 
he found someone like you.” 

At this, Arthur launches into a 
blistering attack on Marion, tell- 
ing her that her gratitude is out 
of line. “We are not the two wid- 
  

Baum’s ‘One Fool’ 
Extended at Rhino 

One Fool, Terry Baum’s new, 
one-woman, hit show, has been 

extended through Sept. 4 at The- 
atre Rhinoceros. Dubbed ‘the 
lesbian Woody Allen’’ by the 
local press, Baum has been per- 
forming her tale of misadventure 

in Amsterdam to packed houses. 

Baum lived for two years in 
Amsterdam, which inspired the 
creation of One Fool. In a 70- 
minute monologue on a bare 
stage, Baum explores, among 
other things, the common lesbian 

dilemma of mistaking good sex 
for love. 

Theatre Rhinoceros is located 

at 2926 16th St. between Mission 
and South Van Ness. Perfor- 
mances will begin at 8:30 p.m. on 

Friday and Sunday and at 7:30 
and 9:30 p.m. on Saturday. Tick- 
ets are $8. For reservations, call 

861-5079. ° 

  

Correction 
In the Aug. 4 B.A.R. article 

which was concerned with the 
Fave Wray Gallery, it was 
stated that the gallery’s owner 
committed suicide and that 
his girlfriend left town. How- 

ever, the owner was in reality 
murdered, and his girlfriend 
went into hiding. B.A.R. re- 
grets the error. ®         

ows of Collin Redding,’ snarls 
Arthur. “He died in my arms, not 
yours.” 

Channing, in a remarkably 
subtle and restrained perfor- 
mance, responds to Arthur’s 
pyrotechnics with a convincing 
display of shock, anger, hurt, and 
compassion. Under Gavin Mil- 
lar’s intelligent direction, there 
are plenty of laughs and tears 
along the way to the play’s bitter- 
sweet, lump-in-your-throat con- 
clusion, along with a devastating 
revelation. 

asically an extended tug 
of war between two rivals 
for a deceased mate’s 

memory, Tidy Endings is a bril- 
liantly written and acted drama 
that has much to say about those 
who are left behind in the wake 
of AIDS. Whether joking about 
his weight (‘‘Even my stretch 
socks have stretch marks’’), rem- 
iniscing about the trashy souve- 
nirs he collected with his dying 
lover (‘“We travelled anywhere 
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. ALL RIGHT NOW! 
Outrage 

where they had hope to sell’), or 
recalling their final moments to- 
gether in a hospital bed (*‘I told 
him, ‘It’s all right to let go now’ 
...and he did”’), the gravel-voic- 
ed Fierstein is simply wonderful. 
This performance, which marks 
his television debut, may well 
earn the actor/playwright an Ace 
Award for excellence in cable TV. 

Make no mistake about it: 
Endings is a troubling, highly 
personal exploration of the AIDS 
epidemic that has no ‘‘happily 
ever after’’ resolution where all 
the loose ends are tied up neatly 
in the final scene. But it’s an hour 
well spent, and it should not be 

missed. If you don’t already have 
HBO, find someone who does! 

® 

  

* ok kk 

Tidy Endings 
HBO Showcase 
Aug. 27, 2 p.m.; Aug. 30, 11:30 a.m., 

11 p.m.; check cable listings for 
September showings 
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The Redemption Gimmick 
rior to the onset of the 
women’s rights move- 
ment, one of the most 

popular myths in literature rested 
on the theory that a lost (male) 
soul could be redeemed by the 
sacrifice of a devoted (female) 
soul whose purity of love and 
selfless motivation would wash 
away the doomed one’s sins and 
clear his record before God. 
Although several 19th-century 
composers tried to cash in on 
‘‘the redemption gimmick,’ few 
were able to polish the act to 
perfection. In Gounod’s Faust, 
Marguerite had her ass hauled 
off to heaven by some eavesdrop- 
ping angels. In Bellini’s Norma, 
the heroine’s determination to 
sacrifice her life for the tribal 
good inspired the man who had 
covertly fathered her two children 
to join her atop a Druidic funeral 
pyre. 

Richard Wagner, however, took 
to the concept of sacrificing a 
noble woman in order to promote 
the civic health like a duck takes 
to water. As one inspects the 

librettos for his operas, it soon 
becomes obvious that ladies like 
Elsa, Senta, Elisabeth, Sieglinde 

and Brunnehilde have all been 

instructed to toe the party line in 
order to expedite the apotheosis 
of Wagner’s male heroes. 

Today, of course, the concept of 

salvation has been perverted by 
televangelists who preach the 
gospel of giving (‘Jesus wants 
your money so we can build 
another theme park. Praise the 
Lord!”’). These religious con ar- 
tists have also developed a nifty 

technique for convincing their 
flocks that, once a person em- 
braces God and is reborn, he is 
instantly freed of any responsibil- 
ity for all the dirty little deeds 
he’s done in the past. It’s the 
kind of rationalization process 
that could bring a stream of 
crocodile tears to Ed Meese’s 
cheeks. 

It’s also a cop-out which is 
based on total bullshit. In any 
event, earlier this year, I watched 
two of Wagner's favorite heroines 
throw themselves off cliffs and 
into ditches in last-minute at- 
tempts to stand by their men. 
Here’s what happened: 

HUMPED AND DUMPED 

This spring, the Houston 
Grand Opera borrowed Otto 
Schenk’s version of Tannhauser 
from the Met with curious 
results. If the production seemed 
to fit more comfortably into the 
Wortham Center’s Brown Thea- 
tre, it’s probably because the 
Houston auditorium’s dark red 

decor did not frame the stage pic- 
ture in the same golden glare 
which tends to rise from the 

lights in the orchestra pit and 
bounce off the Met’s proscenium 
arch. This meant that, in 

Houston, there was no visual 

distraction from Gunther 
Schneider-Siemssen’s elegant 
sets; instead one felt as if one 
were watching—with an acute 
sense of intimacy—a large 
diorama filled with mythical 
characters from Wagner's fertile 
imagination. 

Minus any peripheral glare, 
the dramatic transitions from the 
Venusberg to the valley near 
Wartburg looked every bit as 
magical as they do at the Met but 
seemed to take on a keener focus. 
Under Julius Rudel’s practiced 
baton, the cast and orchestra per- 
formed extremely well. The 
acoustics of the new theater 
helped to show off the Houston 
Grand Opera’s chorus to max- 
imum effect, making this produc- 
tion a most gratifying Wagerian 
experience. 

To my knowledge, these perfor- 
mances of Tannhauser marked 
the first and last times that Eva 
Marton would sing the roles of 
Venus and Elisabeth in North 
America. Although the soprano 
has decided to drop Tannhauser 
from her active repertoire, the 

vocal and dramatic power which 
she brought to both roles made 
people wish she would go on sing- 
ing Wagner’s opera forever. In 
his Houston Opera debut as 

Wolfram von Eschenbach, 
Walton Gronroos offered a grati- 
fying rendition of the ‘‘Evening 
Star’” monologue. Despite a 
slightly rocky start, tenor Klaus 
Konig’s religious convert was 
sturdily sung; veteran John 

Macurdy scored strongly as the 
Landgrave. 

FANTASY FIGURES 

Two weeks later, while enjoying 
a series of events at the Brighton 
Festival (I missed the concert in 
which Tiny Tim set a new record: 
three hours of nonstop singing) 
caught a performance of The Fly- 

  

  

  
    

Phone From Anywhere in the U.S. 
» One on One Connections 
» 8 Man Conference Line 
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1-800-888-MALE 
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as “System 800 International”. For men over 18 only.       
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Mark Hamilton and Anne Williams-King in The Flying Dutch- 
man. 
  

ing Dutchman given by the New 
Sussex Opera. Based in Lewes 
and Brighton, this company is a 
part professional, part volunteer 

organization which gives local 
singers opportunities to perform 
new roles while it reaches out to 
younger audiences and attempts 
to present opera at affordable 
prices. NSO’s interpretation of 
The Flying Dutchman (mounted 
as part of the festivities sur- 
rounding the company’s tenth 
anniversary) took place in 
Brighton’s Dome Theatre, a 
building close by the Royal 
Pavilion, which once served as 
the stables for King George IV's 
horses. The Dome possesses one 
of the strangest men’s rooms I've 
encountered in years wherein two 
banks of urinals are clustered on 
opposite sides of a low partition 
so that, as they empty their blad- 
ders, men find themselves either 
sensuously or nervously staring 
into each other’s eyes. It’s quite 
a trip! 

In many ways, NSO’s produc- 
tion evoked memories of Sarah 
Caldwell’s attempt to stage The 
Flying Dutchman in Boston's 
Savoy Theatre. Isabella Bywater’s 
massive unit set was built to 
resemble a ship’s deck thrusting 
up and out toward the audience. 
By moving specific sections, the 
set could be transformed into 
Daland’s house. However, when 
large sections of. scenery were 
pulled apart to evoke images of 
the harbor or rocky coast where 
Senta leaps to her death, the pro- 
duction ran into trouble. By that 
point in the evening, Keith 
Warner's stage direction had also 
foundered on serious shoals. 

Although Lionel Friend con- 
ducted the National Centre for 
Orchestral Studies Symphony 
Orchestra with a keen sense of 
the drama inherent in Wagner’s 
score, some of the playing was 
quite rocky. Due to the place- 
ment of the orchestra and the 
acoustics of the Dome’s perform- 
ing arena, a great deal of David 
Poutney’s English translation 

was, unfortunately, unintelligible. 

The cast, however, was quite 
strong, with Malcolm Donnelly’s 
Dutchman and Dennis Wicks’ 
Daland taking top honors. Extra 
support came from Graham 
Tubb’s Steersman, Mark Hamil- 

ton’s Erik and Susan Pybus’ 
Mary. What made this produc- 
tion so special for me was that it 
marked the first time I had ever 
encountered a young Senta who 
was dramatically credible 
onstage. 

Instead of being fixated on an 
empty picture frame that could 
never fit in her father’s house, 
this girl had obviously spent 
many a lonely night re-reading 
the legend and fantasizing over 
the picture of the Flying Dut- 
chman that was contained in her 
favorite book. Thus, during many 
moments in Act II, Senta clasped 
the book to her chest with the 
same kind of sex-starved concen- 
tration and repressed lust that so 
many gay men lavish on a Jeff 
Stryker centerfold. Her obsessive 
frenzy made the character’s mor- 
bid fascination with the Dutch- 
man very real, extremely sexual 
and quite understandable. In 
many nights of waiting for her 
father to come home from the 
sea, this lonely girl had obvious- 
ly honed the fine art of using pic- 
ture books to spark her mastur- 
batory sex fantasies to clinical 
perfection. 

As Senta, Anne Williams-King 
revealed a huge voice that was not 
always well-focused and yet, the 
very starkness of her youth lent 
an extra measure of credibility to 
her portrayal. When I described 
her performance to some friends, 
they instantly pooh-poohed the 
idea of casting The Flying Dut- 
chman with a young Senta (im- 
plying that unless you can get 
Leonie Rysanek, it’s not worth 
the bother to stage the opera.). 

How does one explain to such 
idiotic opera queens that young 
singers need to learn the music, 
Leonie is now in her sixties, and 
time waits for no diva? ® 
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VIDEOTAPE 
RENTALS 

Improved System Requiring Only Valid 
Driver's License or State-Issued ID Card 

NO DEPOSIT OR CREDIT CARD NEEDED 

Larger Selection Than Ever Before 

FRI. & SAT. SUN.-THURS. 
OPEN 24 HRS. 10AM-3AM 

South of Market's Adult Male Emporium 

FOLSOM GULCH   

Some Wonderful Ways 
To End the Month 

e’re heading into the 
Labor Day weekend and 
our community is rife 

with fun and fundraising events. 

This weekend promises to be full 
of things geared to give you 
camp, circumstance, and a 
chance to help out with your 
generosity. 

Saturday, Aug. 27, it’s the 16th 
Annual Closet Ball at the Gift- 
Center Pavilion. This campy 
event started out in the basement 
of the old Village on Columbus 
Avenue. There were only eight 
contestants the first year, and 
Michael ‘‘Tacky Ruth’’ Sullivan, 
a bartender, won it. Some 200 

people attended the event and it 
made money. It’s made money 
ever since. 

The premise is for a male who 
has never been in high drag to 
‘‘come out’’ of the closet, so to 
speak, and to compete with 

others who ‘‘just want to try it 

once.” There is no obligation for 
the winner to do anything else for 
the rest of the year, except to get 
in drag once again and crown the 

winner at the end of his reign as 
the Closet Ball Queen. Much ef- 
fort goes into the production of 

the show, as well as the presenta- 
tion of the contestants. 

This year, Bob Cramer (Em- 

peror III and Cable Car Awards 
producer) takes the reins for the 
event with Empress Lily and 
Emperor Steve MCing. At least 

ten of the previous winners will 
be on hand to see their successor 
competitors. Marga Gomez and 
‘Desiree and her Men’’ will en- 
tertain. It promises to be another 
sell-out. Call 771-5023 if you want 
tickets, if there are any left. 

Sunday night, Aug. 28, is 
another major fundraiser. The 
scene switches from South of 
Market to the Castro, where the 

Ist Annual S.F. Bow Wow Beau- 
ty Pageant will take place at the 
Castro Theatre, beginning at 
1900 hours. It’s a benefit for 

  

  

Mad Dog shows off his handiwork at the Eagle. 
  

(Photo: Scott Martin) 
  

PAWS, and celebrity judges will 
be scoring the mutts and their 
masters in such categories as 
stupid pet tricks; best doggie/ 
owner coordinated evening wear; 
a face only a mother could love; 
and others. The winner will be 
Mr. or Ms Bow Wow Beauty 1988. 
There will be a musical/dance 
tribute to man’s best friend and 
induction of a memorable pet 
into the Doggie Hall of Fame, for 
openers. Tickets are on sale at 
Headlines, GW. Finley, All Amer- 

ican Boy, and N.Y. Man. Be there! 
  

  

  . 47 Folsom btwn. 5th & 6th 495-9417 
BULLET « BIJOU * VIDCO STALLION « CATALINA * TROPHY 
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  The scene at Event "88. 

If your taste is less esoteric, 
and I do mean less, you might 
take a trip up to the RushRiv for 
the Club MUD 2nd Anniversary 
Party. Now, this is one you can 
really get earthy with. The action 
takes place on Saturday, Aug. 27, 
and the fee for the whole thing is 
$45 for this International Mud 
Day event. Mud lovers will be 
there from as far away as Aus- 
tralia for the shenanigans; if you 
didn’t get the info by now and 
still want to go, call Brother Duke 
at (707) 869-0546, but hurry be- 

  
(Photo: Marcus) 
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The cake at the first anniversary of My Place. (Photo: Scott Martin) 
  

cause space is limited. Congratu- 
lations, Club Mud, on your 2nd 
Anniversary! 

* kh 

ast week was not without 
L its highlights. Friday 

night, 19 Aug., the staff at 
My Place threw a party for their 
customers on the occasion of the 
Ist Anniversary of a place some 
people are already calling The 
Ambush II. Nice crowd all 
around, with lots of well-wishers 
on hand to ring in the 2nd year 
of a bar that was once known as 
the Ramrod. CB and staff did a 
nice job with the event. 

Up a few blocks on Harrison, 
the Tattoo Fetish & Fantasy par- 
ty was going strong at the S.F. 
Eagle. There was a very in- 
teresting 45-minute tattoo video 
playing, while a parade of men 
with beautiful and unusual tat- 
toos were on stage. Inside Eagle 
Hall, Mad Dog was inscribing a 
mini-portrait on the posterior of 
John Pavoni, whose demeanor 
was as calm as if he were getting 
a manicure! A big crowd watched 
the proceedings as a bare right 
bun soon began to limn with a 
sleeping man guarded by a 
seated dog. Mad Dog’s expertise 
shone right from the start. 
Several deft strokes, and the por- 

trait began to materialized. The 
crowd was aghast. Genius at 
work. If you want some custom 
skin graphics in the privacy of 
your own home, call Mad Dog at 
552-1297. Good show, Alan Selby. 

Saturday afternoon, Aug. 20, 
dawned bright and clear. While 
newsboys were delivering the 
Chron, faithful volunteers were 
setting up the booths in front of 
the S.F. Eagle and the parking lot 
across the street for Event '88, 
the Eagle’s softball team project. 
It took awhile for everyone to get 
there, but no one minded. Several 
people got dunked, creamed, and 
tequila’d out. The entertainment 
was great. Jerry Pepper and his 
crew had juicy hot dogs and ham- 
burgers going. Men Behind Bars 
made Tequila Gold make men 
bold. Danny Williams MCd in- 
side the patio and out in the park- 
ing lot. A good time was had by 
all. The affair was a benefit for 
the AIDS Emergency Fund and 
the GSL AIDS Project. We're 
wondering, where were all the 
other softball teams? They didn’t 

even show up after their sched- 
uled games! 

Sunday night, some $10,700 
was raised for the AIDS Emer- 
gency Fund at the San Fran- 
ciscan Hotel as hundreds turned 
out for the Tribute to Empress 
Sable. The original goal was 
$7,501 —that’s right, $7,501 — 
but so much was donated that the 
event came out positively in the 
black. They say Ginger really got 
creamed! Sable’s mother and 
sister attended, and one queen 
asked them after the whole affair, 
“Did you notice you weren't in 
Kansas City anymore?’’ Great 
event. Good vibes. 

Speaking of raising money, on 
July 30 the Knights Templar and 
the S.F. Bondage Club raised 
some $300 at their joint party for 
Mother Theresa’s AIDS Fund. 

Ginger gets a pie in the face at the event honoring Sable Clown. 

  

    

(Photo: Scott Martin) 
  

By the way, the Knights Templar 
is celebrating its Sth Anniversa- 
ry this Saturday, 27 Aug., at a 
member’s pad. Steve Patton is 
the new Prez (don’t rock those 
bones, sir!), and the affair prom- 
ises a sumptuous dinner. 

* hw 

oming your way: tonight, 
Aug. 25, from 1630-1900 
at Scooter’s (22 4th St.), 

there will be a benefit for Com- 
ing Home, AIDS Emergency 

* Fund, Open Hand, and the God- 

father Fund. It’s a wine and roses 
event for only $25, right after 
work. 

Tonight at 2100, Electric City 
is on Cable 6 showing scenes 
from the Dore Alley Fair, the 
Blazing Redheads at the AIDS 
Walk party, the Western Star 
Dancers, and a segment on gay 
domestic violence. Tune in! 

They had a benefit for the 
burned out Lola Lust last night, 

and there’ll be another one this 
Sunday at Esta Noche, Aug. 28. 

And since some dudes got fag- 
bashed on Castro last Saturday 
night, the natives are up in arms 
and are thinking of forming Gay 
Guardian Angels; if you're inter- 
ested, call 621-0297 for details. 

The meeting to discuss such a Fund. 
group will take place on Wednes- Monday night, 29 Aug., it’s the 
day, 31 Aug. Call that number for ~~ SF. Jacks party, Generic Jack 

details. Off —no theme, no clothes, 100 
This Sunday too is the 4th An- naked men in a room doing their 

nual Bar Wars on Polk Street. For thang, or is that whang? Location 
$10 you walk the ’Strasse witha is 890 Folsom (at 5th). Tell'em I 
book of tickets worth a cocktailat ~~ spent you, er uh, sent you! 

the New Bell, Gangway, Mama Deadline for the Intl. Ms 

Lode, Polk Glitch, QT II, Cinch, eather Poster Contest is 1 Sept. 
Kimo’s etc. You can compete in 88; call Sky at 863-1386. 
the Lip Sync or Swim contest, That should keep you busy, out 

Nitafina)s 2 Ring L It ro ben- of the bushes , out of the wind- 
efit tor the (odtather Service (Continued on next page) 
  

  

  

  

  

SLEAZE VIDEO FESTIVAL 
In front room: Group sex films from the 70s. Tues, 
Thurs, 7:30 to 12 AM; Sat 7:30 PM to 2 AM. $5 donation. 
1080 Folsom. In back room: Naked Party—see Big 
Cock ad in personals. Sex events tape: 431-8748.       

1908 Fourth Street 

San Rafael, CA 94901 
(415) 485-1745 
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Marcus 
(Continued from previous page) 

mills, and don’t get slivers in your 
lips! 

DISH HAPPENS 

Yes, dear hearts, that was 
Johnny Ray accompanying Bob 
Sandner at the Galleon last Fri- 
day night with one of his hits, 
“Cry.” Mr. Ray was co-starring 
with the Ink Spots at the San 
Mateo County Fair, and Wayne 
Friday and Allen White just 
couldn’t resist dragging him to 
the city. They love nostalgia so! 

They’ve tried twice before to 
win the Leather Daddy’s Boy 
contest. The first time they were 
beat out by James Buhler; the se- 
cond time they were beat out by 
John Cassas, who moved to Port- 
land shortly after his triumph. By 
“they’’ I mean Grant Minnix and 
Richard Mosher. Don’t tell 
anyone I told you, but Grant and 
Richard will be trying to win it 
again at the next competition. I 
like perseverance. Richard comes 

back to town, and there’ll be a 
coming home party for him at the 
Bear on Wednesday, Sept. 7. 

Nice of the Hotel Tax Fund to 
finally give some money to the 
Folsom Street Fair. It was award- 
ed $3,000 for this year’s produc- 
tion. Hi Michael and Charlene! 

With the Grand Ducal set in 
existence without a Duchess, the 
previous candidates are petition- 
ing to become regent Duchess to 
fill the term vacated by former 
Empress Flame for personal rea- 
sons. I got a copy of Ms Piggy’s 
petition. In it, the Pig ‘‘insists’’ 
on a timely answer to her inquiry 
and awaits their decision!”’ A Pig 
with Balls! 

Alan Selby said he was going 
east to a ‘‘convention’’ right after 
the Tattoo Party and was spotted 
less than 24 hours later in the 
casino of a Las Vegas night club! 
Was there a leather function 
none of the rest of us knew about, 
Alan? Did Vern Stewart give you 
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Sable Clown gets a kiss from Ken Wright. 
  

(Photo: Scott Martin) 
  

All eyes were glued on Mad Dog's efforts at the Eagle. 

  

(Photo: Marcus) 
  

permission to be part of it? 

No word on anything about the 
Constantines’ ‘‘Babes In Toy- 
land’’ run this past weekend. 
Does that club have a recording 
secretary? If the recording secre- 
tary has a personal dislike for a 
columnist, should the publicity 
of the club suffer for it? 

This Saturday, 28 Aug., the 
15th Annual White Party takes 
place in Chicago—one of the 
most glittering events in the Win- 
dy City—put on by the Chuck 
Renslow family. The action takes 
place at Bistro Too beginning at 
2000. Hope you got an invitation, 
darrrlings. 

Hang in there and have fun. 
Paul Teixeira, a newer face in 
town, sure does! Keep your legs 
crossed, wear your ‘‘Stubbies’ 
stay out of the bushes, and 
give—give generously. 

See you in the ‘‘funny”’ 
papers! ‘® 

  

   

     
Goodman 
(Continued from page 26) 

On a recent trip there to talk to 
agents, he relates, one spoke of 
actors bringing their boyfriends 
to a party, while another men- 
tioned, in the course of a tour, the 
predominance of gays in West 
Hollywood. Neither sounded 
judgmental, Goodman insists. 

He says he’s no more concern- 
ed about playing gay roles in 
films than he has been in the the- 
ater. ‘‘People can think what they 
want.” While appearing in a local 
production of My Fat Friend 
about ten years ago, Goodman 
says he was ‘criticized for mak- 
ing [his character] too flamboyant 
and nellie. The fact is some gay 
people are like that. I patterned 
him largely after Don McLean 
and Charles Pierce and ap- 
proached it the way I do any 
part.’ 

Although he’s in no way pre- 
tentious about it, it’s impossible 
for Goodman to discuss his 
career without name-dropping. 
John Carradine gave him his first 
Equity role in 1943, touring in 
Shakespearean repertory. “All I 
knew about him,” Carradine has 
been quoted as saying, ‘‘was that 
he could read verse and he had 
terrific legs for wearing tights.” 
Moving to San Francisco in the 
1950s, Goodman taught Keir 
Dullea at San Francisco State 
and gave Katharine Ross her first 
role in a verse play he directed in 

1962. He can rattle off an impres- 
sive list of stars with whom he’s 
performed. 

Not the most impressive name 
on that list is former mayor 
Dianne Feinstein, with whom he 
appeared in Ibsen’s The Master 
Builder in 1959. It’s been mistak- 
enly reported that there was some 
romantic involvement between 

them. There wasn’t, Goodman 
clarifies. 

he actor, who wrote the 
book on San Francisco 

theater (San Francisco 
Stages: A Concise History, 1849- 
1986), feels local companies have 
underutilized his talents in re- 
cent years. Age discrimination 
could be a factor, as he cites roles 

that went instead to younger, less 
well-suited actors. “We have to 
change a lot of society’s concepts 
about aging and growing older,’ 
Goodman says. 

Blessed with good health and 
working in a business with no 
mandatory retirement, Goodman 
feels he’s got at least a dozen 
good years left, but he expresses 
concern for people in other fields 
who are forced to retire when 
they’re not prepared for it. He 
quotes a survey that found the 
average man lives only 36 months 
after retiring. ‘‘If you have 
enough varied interests, you can 

go from one to another at any 
age,’ he advises. It’s not neces- 
sary to leave a job and become a 
vegetable. 

Having taught younger actors 
himself, Goodman is critical of 
the training many of them re- 

ceive. ‘‘Actors today are not 
taught to speak,” he says in his 
perfectly modulated way. “I’m a 
‘method’ actor, but I’m in the 
Stanislavsky method, not the 
Strasberg method. Stanislavsky 
emphasized voice and diction.” 
It was Lee Strasberg’s distortion 
of that teaching, he indicates, 
that gave us Brando and the gen- 
erations of mumblers who follow- 
ed him. 

On the other hand, the Ticker 
experience brought Goodman in- 
sight into the difficult mechanics 
of movie acting. ‘My respect for 
film actors went up a great deal’ 
he admits. A lesson Ouspenskaya 
taught him came back when he 
had to become Bennington at an 
emotional peak with no chance to 
build to it: “You don’t need two 
hours’ preparation. All you have 
to do is ask yourself three ques- 
tions— Who am I? Where am I? 
What am I doing?” 

Dean Goodman is on his way 
to Hollywood, but without giving 
up his San Francisco apartment. 
Four agents have asked to repre- 
sent him since seeing his perfor- 
mance in Ticker. ‘‘My only worry 
now is that I’m going to be typed 
as playing shits,” he jokes. 

He’s wise enough to know this 
could all blow over in a month. 
“This may just be my 12 minutes 
— Andy Warhol overestimated.’ 
he says. But whether it’s 12 min- 
utes, 12 years, or whatever, he’s 
going to enjoy it while it lasts. It’s 
not every 68-year-old man who 
gets to be Hollywood’s newest 
starlet. ® 
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EXCLUSIVE SHOWING! 
UNIQUE ASIAN HOMOEROTIC 
VIDEOS, ONE NIGHT ONLY! 

SUN., AUG. 28 
CINEMA Il LOUNGE 

THE 
JAPANESE 
BONDAGE 
MASTER 

  

HOTTEST! 
HELD OVER THRU SUN., AUG. 28 
ALL ATTENDANCE RECORDS 

SMASHED! THE WORD IS OUT! 
BUSINESS IS POURING IN! 

CARL CHRISTIAN IS BIG TIME! 

    
  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

      

   

  

SLI EYE 
ON STAGE! IN PERSON! 

A SIX FOOT, SEVEN-INCH, 23-YEAR-OLD, WHEAT-HAIRED ADONIS WITH A GOLDEN COCK AND MAGNIFICENT PHYSIQUE! 

Rope, bamboo, 
silk, candles. . . 
the Oriental vs 

Masters are the! 
best Masters!   
   

For the true 
connoisseur 

of Asian male 

pornography         

  

LIVE J/O SHOWS 
— UPSTAIRS CINEMA — 

TODAY & DAILY: 
12:30, 5:30, 8 & 10 PM 

SAT & SUN: 
2, 5:30, 8 & 10 PM 

— CINEMA Il LOUNGE — 

TODAY & DAILY: 
3 & 9PM 

FRI, SAT & SUN: 
3,9& 11 PM 

     
    
    
     

     

   
      

  

   

    

   

  

THE SPIRIT OF YOUTH 

At the Nob Hill, we believe in 

the joy of youth. We also under 

stand the unique needs of our 

younger patrons. The spirit is 

often more robust than the 

pocketbook. Now, those under 

25 will be admitted for the 

remarkably low price of $5 

Bring your driver's license or 

state ID. And bring your youth 

ful spirit 

   

    

    
    
    
    

    

   

  

    

    

  

   

      

ain Fare 
PLEASE PRESENT THIS COUPON FOR DISCOUNT ] 

Barg 
4 ALL DAY TUESDAY & SUNDAY 

ALL SEATS « ANY SHOW « ANYTIME 
Tuesday and € undays are young gay day' Low prices prevail to 

make 1t possible for our less affluent patrons to enjoy our cinema 
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Sable Clown Is Honored by Her Peers 
T- came from far and 

near last Saturday, some in 
finery not even seen at 

coronations, and they were at the 
San Franciscan, who donated the 
room, to pay tribute to an Em- 

press whose many talents cannot 
be disputed, nor her devotion to 
the many charities in our com- 
munity. 

Sable Clown was honored by 
many of her peers, including a 
Certificate of Honor from the 
Board of Supervisors and a 
reconciliation (?) with Empress 
Nicole that included an auto- 
graphed picture of Mr. Interna- 
tional Leather. Jose made the 
trek from Phoenix for the occa- 
sion, and there were numerous 
others, including Ken Wright 
and others who put this tribute 
together. Everything was donat- 
ed, thereby making it possible to 
raise more than $10,000 for the 
AIDS Emergency Fund. 

On a personal note, I just 
wanted to say that when I came 
to town about 10 years ago some 
of my first, and lasting, friends 
were Camille, Mr. Dolly, Connie, 

and Sable. In fact, Sable bought 
me my first pair of pumps. To 
make it short, I just want to say 
how wonderful our many years of 

friendship have been, and how 
I’m looking forward so much to 
many more! 

Three different mailings have 
come to my house, all heralding 
the arrival of the 3 B’s, which I 
have come to the conclusion 
could mean Blondes, Brunettes, 
and Bitches. I could be wrong. 
Anyway, these 3 B’s will bee 
buzzing around the Transfer to- 
night at 7:30 p.m., so you can find 
out what this is all about. Michael 
and Bruce, you know better than 
to leave out the day of the week 
on a flyer. 

Phoebe P. Planters and the 
Mother Lode, at Post and Larkin, 
will host a benefit this Friday eve- 
ning for Grand Duchess XIV 
Lola Lust, who was burned out of 
his apartment and has been 
hospitalized since due to smoke 
inhalation and other complica- 
tions. There will be a show, food, 
araffle, and possibly a small auc- 
tion. There is a $3 donation re- 
quested. If you require further in- 
formation, contact Phoebe at 
621-3152. 

A recent sighting of my sister 
Lipps placed him, and it seems 
an amourous lunch partner, at 

Splatters, where they will soon be 
framing the butcher paper that 

covered the table, but which was 
soon covered with the penman- 
ship of romance. 

This Saturday evening will be 
the 16th Annual Closet Ball, and 
it will take place at the GiftCenter 
Pavilion, 9th and Brannan 
streets, with the show starting at 
8 p.m. There are tickets still avail- 
able, I think, at the Galleon. I am 
very flattered that they asked me 
to judge this year, so I'll certain- 
ly see you there. 

Speaking of the Galleon, it 
seems that the party of Wayne 
Friday, Allen White, Ron Huber- 

man, and the legendary Johnnie 
Ray were there last Friday eve- 
ning when Bob Sandner started 
playing a few of Mr. Ray’s tunes. 
Johnnie, having been in the busi- 
ness for a few years, knows a cue 
when he hears one and proceed- 
ed to thrill the crowd with “It 
Was A Very Good Year’ and one 
of his biggest hits, ‘Cry.’ 

This Sunday Polk Street will 
be the scene of the 4th wild, 
wacky, irreverent, fun, and ex- 
citing edition of Bar Wars. This 
year’s event is ‘‘Lip Sync or 
Swim’’ which means that if you 
want to be in the lip sync contest 
all you need to do is bring your 
number on a cassette tape to the 

  

T 

Rendez-vous 
Introductions 

RCA 
Leave adult messages. 

See if there's one for you. 

(415) 

976-6677 
$2.00 PLUS TOLL, 

IFANY 
24 HOURS   

  

  
i 

Empress Lily Street sang a song with Sable at her tribute. 
(Photo: Rink) 

  

  

    

  

  

SAN FRANCISCO'S MOST POPULAR GAY 
THEATRE ¢ OPEN 10 AM TO MIDNIGHT 
  

Ve | 

J/O TAPES 
Transferred from PRIVATE flim collections. 
DOZENS of hunky young models, huge equip- 
ment, great blastoffs every 5 or 6 minutes! 
ALL SAFE SEXI Let these videos on your VCR 

become your favorite home companioni 
Sorry, n brochures or stills on these. But look 
into thigbargain collection. Each $25.00 plus 
Zax In Calif. VHS In stock. Beta made up on 

  

NOW IN OUR 9TH YEAR 

  

D E © 
25 DIFFERENT * 60 MINUTE HOT GAY 

PROGRAMS 
SIMULTANEOUSLY! 
Three hot new film programs on 3 big 
screens in main auditorium, each program 3 
hours, changed Sunday and Thursday. Main 
screen—3 features; 2nd— All Hot Jackoffs, 
Grand Prix and Halcyon film exclusives;   ADONIS VIDEO, 369 Eflis, San Fra 

9410%. (415) 474-6995. Open ¥ ‘ 
dally: MI/C-Visa OK. TEL. ORD: 
ACCEPEED, add $3 shipping per taped 

     

NOW! 5% | 
MOVIE 

SCREENS 
369 ELLIS ST. 
474-6995 

OPEN 10 AM-MIDNIGHT 
EVERY DAY 

ADONIS VIDEO 
UPSTAIRS 

J/O Room with monitor screens. Our J/O 
audience does its own live show every day! 
Adm. $6. Circle J is HOT, CLEAN and SAFE! 

order. Ask for Adonis on Fra Serles. | 3rd— Classic Film Loops of the '60s-'70s. Plus     
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New Belle, where it starts at 
10 a.m., register with Tatiana, 
and then we will draw names to 
see who will do their number at 
which bar on the route. The 
judges on the tour will be Em- 
press Lily, Emperor Steven, and 
Sweetlips. Judges for the finals at 
Kimo’s are a surprise, but before 
the winners are announced all 
the finalists will join together for 
a rendition of Shirley Bassey’s 
“This Is My Life”’ something of 
an old standard. The ticket books 

are 810, and are available at all 
the bars on the tour, which in- 

clude the New Belle, Gangway, 
Mother Lode, Polk Gulch Saloon, 
Reflections, QT II, Rendezvous, 
and Kimo’s. They are also availa- 
ble at the Mint. All the proceeds 
from this event go to the God- 
father Service Fund. 

All the applicants for either 
Grand Duke or Duchess breezed 
by the review board, giving us Big 
**D,” Poison Ivy, and Suzie Wong 

as candidates for Duchess, and 
Bruce Harrellson, Jim Johnner, 
The Saint, and Karl Williams as 
candidates for Grand Duke. 
Good luck to all of you. 

Suzie Wong has a party this 
Monday evening, the 29th, at the 

Covered Wagon starting at 
8:30 p.m. with showtime at 
9:30 p.m. This will also be a fund- 

raiser for Rest Stop, and they are 
asking for a $4 donation. 

Reflections, on Polk near Sut- 
ter, will play host for the next 
Tavern Guild meeting, this Tues- 
day at 1 p.m. This meeting will be 
the first with the new officers, if 
they don’t get thrown in the 
ocean. 

The third of September also 
happens to be the first Saturday 

of the month, and if you guessed 
Tatiana’s First Saturday, you are 
absolutely correct. This edition, 
at Kimo’s of course, will feature 
Bobbette, Cockateilia, CoCo, 

Davida, Stephanie Miller, The 

Saint, Suzie Wong, and special 
guest star Irene. Shows are at 10 
and 12, and there is a donation of 

$5 requested that will go to the 
S.F. AIDS Foundation Food 
Bank. Them were some big pork 
chops, weren’t they Tat? 

Get your costumes together 
because the Mint is presenting its 
second annual Hollywood Look- 
alike party Sunday, Sept. 4, at 
8 p.m. There will be trophies, fun, 
and surprises. Mz P and myself 
will be hosting the event, Pablo 
and David are doing the plan- 
ning, and you get to be the stars! 

Labor Day weekend will soon 
be upon us, and that man from 
Glendale will be driving up and 

then I will drive back with him 
and stay til the 12th, so if you 
have any info for this time period, 
or at any other time, just drop it 

by the Mint and they’ll make sure 
[ get it. 

Please be careful out there 

kids, because Sable told me that 
someone tried to put a marijuana 
brownie in her Budweiser. @® 

E—————————————=—_———__ 

BBS for Chubbies 

There is a new BBS service for 
Chubbies and Chasers, the ‘Big 
Board.” This BBS service is for 
all gay, bisexual, and straight 
people who are chubby or who 
like them chubby. There will be 
a list of doctors, lawyers, barbers, 
clothing stores, and other items 
of interest to fat people and their 
admirers (both men and women). 

Chubbies and chasers, this 

board is for your use, so any help 
with info is welcome from both 
men and women (including les- 
bians). Please send any info or 
ideas for the BBS to: Cliff Wil- 
son, 567 Blackhawk Club Dr., 
Danville, CA 94526, or call 
820-2597. Anyone can call the 
Big Board, 300-1200 baud, 24 
hours a day at 838-2465. ® 
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Jeffrey Allen and his dog Buddy perform at a Castro Dog Show. 

  

  
(Photo: T. Plewik) 

  

Bow-Wow 
(Continued from page 26) 

the show, because there will be a 
large buffet in the lobby starting 
at 6 p.m., as well as a no-host bar. 

The organ will be utilized in a 
combination lazer/organ/light 
spectacular, and entertainment 
will be provided by local as well 
as international personalities. 

Dancing dynamo Juliet Prowse is 
a special guest, and Marga 
Gomez and Danny Williams will 
brighten up the night with their 
own brand of humor. Empress 
Lily Street and the ‘‘Fabulous 
Bow-Wow Dancers’’ are on hand 
to create a special tribute to the 
pet stars of the evening. 

any friends of the com- 
munity will be present 
that night, among them 

the judges for the contest: Sylves- 
ter, Cheryl Crane, Josh Leroy, 
Ruth Brinker, Mr. Marcus, Dick 

Ferris, and Pat Norman. A spe- 
cial award has been created for 
the Bow-Wow Hall of Fame, and 
two celebrity canines will be hon- 
ored onstage the night of the per- 
formance. 

State of the Arf—er, Art Pro- 

ductions is responsible for the 
well-received and popular ‘Pigs 
in Paradise” event and hope to 

make the Bow-Wow Beauty Pag- 
eant an annual affair. Camilo 

says, ‘Almost all of the fundrais- 

ing that we’ve done has been for 
nonprofit organizations. Often- 
times you'll see in a benefit that 

a portion of the proceeds is desig- 
nated for such-and-such a char- 
itv. Sometimes that really means 

that only 5 or 10 percent of their 
profit [is donated]. With this 

event, we're dedicated to giving 
65 percent of the total profits to 

PAWS, which is unheard of in the 

production field.” 

[t's a worthy cause, and the 
night promises to be a wonderful 
evening. Says Moske, ** We're very 
sensitive to the animals them- 
selves. PAWS is very involved with 

the event, since it’s their benefit, 
and they've provided a whole 

series of specialists to deal with 

the animals: staff veterinarians, 

a dog behaviorist, and a full med- 
ical setup. People from the SPCA 

and other animal groups will 
serve as dog handlers.” One seri- 

ous word of advice from Moske: 

“You can’t put pantvhose on 

puppies, it’s not good for them!”’ 

any people in the lesbian 
and gay community re- 

member when Castro 
Street held its great dog shows of 
the past. The Bow-Wow Beauty 

Pageant brings back those days, 
but in a different format of enter- 

tainment and enjoyment for pet 
owners and pet lovers alike. 

Volunteers are still needed for 
all phases of the show. If people 
want to register for assistance, or 
pet owners want to register their 
dogs, call the Bow-Wow Beauty 
Pageant at the PAWS office, 
824-5253. ® 

BYAVRS 

Verlangen gutaussehend schwul 
Deutscher, 18-30 J, stamming, 
fur geschlechtsverkehr haben 
und freundschaft tourist will 
kommen. Quartier unterkunft 
moglich mich; 36 J, schwarz 
augen/haare, braune, vollbart. 

Gesprach Dan, 
861-3717, 10 am-10 pm ess 

Attractive, masc WM, 5°10”, 
160#, w/hot mouth, seeks GM, 
30s, into hot mutual rim/JO. Ex- 
plicit letter w/photo to Box 402, 

2215-R Market, S.F. 94114. ¢3s 

Spankings, intensive dildo work 

and erotic enemas given to 
smooth-skinned boys to age 30. 
Asians & Latinos okay. E.D., 
PO.B. 6962, San Carlos, CA 
94070. E35 

  

  

  

  

LIKE BEARDED MEN? 

subscribe to BEAR 
the magazine for 
hairy/bearded men 

and their fans 

1 year subscription: $17.00 

For info only, send S.A.S.E. to 

COA. 
2215 R Market St. 

  

    #148 S.F. CA 94114 ] 

  

  

YOUNG DUDES WITH 

HARD RODS 
JACKING OFF 

INSIDE, WARM AND SAFE. 
1808 MARKET         

  

Ancient Phallic Rites of Gnostic 
Christianity: An orgy of Brotherly 
Love. Males 18 & older welcome. 

Info & Schedule: 552-7339 

Secret Gospel Church | 

  

  

SCULPTURE 
IMPROVE THE LOOK OF YOUR BODY HAIR 

TRIM SHAPE SHAVE 
BODYBUILDERS A SPECIALTY 

Ball Shave $10 * Body Work $10-$30 
BY APP'T ONLY TOM 285-4196 
  

  

HYPNOSIS 
Visualize Good Health 

Reduce Stress ® Habit Control 
Sensitive, Certified Hypnotherapist 

Reasonable Rates   Alex 863-0212 (10AM-10PM)   

IRONY _“ERSONALS 

    

   Na 
(415) 

976-GAY-1 
ADULTS ONLY 

* Meet new & exciting 

partners. 

* Messages change 3 

     

  

times a day. 

® Record your message 
FREE. 

$2 call + toll, if any 

PENPALS 
BY 
“D" 

(209) 668-8349 
$3 Membership Fee 

  

      
  

  

  

Live! Men talking to men. 

TWO HOURS FOR TWO DOLLARS. 
« More coil efficient! More for your money than any other {PiN), and local phone number to call. 

  
  

PLUS TOLL 
Call 976-5757. You will be issued a six 
digit personal identification number 

all the local number and enter your 

HOW TO USE THE SYSTEM 

976, 900 or 800 service. 

« More choices! More time, more connections, more men. 

« More lines have been added! Fewer busy signals, faster access 
to the conference. 

« And beat of all more local men! (415) 976-5757   
PIN. Your PIN is valid two hours from the 
time it is issued. Valid PINs are con- 
nected into the conference for five min- 
ute intervals. You will automatically be 
disconnected after each five minute 
interval. Then simply call the local 
number and enter your PIN again to be 
reconnected for another five minutes of 
hot conference talk. Have fun! NOTE: If 
you hang up before the five minute 
interval has elapsed, wait a bit before 
attempting to reenter the conference. 
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| BEARER IT FIRNe 
  

bia 
If you know the whereabouts of 

James A. Harris 

  

lease call (415) 826-7862. 50, white/ 
lond hair, blue eyes, southern charm. 

Missing 6 weeks. Known to black out 
for long periods. Family, friends need to 
hear from or about him. 

  

      

  
  

BONDAGE 
Videos, Photos, Free Catalog 
Must state 21, Grapik Art 

P.O. Box 4601428, SF, CA 94146 
E36 

Good head. No J/0. 285-8390. 
£37 

  

  

Daddy, 30, trains trim boys. 

Serve and obey, safe & loving 
rope bondage. Tom, 647-7695. 

E36 
  

Free BJs for young students. Ted, 

658-5878. E. Bay. HIV-neg. €3s 

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 
who are HIV-positive, asympto- 
matic, or have ARC, for a study 
of an experimental immune 
modulating drug being con- 
ducted by Dr. Marcus Conant at 
UCSE For information, contact 
Leland Traiman, RN/FNP, or 

Kathy Labriola, LVN, 753-2304. 

  

  

YOUR BIG THICK 
DICK HIDING IN 

jockstraps, jockeys turn me on. 
Kick back, relax while 
GWM, 47, cut big dick, 
eagerly sniffs, worships 

your balls and man-meat! 

YOU'RE TOPS, ALWAYS! 
All ans’d. Box 761, S.F. 2410). 

E3 
  

Free glory hole. 431-8748. 36 

Glory Hole Hotline, 621-1887. ks2 

East Bay — goodlkg, masc bottom 

w/gd build needs hung top, any 
race, with 8+ inches for hot time. 
Call Doug, 846-4597. E41 

  

  

  

  

- 

A personalized 
introduction service. 

You choose from the Bay Area’s 
most eligible gay/lesbian singles. 

(415) 665-9313 
  

  

Drop in for coffee and conversation 
at The SUPPORT CENTER for 
and by people living with AIDS, 
ARC & HIV+. Attitudinal healing 
support groups and activities at 

134 Church St. or call Rest Stop, 
621-REST (10 a.m. to 4 p.m.) FREE. 

East Bay Teddies 
Fun and Massage 

Don M, 7321 Starward #28 
Dublin 94568 E34 

    
  

  

    
  

FOR THAT 
SPECIAL GUY 
AGES 20-60 

Quality relationships 
for quality men 
since 1974 

SAN FRANCISCO 
(415) 863-9550 
SAN JOSE 

(408) 988-1499 

     in 
[x vo the 

= ® \aichMaier.     

  

"WHEN TT° TIRE ) 
(WHEN IT’S TIME ) 

    

  

effective, exclusive, discreet. . . 

Lg * Lg 

  

Photo by Reno 

  

Put a Smile on Your Face 
/ am not easy, | am good. 
Full massage in the nude 

Ron 775-7057 24 hrs. 
$50 in$65 out 
  

  

Lee from New Orleans, 
call Steve G. E34 

  

  

BIG COCK PARTY 
Lots of big hard cocks, live and on 
video. Tues, Thurs, 7:30-12; Sat “til 

2 a.m.; 1080 Folsom. Mandatory 
clothes check. Over 8” free, others 

$5 donation. 431-8748. 

  

FF Network: over 130 guys! 
A.S.P, POB 14543, S.F. 94114. 

E34 
  

Old-fashioned, upper-class gay 
men desperately sought. Please 

call ’D," (209) 668-8349, after 
5 p.m. please. E34 

  

  

  

I~ \ 

SOUTH BAY 
MEN 

WANT TO 
MEET YOU 

408-976-2002 
$2+any toll       

Like to hear from older men over 

50, bald, dentured preferred. 

431-7186 anytime. E35 

Want to meet Latino, 18-20. 
Call Joe: 282-5028. 3a 

Serious foot fetishist seeks good- 

looking tops’ feet to lick. Lovers 
okay. Kick back, relax, no recip. 

B.P.R., 558-1432. £34 

Young WM & WF seek attr 

Bl FEMALES 
4 safe, sensual encounter 

Jack, 648-7260 £34 

  

  

  

  

M, 29, heavy into East, yoga, 

med., meet same. Al, 979-4555. 
E34 

  

Young playmate wanted! Asian or 
Hispanic a plus. I'm a tall, good- 

looking GWM. 979-4504. 34 

Want a dad? Loving guy, 44, sks 
son, 18-22. Tom, 408-274-1555. 

E34 

  

  

DISCIPLINE 
WM gives, receives paddle strap. 
Box 1821, Carmichael, CA 
95609. 

E34 
  

Michael, Tony: | have a place now. 

Clint, 771-7114. E34 

BAY AREA REPORTER AUGUST 25, 1988 

Live modeling opportunities. Re- 
warding private club invites only 

hot, handsome artists, 18-30, to 
inquire. 452-9251. E35 

   
Relax With Lloyd 
Outcalls Concord 689-7764     

  

| need lots of attention. Tommy, 

600 Fillmore #202, S.F, CA 
94117. E36 

* * x * MASSAGE 
NUDE ATHLETE 

KEVIN 285-6542 
  

Downtown head!!! 771-2154. 37 

S/M Bottom —Zolt, 771-8042. 
E38 

  

  

  

EMERGENCY SHELTER HOTLINE 
needs volunteer hosts to take in gay men 
overnight in emergencies. Also need blan- 
kets, sleeping bags, jackets & socks for 
homeless and large TV for community 
center. Gay Rescue Mission, 1080 Folsom   

  

EXPERIENCE 
for yourself an erotic full- 
body massage by a very 
handsome bodybuilder. 
Go ahead. . .indulge. . . 

$40 in/$50 out. 
Daniel, 864-0788   

  

COMPLETE MASSAGE | 

    
Very good-looking, well-built 

Florida State Diving Champ, 61”, 
190#, blond/blue, certified. 

24 HRS. * 771-6994 
Steamy color photo sets available 

$5 each or 6 for $25 

1550 California St., Box 257, 
San Francisco, CA 94109     

   
Hot oil massage by bodybuilder. 

Gino, 861-0294. E37 
  

A NATURAL MAN 
Gives an erotic massage 

Hndsm, musc, masculine, hung. 
Strong but sensitive, healthy. 
Andy 24 hrs. (415) 864.0097 

  

Complete mass. by hndsme guy. 
Dwntwn SF 885-1558 Mark 24hr. 

E37 
  

Bound for Almost More Fun 
Than the Mind Can Handle! 
Bondassage =Erotic Massage 
& Bondage-Mirrored Playroom 
SofM. Master Jack 680-3959 

4 

     

   
Hot blond stripper/swimmer. 
Nick, $50 out. 431-4859. eas 

$25 Special Introductory 
Ted, CMT, 922-4956, 11-11 pm 

E34 

  

  

Complete Massage 
Chuck, 861-5129, 30/in, 35/out, 
on Castro St. near Market. eas 
  

Downtown massage by caring 
young college student. Frank, 

441-4224. E34 
  

Asian American Masseur 
Certified $40/$50 441-2149 

E37 
  

# 7 ++ SAN JOSE AREA 
Pro massage, 30 in/40 out. Check 
OK. Geno, 408-356-7384. e36 

Fullbody massage by nude body- 
builder, 36, 5'5”, 42”c, 16”a, 
older men welcome. Fine body. 

$40 in/out. Don, 441-2584. 35 

  

  

Complete sensual massage. 
Vidal, 285-5889. Out only. e38 
  

  

A body deserves love. 

DEEP MUSCLE 
MASSAGE 
by very goodlooking 

Nordic man, 31, very friendly 
and clean cut. 

Both of us are nude. 

DAN 346-0826 $40/$55     

  

HIGH STRENGTH 
MASSAGE 

Deep tissue work for men 

Clean cut. Discreet & safe. 

Phillip, 864-5566 

      

  

    I ——————————————————— 
  

Nice, beefy Latino/German to 
meet masc hunk. Well-hung, 
XXX thick and long, handsome. 

Call Kurt, (916) 488-5549 for 
love and fun time in Sacramento: 

seek lover. E34 

Goodlooking WM, 30s, nice butt, 
seeks similar for mutual butt 
admiration and safe/visual scat 
fantasy. Ph/Itr: P.O. Box 281091, 
S.F., CA 94128. £34 

DUDES 
You: 22 or less, hot, desire rad 
suck, my place. Skip: handsome 
and | care. 474-7517, 7-11 a.m., 
9-11 p.m. £34 

  

  

  

  

863-4882 

Cay 8” UNCUT 
TELEPHONE BPANE PAN, 

BULLETIN BOARD FULL NUDE 
INSTANTLY UPDATED BODY MASSAGE 

LEAVE ADULT se RR IVp 
MESSAGES 24 HRS * IN/OUT 

SEE IF THERE'S ONE 
FOR YOU RELAX IN CLASS 

A RELAXING MASSAGE 
(415) 976-6677 by # handsome, hgscyiine Hon, 

$2.00 Plus Toll If Any muscular aa uly on. 
Firm, Erotic Swedish Massage 
Massage Lotion & Table, Hard to Beat It 

$45 In/$60 Out 75 mins. 

Mike 931-0149 24 hrs. 

SPORTS 
MASSAGE 

SS JcFF GIBSON 
LF wr 626-1095 $35 

Excellent massage by competitive 
swimmer and runner. For aches & 
pains, injuries, or just to relax! These 
experienced hands have worked 
such events as the Olympics and 
Boston Marathon. Certified. 
Member AMTA. 

   

      

  

CENTERING BODYWORK 
: 

    
CERTIFIED MASSAGE 

Jim « 564-7796 

Short Stop to Release 
Getting massage by two young, 
good-looking Asians. Call Lon or 

Nam, 788-0380. £35 

Young Oriental Masseur 
Complete, Discreet, 921-0870 

E35 

  

  

Some men do prof D-tissue 
Esalen. Others: safe, erotic 
massage. | do both. Castro, 17% 

hrs, $40. Hal, 255-2290. 34 
  

  

oo 
20% 

om Bass -1 Ne 

Lgqw 
2s© 
LL   

Be pampered for 90 mins. 
My trained hands and hot oil 
will gently carry you to total 

satisfaction. Deluxe apt., 
Castro area. Only $35. 24 hrs. 

Larry, 621-8560 in. E35 

ALL MEN 50-80 
BEST $25 MASSAGE 

GREAT! NICK 552-5059 

  

  

  

TREAT YOURSELF 
Enjoy the benefits of touch through 
a 75 minute massage by a caring, 

experienced professional: traditional 
Swedish-Esalen or non-oil 

Acupressure AMMA. Nonsexual. 
Certified, $30 in$40 out 

JOHN 626-1569 

  

AUSSIE LIFEGUARD 
  

  

Great tan, super body. 
Fine, strong hands. In. 

773-9591       
Caring blk masseur, Mr. G, hung, 
uncut, sensuous, 6 ft, 180, 41, 
$30 hr. 621-3319. Top. After 5 

pm weekdays, all day Sat-Sun, 

  

DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE 
and intuitive energy work by 

holistic-oriented bodybuilder. 

45/90 min. 

550-6401, Jim. E35 
  

Relax ® Release ® Revitalize 
EXPERT MASSAGE 

Neil Lasky, CMT 647-0591 
E35 

  

  

YOUNG ASIAN 

GDLK, Smooth Body 

Can Travel, Johnson 387-4993 

  

  

      Hot, Hung Masseur Gives You 

TAA, HD Of NYG        Call J.J. 995-4608       
  

TRIP TO ECSTASY! 
Full body massage — buns & legs 

my specialty! Hot man, 6’, 160# 

br/br moust. Call Russ anytime 

in/out 647-0944. $40/50 cash — 

add $5 for MC/VISA. Try me!       

  

SPORTSMASSAGE 
A superb massage done by a gifted and 
caring masseur will leave you feeling 
light, spacious, relaxed, and yet energiz- 
ed. And, since your energy is raised dur- 
ing the massage, the very nature of this 
experience will be sensual and healing 

Loving hands and energy from a man 
who loves the male body, is powerfully 
builtand is superbly trained and experi- 
enced. PWAs welcome 

1 hr. $30 in 1%2 hrs. $45 in 
1 hr. $40 out 12 hrs. $55 out 

9am-10pm 

Veet Sandeha 387-9262 
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EROTIC MEN, 
HONOR YOUR SEXUALITY 
Classes with JOSEPH KRAMER: 

HEALING THE BODY EROTIC — 
LEVEL I 
Aug 27,28 10am-5pm $125 

ECSTATIC SEX, HEALTHY SEX 
Aug 29, 30 10am-5pm $125 

TAOIST EROTIC MASSAGE 
Sep 2, 7:30-11:30 pm $30 

HEALING THE BODY EROTIC — 
LEVEL II 
Sep3,4 10am-5pm $125 

You can take all classes for $350 
or any one for the price listed. For 
reservations or free brochure, call 

THE BODY ELECTRIC, 
(415) 653-1594 
  

  

VERY HANDSOME 
CLASSY MAN 

WEIGHT LIFTER & MASSEUR 
Strong, hairy, defined chest & arms, 6'1", 195 Ibs, 

HOT 
Xtra hung, firm, erotic, nude massage, $50/70 

CARL 921-0965     

    
WILLIAM 

$45 922-2106 
  

  

¥ i      

    

Energetic Style 

SWEDISH MASSAGE * ACCUPRESSURE 

TOM 824-3649 
  

  

Massage 
If you have the muscles, 
we have the pleasure. 

Cute young Asian, 21, and 
cute and pretty all-American, 

24, let you lie back 
and send you to heaven! 

Call for one or both. 
Eric/Eric at (415) 361-8817, 

out calls only! We are sensational 
and totally hot! E34 

  

COMFORT MASSAGE 
Massage catering to the elderly, 
by caring, understanding man 

who knows your needs. 

665-3489. $25 hr. Douglas. 

Younger generations welcome. 
  

  

   3 
pm
.-
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m.
 

® 
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Full body massage. Sensual, complete, 
relaxing. by nude body builder. 

JANOS (415) 861-167       

NORDIC MASSAGE 
9 AM-9 PM, $35.00 

Thor, 861-4676 £34 
  

San Jose — Swedish Massage 
$25/1 hr —IN — shower avail. 
Anthony, (408) 288-6169. 

E34 

IN MARIN 
Good, honest massage. 

$40/90 min., barter available. 

Greg, 927-7605. E36 
  

Ahhh! Fun massage using Shiat- 
su & Swedish oil. $25, 90 mins., 
12-7 p.m. wkdays, in/out. Other 

times, out only. Danny, CMT, 

728-5889. £35 

FULL BODY MASSAGE 
Professional, discreet. 

$30 Stefen 431-0468 CMT 
E34 

  

  

David, 861-1362 
Angelic massage, devilishly hand- 
some masseur. In/out, anytime. 

£34 

  

Italian masseur, 861-0294. ¢37 
  
  

HEALING ART by TONI 

By Appointment/Nob Hill 

415/956-4956     

RELAX! 
Sensual Swedish/Shiatsu Massage 

You deserve a loving massage 
Peter 864-5483 
  

  

HANDSOME MAN 
NAUGHTY & NICE 
NUDE MASSAGE 

for young, naughty Asians 
and Latins. Bodybuilder, 

34, 6’, 190 Ibs, hung 9”. 

DOUG 922-3250 
$40in 24 hrs.       

COME MELT! 
18th & Noe $40 Certified 
Jim 864-2430 

E34 
  

Deep Muscle Massage by 

except-handsome young guy. 

Very clean cut & friendly. 

Call Luke, 431-9080  €3a 
  

Juan-Carlos Hamilton 

CMT 285-9318 £34 
  

Strong, Tender, Sensual 
BERKELEY MASSEUR 

Glenn, 267-3061 PWA/ARC OK 
E34 

Total Body Massage 

In Only $35 Jim 
626-6101 E34 

Jose, 26, gdlk, $30, 285-4875. 
E35 

YOU DESERVE IT 
45, 

P ; 7 

* 

BE GOOD TO YOURSELF 

  

  

  

    

      

Nude erotic massage when you 

need it most, by hot, smooth BB. 
$60. 928-5826. E35 

HOT VIDEOS HOT 
Massage in sensuous place. 

Mark, 648-6081 $40 In only 
E35 

  

NW: 8} 

  

  

MEN OVER 40 
Great Swedish-style nude 

massage by handsome man, 
34, muscular, hot, hung. 

ROBERT 931-3263 $35 In       

Healing hands massage. All ages. 
$35 in. 928-7553. Evenings and 

weekends. E35 
  

Discreet Massage 
for businessmen/married men, 

by young college student. 
Available days & nights, 
out only. Call 995-2542. e3s 

EXCELLENCE 
is what | strive to achieve 
in life, and my complete, 
full-body, erotic massage 

is no exception! I'm a 
well-built, very handsome 

blond BB. $40 in/out. 
Kevin, 864-1190. E34 

FOR OVERWEIGHT MEN 
Bigger is better. 

For an erotic massage. . . 
Jim, 441-3131 E34 

PRO FITNESS TRAINER 
Strong, works deep. 647-2112. 

E34 

  

  

  

  

HEALING MASSAGE 
MICHAEL, 753-0687 34 

Dream in color. . . Swedish/deep 
tissue. Jim, 626-2598. E34 

MARIN MASSAGE 
Complete, Sensual 
In/Out Calls $40 
Rob, 389-0423 £34 

Sensuous Nude Massage 
Jason 431-9080 

E34 

  

  

  

  

Fantastic Massage by an Old Pro. 
$30, Roy, 621-1302. 34    

Sophisticated Muscular Energy 

SENSUAL MASSAGE 
Max 867-7020 
  

60 MINS TO RELAX 
In, out, East Bay, S.F., 6 p.m. to 

12 p.m. or 6 a.m. to 9 a.m., 

in the nude, with or without oil. 

Great massage, 65 hr., handsome 
guy, Italian, 511”. 

532-6042, Mark. £39         

‘Discreet, Sensual, Erotic’’ 

Husky man, 63” — 230 

$20/inonly 5am 282-9410 
E38 

Deep, intuitive massage 

by certified bodyworker/ 

prrfescional dancer. 

  

     { VISIT HEAVEN 
SF's FAMOUS SENSUAL 
MASSAGE EXPERIENCE 

MIKE & JEFF 567-2345 
“Beyond heaven. . . into 
the galaxies!” 
PHOTOGRAPHER 
“The most extraordinary 
sensory experience!” GYM 
COACH 

        
        

        

WITH MASSAGE $4( _. «.n—nonsexual 
Nyc Lic#9739 ROBERT 626-0667 Steve — 665-7105 £37 

Rob of S.F. 

57", 140, 28, will massage men 

over 40, pro, safe, complete, dis- 

creet. $80. 586-1949. E36 
  

BLACK MAGIC! 
   

  

for a sensual massage ® in/out 

call Dick 255-0730       

  

TOM 
ADVENTURESOME 

Built tight, muscular & hung. 
Blond man, 32, 6’, 190 Ibs. 

Very friendly guys 
over 30 preferred. 

Sensual massage in the buff. 
$45 in/$60 out 24 hrs. 

367-4572       

* DONKEY 
LR PL 
No B.S.! Huge, long, thick 
tool with big, shaved low- 
hangers swinging heavy 
from healthy, hunky body. 
33, hot and extremely 
handsome, big nipples 
When you want the best. 

* * MATT x % 
* (415) 567-6625 x 

    

  

HUNG STUD 
Thick and Big 

GUS (415)469-7221/ 
  

  

VIRILE SEXY ITALIAN 
Hot, gdlkg, rockhard muscles 

& athl legs. Vers, healthy, 

yng, hung, tall Marine type. 
Anytime. No BS.     Dan 753-8604 
  

Master Ken, 648-7260 

Bl DUDE, 22 
Blond, 6’, will train. £34 

    
   

   
   

     
7. 

  

For your pleasure... 

Sexy, clean-cut student. 
Smooth, fit & tan. 

19 yrs. blue/brown, 511°, 150# 

Young, healthy & safe 

DALE 928-4896 

LEATHER FFANTASY 
SIM 

PLAYROOM 
Tall, hot top eNjoys FFA, 
safe KiNK, visual delight. 

CHRISTOPHER 
$100 IN 255-1018 $120 out 

BLOND 
7+ GYMNAST +: 
JOCK-24 YRS 

Exceptionally handsome and 

butch — blue-eyed German stud 
with 100% Aryan looks! 59” 
165 lbs, 44”c, 98" w. Super “V- 
shaped,’ hard & rippled torso 

with thighs of steel! J/O, mas- 
sage, etc. Safe. 

WOLF 753-6539 

  

  

  

         
$100 

922-3645 
  

  

Hot J/O w/handsome, hung 
blond. Safe. Jon, 658-8826. £34 
  

Huge, Hung 10” 
Uncut 

Nubian Top 

861-0544 £34 
  

Italian top, bisexual, 24, 510”, 
160, will train. Tom, 647-7647, 

in/out. E34 

    

Goodlooking, erotic young man 
gives you a sensual, hot oil 

massage. Healthy and friendly. 
Hung. Lance, 255-2994. £34 

Masculine, clean-cut jock stud, 
24, into top scene. Big. 

Big and thick. $100. Nick. 
861-7379. £34 

ASIAN BOY 
626-2619 $60 £34 

JIM 
M O ORE 
ADVOCATE MEN 
MARCH 1988 

BLOND BLUE EYED 
9” CUT VERS 

BB STAR HIV-NEG 
24 hrs $100 in/$125 out 

JIM 921-8826 

MUSCLES MUSCLES 

CUT MUSCLES 

(e183, EN {Kel Ys) 

6ft., 18’ 'arm, 50°’ chest 

563-5176 

      

    
  

Forget the rest, call the best! 

621-1260. A quantity and quality 

virile topman! E34 
  

* Big Ben * Thk-10/masc -nsty 

serious fun! $80. 552-1162. 34 

Safe Hot Top 
Trent, 928-1690 E34 

XC. 
NATURALLY SEXY MAN 

HANDSOME e MASCULINE 
HUNG HUGE AND THICK 

Available for safe fun/massage. 

$100/921-0811. E34 

YOUNG GUN 
995-2542 Jay $80 Out Only 

E34 

  

626-5409 

~ 2 TOP GUNS... 

LONG XXX THICK 
Perfect Top, Very Handsome 

29 yrs., bra. hair, bl. eyes 

ROD 864-4010 In/Out 
  

  

* * YNG. STUD x 

24,6’, 150#,9"x6%" 

Brown Hr., Blue Eyes 

HAIRY CHEST 

Smooth Defined Body 

24 Hrs. In/Out 

* x “RICK” *% 

* % (415) 861-0512 %       
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Electrotorture, 255-2920. 3s 
  

  

NLD I TITWORK/C&B! — IAN A » A n U SERIOUS MUSCLE \ QS WY A NN Sexy, burly, dominant, & safe ! Si ! Comp. BB new in town, 26 yr. MMR w/special technique. $50. No Fr/ SL : 510”, 210 Ibs., 19"A, 49"C Gr/FF. 621-0420 — lan. E34 0 I 31", 18"C, catalonian 
GOOD RIDER, COCKY § ) complexion. Hung $80/in ve Nn u O we ve 

Rugged, handsome man sud, 34, | $100/out Vince 788-2467 
EEE $75. Hans, 346-0826. £34 1] 

Only an Unlucky 7-Pin Keeps Tim Mulvenon From a 300 Game 

| 
0 
| b q Sweaty Man 

HOT BLOND JOCK ! . i Jockstraps, WS, man smells, : SAFE PLAYFUL h I spanking, S/M. 928-0449. 34 1 ‘ Each sport has two reps who: Membershio information mav be : 680-8956 i Y port has two reps who ~~ Membership information may be W/GDLKG BB, 5'8” [I ' 1 By Fichiard McPherson serve as a link between Team S.F. obtained by calling 626-1333 or   155#, GRN EYES 
BEARD AND SUNTAN 

24 HRS. 

Scott 826- 3280     

929-7336°$100¢In/Out     
  

     

  

  
  

AKA: 
SEXY STUD 

6’, 175 Ibs, BRN/BLU, WASHBOARD 

  
  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

23, TOP, ATHLETE 
Handsome, masculine, hairy- 
chested Italian will train, in/out, 

safe. David, 647-7647. E36 

* $30-Hot athlete. Hung nice. 
* Bill 441-1054 Massage, etc. 

E35 

  

  

    

MAN 
5'8%2",1501bs., It. brn. /hzl., 

24, nice pecs, hot buns. 

Safe, hot, fun. 

Intelligent and discreet. 

621-8381 
Available for fantasies, 

  

Ex-LAPD, the other a 
busted CHP. Find out what 

they do best. Call Derek 

& Pete, 626-8720. E34 

Hot Young College Student 
Smooth Swimmers Build, 150 Ibs 

5°10”, David, 621-0390 e34 

STUDFINDER REFERRAL 

Leave descriptive request & 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

    
    
    
      

  

  

    
  

  

  

E34 
  

  

ABSOLUTELY SAFE AND 
SOPHISTICATED S&M 

Short, clean-cut bodybuilder, 
intelligent, safe, sane and dis- 
creet. Expert in sensual geni- 

tal torture, restraints, mech & 

elec stimulation to deliber- 

  

  

HOT HAWAIIAN HUNK 
Shawn — 25, Dark Tan 
Smooth and Muscular 

For Massage, J/O, or Stripper 

922-0805 In or Out E34 

Slender, Nice, Sexy, and Hot 

UNCUT LATINO 
Beautifully hung. 863-1954. 

  

  

  

Creative Black Model 
Exceptional ® 584-0441 eas 

Head — for the best! In/out. Ask 
for B.J. $25. 864-5483. E34 

TALL, DARK, HANDSOME 
Bi, 9”, thick, FR, A/P, GR/A Mas- 
sage, Josh, (415) 995-4728 34 

Hung, masc, role-play, sling, W/S, 
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“I was excited as hell!”’ That’s 
how Tim Mulvenon said he felt 
after shooting a 279 game in the 
Tavern Guild Trios on Monday, 
July 25. That’s 11 strikes out of 
12 frames. 

“I left a seven pin in the sixth 

Bowlers shooting 215+ games 
were: Peter Bassford (166) 234; 
Angelo Maggio (178) 225; Byron 
Mathews (176) 224; Larry Kramer 

(166) 216. 

Special congratulations to Bob 
Hainer, a 153 average on his 232 
game, and to Bill Baker, 138 
average, on his 209. 

  
  

    

VY 
  

Getting ready. at Park Bowl. 
  

the other 600+ series with 

  
(Photo: PhotoGraphics/Darlene) 

By now I hope you have all at 

and members of their own sport. 
Jackie Weil and myself are your 
bowling reps. We will be pro- 
viding information via this col- 

umn and other sources about 
events and developments toward 
getting as many of us as possible 
to Vancouver in 1990, as well as 

writing to Team S.F,, 2215-R Mar- 
ket Street, #519, San Francisco, 

CA 94114. Or come to the next 
general meeting on Saturday, 
Sept. 10th, 10 a.m.-12 p.m. at 

Pacific Bell, 370 Third St., Room 

100, San Francisco (meeting 
open to all). If you have an inter- 

  

TRI Fa PTY had handsotia student wih 2 SEXY E35 frame . .. it should have been a other pertinent gay sports news. est in Gay Games III this is the * * and a TRUE thick sexy nine-incher! STOCKY IRISH DUDE strike,” he said. For Mulvenon, a organization to join. There are 

* ol , ! YOU NG STU D d 183 average bowler at Park Bowl, 
Bowlers may join Team S.F. as committees working already to og ol $100 * 864-0656 © In/Out . io ok Cue By Digs Fon this is a career high game and his an associate and voting member research travel and accommoda- 

oe * N Great looks, body & mind. : ' HENSON Tet closest 300 tease. His series for for a $10 annual fee. Membership tions for athletes going to Van- 
* @)p) Well-hung & very nasty. the night was a 639 includ I 1 8 ® 
Eg Lg $300 + . 0000000000 CCCSSS > Includes a quarterly newsletter. couver. * Bs * F/F, W/S & toys. $ é Rob Levi, a 169 average in the 

-t ’ 5 ge in the 
sy a ‘i Bron 864-3676 ¢ MEAT $é Thursday Tavern Guild League Ps pt Pd PS , ¢ MIKE! ¢ had the best over average ol #4 og ol $100 : - : achievement for all leagues when * b bo 

7 i AA). GATE: * rr = * Bi dude, 27, 6, 170, 9” thck, digs ¢ 9”, THICK, CUT ¢ he shot an outstanding 267 game. 
ol wn O * French, out only, 626-5487. $70. ¢ Verbal, dominant, é Six men shot 600+ series in 

- 73 0 £34 : with handsome, boyish, : ihe Tels y pon hon) wi 
0 % EAUTIFUL MAN cleancut good looks. of Aug. 8-11: J.C. Halstead (191 o | | HUNTER 864-6724 AR WIPUL MAN + 26 6a 160. ¢ avg.) 210, 227/627; Don Gambell * gli - ’ ING DIG, IEE BUTE, ¢ Bibs sisi wi (168) 224, 223/626; David Arnold : : Oakland Phallic Worship. Safe Likes to Show off. : 0 be ot service, ca : (194) 214, 212/617; Kevin Ahart : | ooo pn seiizten | | REviOLD « 266-0283 ie 3 6642087. 3 (180) 221, 2020614; Dave Lill : * ' MARC 444-3204 . on d (707) 869-2121. 3s ¢ $100 Out Only 24 Hrs. ¢ gon rss; Whirl Grey 

— 

4 of 4. oe Se 0 ee Se 0 5 OUBL A Enemas, gm rm, toys. 863-6536. 5999993989899 99¢ ! ) 

  
HUNKY SWED massage, warmth, ately stretch your limits. Not ! : : ; ho . Handsome Hairy Tall Big Balls special PA and. . Wein the est) 845000, .. Inotske “sex talk orbiutal- ff TT, gamerm. 853-6530/24 he Honorable Mantionlit0ever. | 215/901 3g, the Sy Jiley fe least become aware of Team San Hung 24 Hrs Axel 863-0252 ity —just real, sensual S&M. age and under): Mark Schultz League. Dennis Hale, a 17: Francisco. In case you haven t: E39 FOR PLAY FF Teddy — Tiny hands to touch Idon't fake a dominant “role,” 22, 6’, DOMINANT (160) 203; Tom Neidert (151) 202; average, shot a 226. Team S.F. was formed during this 656” Sadist, 255-2920 3a the soul. 626-4130. E34 | am sadistic, dominant and Well built top w/mohawk, Bob Nichols (158) 200; Bobby Special congratulations to ~~ past year to provide encourage- Hairy bearded men for hire. 37. Ro Sigel. BB HOGER hung, smooth, safe, out/in, Colon {157):200 Jason Paranada, a 128 average, ant 10 ge, Ioghinns i Others 

HOT & KINKY! 62”, 180, day best, in or out calls. will train. 648-7260, Ken. David Arnold was again big who shot a 216 game in the Wed- Who are inter ste in te am and vi Fulfill a f 431-5974. E36 Grad student for tuition, blond, at man at JTown the week of July nesday league. Marvin Sloan, a individual athletics. [eam S.F. u a fantasy aii ; ion Hoi h 31-Aus. 3. shooting 225/504 in 125 average, also had a great may also provide a network which [ree your discretion. Hairy, hot, hung. g g 1g p : : a with a young, PLAYGIRL'S FINEST ITALIAN DADDY! Pierre, 921-8187. E35 the Wednesday Community night of bowling, shooting will help to coordinate activ ities, a a. 
blond bodybuilder. $2 20s Pus tan Mises, very Hung and Hairy H h lock Slog. 6'8 League. Bowling for the AIDS 207/501. and which Sncoutagss hee Mode ael Thu 

riendly, honest, safe, exception- y orse-hung jock stud, ; lere Ar participation and/or support o i eq 4 Yo fos A well-equipped play- ally handsome and masculine, in 239-8419 . Aryan looks. 285-4319. i 0% ges Fond Mankes Ae Honorable Menns (160 20 athletes 7 ‘Gay Games HI and ith Michael Thurmond’s 6 Week Body 
room and a private gym or out. Call soon. Centerfold Trey, hanging 0 to hi 200 De a (156) i in other local, regional, national or MakeOver you can start seeing some 

i: : \ \ al Ia N é S «UD average. 201, Steve Szasz (156) 200, anc . : : : : . . facility are available. 922-1384. ese (EWEN EWN ETNIES Bob Sulewski (181 average) shot Tim Knwein (157) 200. international athletic events. muscle in as little as 3 weeks. His trainers The best of S/M, F/F, TOP MAN HOTTEST TOP will instruct you in the proper form to maxi- and B/D. HOT YOUNG HUNG JAR mize each workout session. In just 6 weeks bots exarcice Rex 553-8526 Anytime All Safe S/M Scenes 
vou'll know the right way to work out, the 8 Waxing & Shaving 
right way to eat...the right way to get yourself 

  

JASON 
1751bs., 58%“, 46”C,29"W 

- 864-2070 + $115     

CHRIS 621-0297           
  

  

CHECK THIS OUT! 
Easygoing — Lean — Smooth 

LONG — VERY THICK 
Dick, $75, 626-8535 €34 

      

  

  

  

  

  

BEAUTIFUL 
8” UNCUT 
Handsome - Hung 

Italian Man 

  

  

MASTER MAX 
673-4221   

“The Stinger’’ coming soon! 3a 
  

Remember: On me, not in me!!! 
E34 

  

      

    

    
  

  
SHO 

oy aed 

into the shape you want to be in. You'll be on 
your way to the leaner waist, bigger arms and 
broader chest you've only imagined. 

"If you are considering making a commitment 
to improving your body.and overall health, | Hot, Hung Masseur Gives You BIG. AND AVALABLE 864-3786 XANDO 771-4094 highly recommend Michael Thurmond's 17/4| 42, hot, hairy, & muscular trucker - i Ly ] 

dh Abdali looking for a few good men. Very Built - Versatile MAN S MASSAGE 
6-W € ck Body MakeOver'; Wes Hunt 3000io0king: Jick & musiyocm. Discreet 6’, 1754, 28, Hung SOUTHERN BLOND Call Mike today and put 

San J c $100 in/$120 out. Call Rico, ! ' ’ Warm, friendly, hot, hung, 
3 E SendossEscorts  8aga730 ce [_24 HRS « IN/OUT | | anc oye’ 995-2637 | ant random ok mand: some. muscle gis foi new stock available, Exclusive, quiet, private club dedi- of Te sexiest voices In ow 
imagination IS. always hiring. (408) 249-5224. cated to individual/group study HOT MUSCLE DAD and a bulge to match. 

  

  

  

36, 6’0”, blond/green. E36 and appreciation of the idealized 6’4”, 195#, hairy X-Army sgt. j 
masculine form in variation. Suit- Chuck 431-1579 £38 oo Re Call TSS 6 

i in out. - ; FRAT BOY ed to selective gentlemen whose Rugged, hndsm hunk, 621-5125. >. 

- schedules or lifestyles require Es 
Dominant ® Verbal Long Lasting 

Horse Hung, Collegiate Jock 

Masculine, Muscular 

Dial no., wait 3 bps. Punch yr no. & # sign 
Wait 3 bps. again. Hang up. Pager 739-7527     

convenient, secure expression. 

M.A.C., Box 29575, Oakland 
94604. (Modeling opportunities 

  

Tall Hairy Chad 861-7014 
E39 
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(415) 621-1066 BOB     
  

Handsome, East Bay WM, brn 

hair, blue eyes, 59”, 150 Ibs. 

$100 out only. Clay, 937-4126. 

  

CLASSIC STUD 
    

  

Cigars, sweat, hard muscles, 
straight dude with big, thick meat. 
Mike, $60, 861-7379. E34 
  

Nick, 255-2393, days best! 
E34 

  

      
  

Jan, Petrini, China, and Vicki at Park Bowl. 

  
>hoto’ PhotoGraphics/Darlene 

Michael Thurmond’ S. 

  

Swimmers Build exist.) E35 a 4 £34 LIP SERVICE! 
Not Just A Workout i TR Aa 24 HR DADDY 6'4”, 235 Ibs., 52"c, 626-5409 Much more than words from WE RESHAPE YOU NOY OPEN (415) 626-8535 ig Butt Nipples 22”a. 32” w. $100. safe, hairy Russkie Bear! 
4 1 5-82 1 -7268 EAST BAY 
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Aw, Gee. . .Gosh. . . By Golly 
by Will Snyder 

An alternative press can create 
some different writing circum- 
stances than in the mainstream 
media. Usually in the main- 
stream press, the journalists are 
not the participants. This isn’t 
always the case, however, in the 
alternative press. 

Take Richard McPherson, for 
example. Richard not only writes 
one of the most imformative 
bowling columns in San Francis- 

co, but he also rolls a pretty mean 
game down on Ten Pin Alley him- 
self. 

This has created a bit of a 
problem for him during the last 
year or so that he has authored 
the bowling column for Bay Area 
Reporter. Not one to build up his 
own ego, he tries to bury his high- 
powered scores in the middle of 
paragraphs with a simple “‘R. 
McPherson.’ 

The trouble is, his friends at 
the lanes won’t have anything to 
do with this. When a person 
shoots games of 246, 205 and 280 
for a 731 series, as Richard did re- 
cently, it becomes very difficult 

   NN 

  

  

  
  

  

LIGHTNING BOLT 
MARTIAL ARTS & FIT, ESS CENTER 

Offers Expert Instruction In: 

KUNG-FU %* KARATE %* JUDO 
TAE-KWON-DO %* BOXING 

WRESTLING %* FITNESS TRAINING 
Special Introductory Offer: Three Classes for $25 

Call Chris Burns, (415) 621-0297 

Don’t be a victim — feel safe on the streets again!   
  
  

  

  
References gladly given. 

Call ROGER or DEBORAH   
SCULPTING 
A ONE ON ONE TRAINING SYSTEM 

designed for the individual who has made 

the commitment to his or her physique 

Let our staff and system assist 

you in achieving your goals: 

NUTRITIONAL PROGRAM 

A proven tool for long term results. We 

specialize in the beginner and will treat 

vour needs with respect and sensitivity. 

BODY 

MUSCLE GAIN 

WEIGHT LOSS 

VITAMIN REGIME 

415-298-5264 
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Richard McPherson. 

       

  
(Photo: PhotoGraphics/Darlene) 

  

to hide between the pinsetters. 

Shucks, some people shoot 
280 for a series! 

On Monday, Aug. 8, Richard, 

bowling for the S.F. Eagle Scouts, 
rolled his 731. When he finished 

  

N 
NN 

Game Three with that sterling 
280, McPherson’s friends told 
him to cut the humility and 
rightfully bust his buttons. 

“The 731 series is the highest 
ever for me,’ said Richard, ‘‘but 

it was the 280 game that was the 
real thrill. I’ve never had more 
than seven strikes in a row, so ten 
in a row was a real high’ 

McPherson's previous high 
game was 279 (done twice). He 
needed a strike on the last ball to 
get his 280, so he said his knees 
“‘were shaking a bit.’ 

Consistency is Richard’s forte. 
In his 280 game, every ball was 
right in the 1-3 pocket, not an 
easy feat by any stretch of the 
imagination. His average this 
season is 211, highest ever in a 
Tavern Guild and one of the 
highest gay league averages in 
the country. 

The ironic thing about 
Richard’s performance is that he 
wasn’t in the greatest of shape 
that night. Only three days 
before, he had pulled a muscle in 
his back. “‘I began that night ex- 
pecting a relapse at any moment,’ 
he said. “‘I threw the ball extra 
slow, so I wouldn’t strain any- 
thing. In the end, it proved to be 
no problem. In fact, slowing 
down obviously helped my 
game.’ 

Dontcha just love a man with 
a slow hand? 

Congratulations, Richard. As a 
bowler who sometimes shoots 

that 280 in three games, it’s nice 

to know there’s quality jocks on 
the B.A.R. staff. ® 
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PARK BOWL TAVERN GUILD LEAGUES 

MONDAY TAVERN GUILD TRIOS 

w L 
1. Pilsner Pinguins 46 18 
2. Main Course 391 2414 
3. All American 37% 26% 

4. S.F. Eagle 37 21 
5. S.F. Eagle Scouts 7.7 
6. Fart Blossoms 37 7 
7. Cafe Sn Marcos 33% 30% 

8. Peewee’s Playhouse 331% 301% 

9. Pilsner Pin Pals 33 31 

10. Capricorn Coffees 33 31 

11. Bowler Ty pes 32 32 

12. Stud Puppets 32 32 
13. Park Bowl 31 33 

14. Play With It Ltd. 30 34 

15. Bobbie Pins 30 34 

16. Unholy Rollers 2015 341% 

17. Inches 28 36 

18. Gough Balls 28 36 

19. Pig Bitches 25 39 

20. Pin Curls 24 10 
21. Pet Stop 23 13 

22. Give Me Griefs 2215 41% 

MONDAY TAVERN GUILD 

Ww L 
. Park Bowl 33 2] 

Pilsner Pinguins 33 22 ro
 

Team Standings 

3. Rolo’s 34 22 
4. Castro Station 34 22 
5. Frantic Finishers III 31 25 
6. Wee Willie Kokpit ~~ 29 7 
7. Welcome Home 29... 27 
8. What's My Line 28 28 
9. Pendulum Devils 21 29 

10. Roommaters 271.29 
11. Rawhide II 7.29 
12. Pet Stop Cockatails 22 34 
13. Lambda Capital 21 35 

14. Jack Trux I 19 37 

WEDNESDAY TAVERN GUILD 

Ww L 
1. Play With It, Ltd 35. 17 
2. Pendulum 30 22 
3. Leftovers 18 24 

1. Bow-K 17 25 

5. Park Bowl 43v, 281% 
6. Rolos 42 30 

7. Pilsner #1 42 30 
8. Pilsner Pntlss Sistrs 371% 341% 

9. 9 Eyes Only 36 36 
10. Schmidt & Schmidt 35% 36% 

11. Pendulum Pandas 331% 381% 

12. Michael Brunos 33 

13. Pilsner EZ Pick Up 32 40 
14. Revenge of Pilsnerds 311% 40% 
15. Ram’s Head Bar 20°48 
16. Rams and Ewe 28 4 
17. Pilsner Quackers 28 40 
18. The Bear 26 46 
19. DK’s Unmntnables 22 50 
20. Gutter Girls 17% 50% 

THURSDAY TAVERN GUILD 

Ww L 
1. Park Bowl 531% 18% 

2. Play With It, Lud. 6 26 
3. Superstar Video 1215 291% 
4. S.F. Eagle 39, 321, 

5. Hit Your Mark 39 33 
6. Inches 37 35 
7. Trax Trash 37 3 
8. Styles & Staymens 34 38 
9. All Da Rite Stuff 33% 38% 

10. Pilsner 4 Play 33 35 

11. BobTed,Carol & Alice 28 44 
12. Trax 27% 44, 

13. Is It Over Yet? 23 49 
14. No Jackie 19v% 5214 

® 

  

JAPANTOWN BOWL COMMUNITY LEAGUES 

TUESDAY COMMUNITY 

WwW L 
I. Mr. G’s Parking 21 1B 
2. Bobby Pins 25 15 
3. Lois Lanes 2415 15% 
4. Tender Vittles 23 ..17 
5. Pinatration 2 18 
6. Missing Persons 21, 18% 
7. Genesis 20 20 
8. Twin Peaks 19017 
9. 501 Blues 18 22 

10. Beastie Boys 3 22 
11. That Team 18 18 
12. Brendanettes 16 24 
13. Ball Babies 12 23 
14. Knockers XXX 132. 23 

WEDNESDAY COMMUNITY 

WW L 
1. Play With It, Ltd 30 14 
2. Dead Yuppies 30 M4 
3. Tidy Bowls 25 19 

Team Standings 

4. Pinheads 23.2 
5. 69ers 22% 21% 
6. Men's Rm. Monitors 21 23 
7. A. E. F. Maulers 192 241% 
8. Gutter Boys 18 26 
9. Lowest Lane 16 28 
0. Rumblers II 15 29 

THURSDAY COMMUNITY 

WwW IL 
1. Old Rick’s 22-10 
2. Wooden Horse 21% 10% 
3. Hot 'N’ Hunky J 
4. Nine Down 20%, 11% 
5. Pendulum 20 12 
6. The Special 715 
7. Hob Nob 16. 12 
8. Uncle Berts 13 19 
9. The Rubbers 13 19 

10. Thirty Niners H2 

11. Galleon 11 21 
12. Team #12 9 28 

SUNDAE RENO 

WL 
1. Bob's Biggies 20 4 
2. PinsTripe 18 6 
3. Four Aces 16 8 
4. Bearly Bowlers 142 9% 
5. No Misses 14 10 
6. Castro Sta. Alley Cat 14 10 
7, Lusi 4 10 
8. Sassy, Again 13-1 
9. You Won't Forget 1212 11% 

10. Leather and Lace 12:12 
11. Team #9 12 12 
12. Detour Hirollers 9 HN 
13. Bimbos and Bumpers 5 15 
14. Team #13 5 
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Columbus Day Weekend 
  

1,200 Expected at Sports Festival 
SAN DIEGO—Perhaps no 

region of the country is more 
suited to healthy outdoor ac- 
tivities than San Diego. Mild 
year-round temperatures provide 
an ideal climate for almost all 
recreational endeavors and foster 
a unification of the body and 
spirit. 

Amateur and professional 
athletes alike look to San Diego 
as a haven for rest and play, where 
the mountains to the east 
gradually yield to the Pacific 
Ocean, forming a wonderland of 
canyons, beaches and bays. It is 
truly nature’s health center. 

San Diego’s gay and lesbian 
community, in keeping with tra- 
dition, is extending an invitation 
to gay and non-gay athletes every- 
where to participate in the debut 
of The San Diego Autumn Sports 
Festival. The first event of its 
kind in Southern California, the 
festival will be held Columbus 
Day weekend, Oct. 8-10, at vari- 
ous venues throughout the city. 

More than 1,200 men and 
women from the United States, 

Canada and Mexico are expected 

  

great weather and reduced 
crowds of tourists. Whether one 
is an athlete, spectator or just 
wants to relax on our infamous 
Black’s Beach, San Diego is the 
place to be for the Columbus Day 
weekend.” 

It has been said that in our 
play, we reveal what kind of peo- 
ple we are. Perhaps Dr. Tom Wad- 
dell had this thought in mind 
when he organized Gay Games in 
such a way that anyone was 
welcome to participate regardless 
of age, nationality or sexual ori- 
entation. It is a concept that will 
be kept alive, a flame that will 
never be extinguished. The 
organizers of the San Diego 
Autumn Sports Festival hope to 
fan the embers of health, fitness 
and goodwill. 

For information on entry fees 
and forms, banquet reservations, 

housing updates, sporting events 
or special activities concerning 
the festival, contact Bart Hopple 
at (619) 574-1651 or Roland de 
Beque at (619) 563-7001. Write 
Athletes In Motion, P.O. Box 
33113, San Diego, CA 92103. ® 

  

Basketball will also be included 
in the Sports Festival. 

(Photo: PhotoGraphics/Darlene) 
  
Cycling expeditions along the coast will be included. 
    

  to converge in San Diego to par- 
ticipate in 12 sporting events. 

Receptions, a banquet with pro- 
fessional entertainment, hiking 
trips into the Laguna Mountains 
and cycling expeditions along the 
coast are but a few of the ac- 
tivities on the agenda. 

Scheduled sporting events in- 
clude aerobics, basketball, cy- 

cling (non-competitive), race- 
walking, softball, swimming and 

diving, 10-kilometer run, tennis, 
volleyball and water polo. 

Athletes In Motion (AIM), 
created as an umbrella group for 
San Diego’s 250 athletes at Gay 
Games II in 1986, has turned its 
energies into preparation for the 
community’s largest gathering of 

gay and lesbian athletes. Nearly 
every sports organization and 
many civic and business groups 
relating to the gay and lesbian 
community have joined in the 
planning process. The result is a 
cooperative spirit that has not 
been experienced since the days 
leading up to Gay Games II. 

“The timing of the event could 
not be better, with Gay Games I11 

less than two years away,’ said 
Bart Hopple, festival chairper- 
son. ‘‘Autumn in San Diego is a 
wonderful time of the year with 

    
  

Tennis will part of the Sports 
Festival. (Photo: Steve Savage) 

  
  

TR AIL 
>” 

4 LIVE! 
OUTRAGEOUS 

BULLETIN BOARD 
Leave a message or 

listen to messages 
left by other men! 

CONFERENCE 
With up to 8 hot guys 

MANSCAN 
Exclusive one-on-one 

rematch feature! 

PARTY 
Monthly information 

THE BACK ROOM 
Privately coded 

connections! 

ALL FOR ONLY 

45¢ 
PER MINUTE 

75¢ FOR FIRST MINUTE 
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I’ll Buy a Number, Pat 
Filling in for Vanna White, members of the San Francisco FrontRunners spell out the name of 
their club’s annual celebration of gay pride, which draws hundreds of runners from the Bay Area 
and throughout the west. Gay Run '88 is scheduled for Sunday, Oct. 16, in Golden Gate Park. 
Registration is now open for both 5K and 10K runs and a walking event. For more information, 

call Tim Cook, 456-6865, or Larry Smyle, 566-4417. 

Chorus 
(Continued from page 27) 

right arrangements gave a lilt to 
the evening and helped to cozy 
up the huge room. Whitfield has 
suffered her share, triumphing 
over a paralyzing attack to be- 
come one of our finest singers. 
Her mixture of tremulous wonder 
and happy surrender sweetens 

each song with a unique person- 
ality. 

During the coming San Fran- 
cisco Opera season, the San Fran- 
cisco Gay Men’s Chorus will 
appear in productions of Gou- 
nod’s Faust and Wagner’s The 
Flying Dutchman. That’s quite 
an honor for an organization 

already praised by the straight 
press as exceptionally good and 
long-recognized by gay publica- 
tions as much more than that. 
Excerpts from both operas gave 
a tantalizing glimpse of future 
directions. 

The gala was a benefit for the 
chorus and the Names Project, 
with a portion of the net proceeds 
intended to finance transporta- 
tion of the great cloth memorial 
to Washington, D.C., for display 
on the Capitol Mall in October. A 
portion of the quilt, bearing 
names of departed chorus mem- 
bers, hung as a backdrop during 

the second halt, when Hank 

Plant, KPIX news commentator 
and quietly assured MC through- 
out the evening, read the names 

  
aloud before an unbearably mov- 
ing account of Stephen Sond- 
heim’s beautiful ‘“No One Is 
Alone!” The moment of silence 
which followed perhaps explain- 
ed the subdued nature of ‘“Ten 
Proud Years!’ The chorus has 
been hit very hard by the AIDS 
epidemic, and surely no one in 
that large audience has managed 
to escape sorrow, either. 

It is the great strength of the 
San Francisco Gay Men’s Chorus 
that it has always been a reflec- 
tion of the community at large 
while standing apart as goodwill 
ambassadors for us all. After ten 
remarkable years, we are truly 
family—looking forward to the 
20th anniversary with great hope 
and mutual respect. ° 
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.® CHICKENS ® POLICEMEN® MECHANICS® COWBOYS 

SIZZLING HOT 
MAN- SEX 

Eo 
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* 

Tired of the same unbelievable 

FANTASIES? 
You've NEVER had a sex call 

this HOT, NASTY and SEXY... NEVER! 
Message CHANGES with EACH CALL 

J10- 
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San Francisco 
Pool Association Standings 

(Week 2 of 14) 

DIVISION I 

W-L Pet. 
DeTour De Force 23-9 .718 
Deluxe Ducks 22-10  .687 
Overpassers 18-14 .562 
Maud’s Makeshifts 17-15 .531 
Sn Marcos Ballbusters 13-19 .406 
Badlands Desperados 6-10 .375 
Palace Guard 9-23 .281 
Bear Handed 4-12 .250 

DIVISION 11 

W-L Pet. 
Bear Thurs 26- 6 .812 
White Wallow Wave 26- 6 .812 
Palace 4 Hits & A Ms 21-11 .656 
Deluxe Mysticks 18-14 .562 
Sn Marcos Terminators 13-19 .406 
L’Equipe Detour 9-23 .281 
Maud’s 9-23 .281 
Overpass Let’s Have Fun 6-26 .187 

DIVISION I11 

W-L Pet. 
Special Effects 21-11 .656 
Cinch Saddletramps 20-12 .625 
Park Bowl Str8 Shooters 17-15 .531 
Station Cruisers 17-15 .531 
Pendulum Pirates 16-16 .500 
Uncle Bert’s Bandits 16-16 .500 
Phone Booth Operators 12-20 .375 
Amelia's 9-23 .281 

DIVISION IV 

W-L Pet. 
Eagle Creek Chaos 23-9 .718 
Park Bowl Mo Rauders 19-13 .593 
Castro Station Express 18-14 .562 
Specialtease 18-14 .562 
Uncle Bert’s Bad Boys 16-16 .500 
Amelia’s Furies 13-19 .406 
Cinch Killer Beeezz 12-20 .375 
Phone Booth Dial Tones 9-23 .281 

  

Taste the Wine at AIDS Benefit 
Over 31 Californian and Euro- 

pean wineries will participate in 
“A Wine Tasting Event to Bene- 
fit AIDS Service Organizations.” 
The event will take place in the 
atrium of the Pacific Center at 
4th Street and Market from 4:40 
to 7 p.m. today. 

Sponsored by Scooters Bar 
and Restaurant with the assis- 
tance of Dave Debov, vice presi- 
dent of Southern Wines and 
Spirits of San Leandro, the event 
will benefit the AIDS Emergency 
Fund, Project Open Hand, the 
Godfather Service Fund, and 
Coming Home Hospice. 

Michael Verdone, event direc- 

tor, said the event’s organizers 
hope to raise over $25,000 for 
these organizations. ‘‘Virtually 

everything, from the wines and 
souvenir glasses to paper napkins 
and hors d’ouevres, has been do- 
nated,’ Verdone said. ‘“We want 
as much of the proceeds as is 
humanly possible to go to the 
recipient organizations. They all 
do absolutely vital work for peo- 
ple with AIDS— they work right 
on the frontline of the epidemic. 
It’s very exciting that all these 
wineries agreed to participate; 
this is the first time the industry 
has got together like this to sup- 
port an AIDS-related event.’ 

Scooters, 22 Fourth St., is situ- 
ated next to the atrium. Tickets 
are $25 per person and are tax- 
deductible. They are available at 
Scooters, Call 777-0880 for de- 

tails. ° 
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Farmers 
(Continued from page 28) 

ual transition from behind the 
camera to the editing room. His 
editing fees for several films, in- 
cluding The Inaugural Display of 
the Names Project Quilt and Not 
All Parents Are Straight, helped 
finance Clay Farmers. 

*“The main reason for this film 
was a showcase to show we can 

make narrative films,’ Al says. 

““There’s a lot of talent in front 
of and behind the camera that’s 

ready to make features.” The all- 
local, nonunion cast and crew 

worked for ‘‘deferred payment” 
with no expectation of ever re- 
ceiving it. ““This kind of film 
doesn’t make money,’ Gonzalez 

says, “‘but it should just about 
break even.’ 

T hus far the most rewarding 
thing about Clay Farmers 
for Al has been the num- 

ber of letters he’s received from 
people who saw it at the Kabuki 
or in the Los Angeles Lesbian and 
Gay Film Festival, saying how 
much it moved them. ‘‘Some- 
thing like that keeps an indepen- 
dent filmmaker going,” he says. 
“I'd like to make larger films, 
but I don’t want to lose the per- 
sonal touch.” 

The 60-minute length works 
against theatrical bookings, but 
may help Clay Farmers find a slot 
on PBS. Rather than devoting 
years to fundraising, as some in- 
dependent filmmakers do, Gon- 
zalez chose to limit the length to 
what he could reasonably make 
on a manageable $125,000 bud- 
get. Film Arts Foundation helped 
them get nonprofit status, grants 
came from various sources, and 

the director took out a bank loan 
he’s yet to repay. 

By keeping their aims modest, 
he and co-producer Michael 
Moore were able to put it togeth- 
er rather quickly. Moore was a 
student in a screenwriting course 
Gonzalez teaches. 

Late in 1986 Al became inter- 
ested in child abuse while shoot- 
ing Victim to Victimizer at the 

California Youth Authority, 
‘“‘where young men who had 
themselves been abused as chil- 
dren were incarcerated for abus- 

ing other children.” Looking for 
a dramatic idea, he and Moore 
decided to combine the abuse 
theme with that of an accusation 

that takes on a life of its own. 

They wrote the script, put the fi- 
nancing together, and were ready 
to shoot the film by the spring of 
1987. 

Winning the state bid to make 
Juntos Contra el Abuso, Gonzalez 

structured it in the form of four 
actos, or skits, in the commedia 

dell arte style of the early El Tea- 
tro Campesino. The film is in 
Spanish to reach the Hispanic 
community, but Al hopes to be 
able to make an English version 
down the road, to reach a wider 
audience. 

After working on three widely 
different films about child abuse 
in a two-year period, Al—who 
was not an abused child himself 
— jokes about the danger of be- 
ing typed: ‘Now I’m the director 
who spanks your children. 

“You're not going to print 
that, are you?”’ 

———————————————— 
Clay Farmers 
Aug. 25-27 
Victoria Theater 

16th Street near Mission; 863-7576 
A A A SRLS, 
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Low Daily and 
Weekly Rates 

ALL GAY 
SAUNA - LOUNGE - SUNDECK 
TV in Room or Share Kitchen 

NEAR CIVIC CENTER 

THE 

—————————————————————————————— 

  

417 GOUGH STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102 

(415) 431-9131 
  

  

SACRAMENTO 
SPACIOUS AND BRIGHT 

1 & 2 bedrooms with balcony 
or patio. Pool, spa, clubhouse, 
satellite TV, laundry, carport, 
elevators. Walk to Raley’s, bus 
and It. rail. Good freeway ac- 
cess. Pets negot. $360-430. 

3536 Watt. 

(916) 486-8958 
  

  

COMMUNITY 
RENTALS 

e Over 1300 Apts, flats & 

houses each month. 

® Vacancies in all city areas. 

* 2 convenient offices. 

* Open 7 days a week. 

* Gay owned/Gay staffed. 

552-9595     

  

  

Duboce Triangle Extra Large 
6 room Vict. flat. Bay windows & 
corner exposure. Newly refurbish- 

ed. Hardwd firs. $1,250. 621-1769 
E36 

  

Mill Valley Studio, quiet. EZ 

commute. WD, Hot Tub, No pets. 

$550. 383-6017. E35 

$435 Studio, top floor, view, 
nudec & crpt, cable, yd, Indry, 

levolors, 452 Oak. 552-0704. 
E35 

  

  

OFFICE/RETAIL 
4 rooms, new paint, |g. closets, 

stove, 2 sinks, bath/shower. 

$550. 861-7641. £35 

RUSSIAN RIVER 
Sunny remodeled cottage. No 

flood. Furn’d/Unfurn’d, lawns, | 

views, parking, cable TV, $325. | 
(707) 869-3904, (415) 821-9721 VR 
or (415) 824-7915. £35 

New York Bound? 

East Village Apt. $500. month. 

Sublet/swap. (212) 674-5657. 
E35 

Noe Valley Cottage, $1,135. 

2 Brm, Gar, Hardwood, Fireplace. 

Available Sept. 1. 564-2326. 
E34 

Large Sunny Studio 
Upper Market area. Newly renov. 

carpet & drapes. Mod. kit., Pvt 
Deck, indoor prkg incl. $550. 
673-6300. £34 

Bernal Hgts-2 bdrm apt, mod. 
kitchen & bath, view, prkg, pets 

nego. $800. Call 285-5048. t32 

$460. Sunny view Studio in quiet, 

secure, beautifully kept bldg. 

w/cable, sun roof, Indry. 719 

Fillmore, 863-4024. £34 
  

2 bdrm, 2 ba. sunny, mod. apt. 

Pot. Hill. WashDryr, DshWshr, Gar, 
Garden, pet OK. $900. 641-6006 

  

XE IVY HOTEL 

y DAILY ® WEEKLY e MONTHLY 

2 $70 & Up Weekly 
* (415) 863-6388 

539 Octavia, SF. CA 94102 

  

  

  

Bunkhouse 
Apts. 

Office: 419 Ivy Street 
San Francisco 

Mon.-Fri. 1-6 PM 
  

Commercial Space 
Available for Retail       

$600 — 1BR Apt., 562 Hayes #4 
Hardwood floors, tile kitchen & 
bath, curtains & shades. 

$550 — 1BR, 419 Ivy #3-C 
AEK, w/w carpet, curtains & 
shades. 

$500 — 1BR, 419 Ivy #19 
AEK, w/w, sunny, curtains & 
shades. 

$500 — Studio, 419 Ivy #8 
AEK, w/w, curtains & shades. 

$500 — Studio, 542 Linden #2 

Carpeted, curtains & shades, 
sunny, stove & refrigerator. 

$500 — Studio, 501 Octavia #3 
Carpeted, curtains & shades. 

Stove, refrigerator included. 
Cable-ready. First and last 
months” rent required. No 
deposits. 

863-6262 
$1,440. Sunny 3 Bdrm flat, 2 

sundecks, hdwd. flrs, new ap- 

pliances & oak kitchen, laundry. 

Pets negot. Excint Perf. Arts/Civic 
Ctr. location. (415) 861-8660. 

EB 

SUPER STUDIO 
Mod. Bldg. near Misn Dolores. 

AEK, cpt., deck, sauna, gym, land- 

scaped yd. Cat OK. Prkg avail. 

$595. For appt. call 586-9232. 
E34 

Castro Furnished Rooms, Remod. 

$110-$135/wk. 626-6806 42 

      
  

  

Roommates 
E A ST BAY 

ROOMMATERS 
tor compatible, trustworthy roommates in: 

* Havward 

* Berkeley ® Contra Costa * San Leandro 

533-9949 

SUNSET DISTRICT 
2 mature GWM invite 1 same shr. 

3Brm, 2Ba. incl. Fn Rm. Own Ba, 

Cable/VCR, Lg. Kit, ocean view. 
Nr. L-Line. Must be clean, resp. & 

considerate. No heavy drugs. 

Eves. Jack, 681-5871. $425/mo. 
Last negotiable. E3¢ 

RUSSIAN RIVER 
Share luxury home w/views, 

gardens/decks/Jacuzzi/gourmet 

kitch. Wash/Dryer. $425. (707) 

869-3904, (415) 821-9721 o 
(415) 824-7915 XE 

Neat, quiet, NS, Pro F seeks 

same shr hse MP 322-1434. a: 

  

NEED A ROOMMATE? 
OUR GAY ROOMMATE SERVICE 

HAS HELPED 1000s OF 
GAY MEN AND LESBIANS 

552-8868 
  

£::%: 

  

San Mateo. Share house. Mstr. Lrg. Sny BR/FP in Spectacular 8 
bdrm, w/d, yd, f.p. storage. $500. \m Edw. Flat. 38rm/2 Ba/LV/DN/ 
util. incl. 573-9698. 

HOUSE TO SHARE 
4 bed, 2 bath, large back yard, 
BART acc., Pets OK m/fm couple 

or 2 singles. Concord. 825-5782 
E35 

  

Fremont—Large Room 
4 rent in 4 bdrm house with 2 
other GMs, straight acting. $325. 
+ Dep. (415) 657-3675. £35 

Responsible GM share 2 bdrm, 1 

bath Pacific Hgts Apt. w/mature 
male $375, inc. utilities. After 5 
Sat. Sun. anytime. 921-6848. 

E34 

SUBLET 8 MO. + VIEW 
Upper-Market 2 bdrm, 2 ba. unit. 

Share w/GM. View, quiet. 8 Mo. 
sublet. $512. Nice. 864-6195. 

E34 

  

  

  

27TH AND GUERRERO 
$350. Share 8 rm. flat. Furn. if 
nec. Util incl. No dep. Mature, 

quiet. Please call Mike or Joe, 

641-9048. E34 

2 BDRM, 2 BATH PENTHOUSE 
Gourmet Kitchen/DW/W&D/Deck 
/Frplc/Garage/Great city view. 

Day: 495-6446. $750/month. 
E34 

San Jose GWM share house, 
fireplace, carport, washer/dryer, 

$300 mo. + 2 util. Employed only 
(408) 998-0730. E34 

  

  

E35 3FP/DW/WD/Patio. Avail. Gar. 
$550 +util. 931-1920 as 

   

  

NEED HOT GUYS 
for Video shoot in Hawaii in 
December. Versatility a must. Call 

Mark, 648-6081. E35 

GENERAL OFFICE 
Phones, Filing, etc. Design 
showroom, Galleria. 626-9400 

£34 

Nude Model, 18 to 25. Slim 

to well defined. All races 
welcome. Chris, 647-7695. 

E34 

   

  

  

  

NOW HIRING 
HOUSECLEANERS 

Current openings now 

available for nation’s 
largest housecleaning 
company. Great hours! 

Weekly pay! 

CAR NEEDED! 
Call 626-7766, M-F, 9-5 

E34 
  

  

EVENING DESK MAN 
NEEDED 

$7 to start — $9 ceiling 
Available immediately 
See Jim, 8-10 PM Only 

1808 Market St. at Octavia 

  

BARTENDER WANTED 
Apply 8-10 AM or Iv. message. 
826-7912. A tenderloin bar. E33 

HOUSEBOY NEEDED 
Busy musc. exec. seeks young 

18-23 goodlooking stud for 
companionship and minimum 

duties in exchange for 

housing. No salary. Ref. 

and clean cut only. 861-3427. 
E34 

  

  

  

Aids Outreach Worker 
for Gay Community of Marin: 

half time. Resume to E. Hansen, 

Marin AIDS Support Network, 
4 G Street, San Rafael, CA 94901 

by August 31. 
E34 

FRONT DESK CLERK 
Unique opportunity in a bed and 

breakfast inn in the Castro. Look- 
ing for a friendly, courteous, serv- 
ice oriented individual. Year-round 

at 25-30 hours weekly, mostly 

afternoon and evening shifts. 
Contact Brad at 431-5295, Mon- 
day through Friday, 2-5 PM. e34 

BUSINESS MANAGER 
Full-charge bookkeeping/ac- 
counting, organizational, interper- 

sonal, writing skills. Word pro- 

cessing/spreadsheet literacy; 

AIDS knowledgeable. Cover let- 
ter, resume by Aug. 31, 5 p.m. to 

E. Hansen, Marin AIDS Support 
Network, 4 G Street, San Rafael, 
CA 94901. EO.E. £34 

  

  

    

Martinez male, nonsmoker to 

share 3 bdrm, 2% bath Town- 

house. Pool, tennis, $400.+ %: 
util. Room is furnished. 229-1155 

£34 

M sks SM to shr 2 br/1 bath 

  

w/frplc near UCSF. EZ prkg. $375. | 

Avail 9/1. 665-7619 £34 
  

  

The fight for our rights 
goes on. Stay informed 

with the B.A.R. 

LEATHER STITCHER 
Mr. S. Leathers requires an exper- 
ienced leather stitcher for our cus- 
tom leather garment dept. Exper- 
ienced only need apply, at 1779 
Folsom St., S.F., or call 863-7764. 

REAL ESTATE SALES 
Licensed Real Estate Associate 
openings in Noe Valley office. 

Call Hugh Martin for an interview. 
821-2131 

THE PROPERTY MARKET 
1600 Castro St. 

  

  

  

  

  

Single family home with room 
for rent and kitchen priv. Call 

334-1542. £34 
  

1 Bdrm in Irg, quiet 4 Bdrm hse. 
Alemany at Folsom, 1st/last, 

$400 & shr. util. 821-0484. ¢34 
  

Sunnyvale, 2 bdrm Twnhse/pool seek 

resp.GM$350/M + %2ut.(408)243-2264 
E34 

GWM 27, moving to S.F. from 
New Jersey. Seeks reasonable 

room to rent/ share with room- 

mate. Responsible and consid- 

erate. Would greatly appreciate 

any help. Call (201) 665-1629(H), 
(212) 312-2324(W) We can talk. 
Ask for Daryl. £34 

MASTER TYPE 
Concord — Lt. to nondrinker, 

smoke ok. No pets. 35-45, 

employed. Bert, after 6:30 PM 

Sat, Sun anytime. 687-3326. 
E34 

  

Mountain View, CA 

GWM to share clean & sober 
Twnhse w/same. Pool, Gar, W/D, 

DW, own room and bath. Own 

phone line. $425/m $175 dep./ 2 

util. Call 967-5835. £34 

25TH AVE. & LINCOLN 
$600. inc. all. Your own room and 
bath. Share with GWM/40s. Any 

age, neat, clean, nonsmoker. 

Beautiful flat, new, all amenities. 

Phone 681-5113 evenings or 
681-5664 and leave message. 

£34 

ALAMEDA 
Male, non-smr, wtd to shr South 

Shore furn apt. 2 bed 1 bath. On 

quiet street nr beach, shops, bus. 

$425 incl util. 521-0100. £34 
  

Vallejo 

Lg. 3bdrm., w/d, hot tub, and wgt 
rm. Mst be emp., responsible, cin, 

$350. Wayne (707) 648-3021. 
E34 

  

SECRETARY/ 
OFFICE MANAGER 

Attorney and his legal assistant are seek- 
ing an energetic, highly motivated person 

with strong typing/word processing and 

organizational skills to work with them as 

a secretary/office manager. You must be 

a nonsmoker, enjoy working with people, 

possess excellent communication skills, 

have a pleasant personality, and be willing 
to perform a variety of tasks. Prior legal 

experience helpful, but not mandatory. In 

return, we offer a pleasant and friendly 

work environment, medical benefits, and 

a good salary. Position available Oct. 24, 

1988. Please send resume and cover let- 

ter to: Michael R. Pinatelli. Jr.. Esq.. 
333 Franklin Street. Suite 300. San 

Francisco. California 94102.     
  

CELLULAR SALES 
SF's oldest cellular company is 
looking for 1-2 sales pros for new 

Mkt St. store and Fin’l Dist. appts. 

Take charge. Goal oriented per- 
sons with money and fun as 

motives should call us. 

Great Western Communications 

756-3800 
2189 Market St., SF 94114 

Preferrer Hscleaning Pays 

$6 hour w/bonuses. 553-3706. 
E37 

NUDE MALE 

PERFORMERS 

SF male erotic theatre 

seeks attractive, energetic 

exhibitionists to take it 

all off for appreciative 

audiences. Good pay. 

Campus Theatre. 

Info/auditions: 673-3511 
£8 

  

Big, friendly guys for moving jobs 

-on call. Fred. 931-0193. 3: 

Erotic nude performers for adult 

gay theater. Big tips. Great 
hours. Clear at least $300 per 
week. Apply after 12 noon at 729 

Bush St., S.F. £8 

  

ASIAN 
BLACK 

HISPANIC 
Models needed for nude photo- 

graphy. Seibu Prod. Call for appt. 
621-8686. £36 
  

  

RN/LVN 
Home Health Aides 

Live-Ins/Homemakers 
Interesting and rewarding 
cases available now. Part- 

time & full-time, 1 year re- 
cent experience required. 
Excellent pay & benefits. 

SER ss: 
Health Care Services       
  

J/O Dancers w/good looks. All 
male audience. $30 a show. Audi- 
tions daily 9-5. 145 Eddy St.e34 

  

EXPERIENCED 
A B DICK 360 

PRESS OPERATOR 
Busy photocopy /print shop 

Salary commensurate with 

experience. Apply in person 

or send resume to PIP, 

700 Filbert St, Pip 

  

San Francisco, 

CA 94133 

Reliable person for specialized moving 

co. Exp. in moving installing new & 
delicate furniture. Must be neat in ap 

pearance, able to drive, have positive 
attitude and work well with demanding 

clientele. Call 821-4755. Benefits. 

  

  

Statewide model AIDS inter- 
vention training program 

for IV drug users seeks: 

Project Coordinator — MA or 

equivalent experience. 

Training Specialist — BA plus 
proven experience. 

Secretary /Receptionist — 
Microsoft Word experience. 

Women, people of color, 
bilingual encouraged. Res- 
ume plus 3 references by 
9/08/88 to: 

Y.E.S. Dept. 400, 
1779 Haight, S.F. 94117       
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Building Manager-Pacific Hgts. 
seeks 15 unit bldg. (31 unit exper.) 

885-5035 
  

disetinction 
(disetingeshun) * 

  

* * Lg 

n. eminence; repute; 

mark of honor bestowed 

for merit. See: B.A.R.       
  

  40 ACRES OF PRIVACY 
$199,000 

Eight miles from Guerneville. 
Ridge top. Two building sites. 
Views of Russian River, Mt. Tam, 
ocean, and Santa Rosa airport. 

Gardener's cottage & trailer. Ex- 
cellent well water. Electricity and 
phone to lot line. Septic system 

installed. 6,000-sq.-ft. fenced, ir- 

rigated garden. Watch the gey- 
sers of Geyserville! Spectacular! 
Call for info, F.H. Allen agent, Gary 
L. Smith, 415-485-5827. 

BANKRUPTCY 

CHAPTERS 7, 11 & 13 
STOP WAGE GARNISHMENTS 

STOP FORECLOSURES * 

from $195 fee 

Law Offices of 

DAVID K. REPLOGLE 

(415) 956-5535     

Men wanted for artistic, nude 
photo studies. Write: P.C.Box 

  

2 iT 

* % % Truck/Labor $20/Hr. % * % 
Friendly, Careful, Reliable 

   
19073, Oakland, CA 94619. e3s 
  

  

Call Rick 753-0631! 

  

2 MEN & VAN CHEAP 
24 hr. page. Louis 337-2561 

E 
  

  

LEARN MORE ABOUT AIDS Hauling - Delivery - Dump 
  

1 or 2 Men, Pickup Truck Get four weekly listings of the Latest AIDS 4 : 
Articles published in Respected Scientific Free Estimate. Victor 554-0226 

E35 
Journals. Includes The: Research Info. 

For your 4 week no-risk trial, send $10 To: 

Mr. Hoffman Box 3726 Oakland CA 94609 

  

  

Where's the Beef? Planetary’s got     the beef for big or small moving 
  

  jobs. 839-4444 E35 
DECO-50'S —— 
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ONE BIG MAN & 
ONE BIG TRUCK 
14’ Enclosed Truck * $45/hr. 
Relocation & Hauling * Fred 931-0193 

TE aC Ar 
EPC ROE CCR 

    

  

Garage sale Sept. 3 & 4, 10-6. 
Corner of Kansas/Mariposa 

E34 
  

  

  
  

  
ask for John Legaspi 
  

  

AFFORDABLE LEGAL SERVICE 
BANKRUPTCY SPECIALIST 

FROM $195.00 FEE 
INSTALLMENT PAYMENTS ARRANGED 

WILLS. CORPS. PARTNERSHIPS 

LAW OFFICE OF 

TRAVEL FORECAST 
(415) 788-7232 

Tokyo Non-Stop Japan Air Lines...RT $617 

  

  

SCOTT V. SMITH 863-1417 SINGBPONE ..c...ovecrnnscrls to vivisiniion RT $700 
Manila............ $ 609 Bangkok.JL RT $700 
LAX/Rio........... $750 Munchen...OW $299 

150 POWELL ST., SUITE 209, SF, CA 94102 

    

CHORAL AUDITIONS 
S.F. Concert Chorale 

Mozart, Britten, Monteverdi 
Opera, More! 641-5732 

E34 

TE 
7 

CAL PUCT. 133915 

WE TRANSPORT 
Furniture — Delicate Antiques 

China —Fine Art 
    

’ 2 233.7: 
Zz : 7.2: 7%%:%° 

Wi 

  

  
  

GAY LEGAL REFERRAL - 

SERVICE Visiting San Diego? 
Project of Affordable, Upscale 

BAY AREA LAWYERS 

FOR INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM rrr 

DISCRIMINATION DOWNTOWN 

REAL ESTATE-BUSINESS NS. 

CRIMINAL LAW LOF AMERICA | 

PERSONALINJURY Daily/Weekly/Monthly 
FAMILY LAW Telephones ® Microwaves © Refrigerators 

Color TV ® Private Bath 
621-3900 Wake-up Service ® Security Building 

$25 Referral Fee for first 1/2 hour 

Luxury Accommodations 

  

Private Courtyard ® Group Rates Available       

   

consultation. Some low fee or no Reservations 
fee referrals available. ( 619) 2 3 8- 4100 

660 ‘G’ Street   3 Blocks trom Horton Plaza     
  

Mazatlan Condo. Ron 550-6730 
E52 

  

  

  

  

FINANCIAL 
MOVING TO 

MIAMI 

PROBLEMS? Need someone to help drive. 
| pay all expenses. Must leave 

FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION on September 1 
WITH EXPERIENCED ATTORNEY Contact Jeff, 626-9812 
Walter R. Nelson ~~ 864-0449 ntact Je o8   
  

  

I 
  

Reflecting you and 

your community. 

Bay Area Reporter. 

Psychotherapy 
Psycho-dynamic focus from a so- 

cial perspective. Exp. esp. with is- 

sues of sexuality. AIDS related is- 

sues. work related stress. Sliding 

      
  

  

Steve Hamilton. MA. MFC. Weekly. 
(No. MFO21474 

Personalized Ministries HIV+ IN-DEPTH 
NEW AGE PERSPECTIVE PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUP 
Charles FES. Muscardelli 

ALL MANNER OF 
RELIGIOUS SERVICES 

For Gay and Bisexual men who do 
not have AIDS or ARC. Use the 
fears from testing positive to open     

  

(415) 566-5716 your heart to yourself and others. 
Learn to give and receive support, 

to live more your own values and 
COUNSELING priorities, and to get moving with 

life-long concerns such as relation- 
ships, building self-esteem, and 
emotional confusion. Limited to 
eight members. Meets Tuesdays, 
7:30 PM-9:30 PM. Call Dave 

Cooperberg, MA ROBERT LEWIS, LCSW — a in. 
621-2714 () dividual, group & 
#LG011640 SL couples work 

available. 

Individuals, Couples, Groups 

Relationships/Depressions/ 
Loneliness/Stress/AIDS/ 

Personal Growth 

      Sliding Scale Fees 

  

Granny's 
Movers         

   

      

Save 15-50% on Moving & Storage! 
Family-owned by Bay Area Natives. 
Free Wardrobes & Free Estimates. 
Quick, courteous, gentle crews. 
Save money & trees: We lend boxes! 
6 fully equipped 18-30" trucks! 
No hidden fees-Same rate 7 days! 
Professional, caring & affordable. 

EST. 1973 
Cal PUCT - 140305 

STORAGE 

VISA ®@ MASTERCHARGE 

LOWEST LEGAL RATES 
HOUSEHOLD @ OFFICE 

    

       

   

567-6166 

Large 22 foot van for hire 
Insured, 24 hours, 548-0153 

E37 

We take Plastic & Checks too! 
. 5% OF PROFITS 

CALL ANYTIME DONATED TO PEACE 
839-4444 ENEMA    

  

      
  . 

  

(“When you have 
to be sure 

that your move 
is right”’ 

Specializing in offices 
and households. 

Licensed ® Insured 

GEMINI 
Russian River? Moving to or from 
the River this summer? Call (415) 554-8870 

Hauling 
2 Strong Men 

1 man $20/hr. 2 men $30/hr. 
or by job. Free estimate! 

Burt & Butch (415) 673-7040 
We'll load-up & unload. 

E34 
  

* * Junk To The Dump % * 

Relocation Services 
Labor-Lg. Truck-Driving-Gas 

$15 Hr. 863-8482, Flint. 

  

Professional, Uniformed Crews 

No Job Too Big 

Where Customer Satisfaction Comes First 

| CEE PEAS 
821-4755 
3055 23RD ST., S.F 

      

    

Or Too Small 

  
  

  

Remodeling * Repairs 
LIC. #515309 

Anthony 
695-0364 

  

  

  

  

  

Restoration Remodeling 

Painting 

CHRIS (415) 979-8815           
    

      

  

LEIMIAN 
Electrical 

Contractors 
415 431-5975 

Mobile Phone: 264-1464 

    

Electricians for Home and Business 

  

VISA/MSTR CARD-CSL494965 

HANDYPERSON 
Specializing in ceramic tile in- 
stallation, Japanese gardens, 
and general repairs. Quality 
work. References. Please 

call Carl, 753-2575. 

  

  

  

  

  

Planetary 839-4444 £35 (415) 929-8609 
\ CAL T142874 

The Community's Mover. 

Planetary moved the SF AIDS 
Foundation. 5% of our profits 

donated to Peace & Environmen- 

tal Causes. 839-4444 £35 

Like Your Furniture? Then call 

Planetary. 98% of our moves are 

damage free! 839-4444 E35 

: : Save $ You do the work, 
+ Expert Piano Moving we do the driving. Hauling, too! 

+ 24 Hr./7 Day Service Lotus 558-8863 
+ Licensed & Fully Insured E48 

+ Corporate and Office Hauling, etc. Big Pickup Truck. 
+ Packing with Care * $30 min. Bill 441-1054 * 

E35 

Call Jeremy 

w : FOR FREE ESTIMATE R&R Hauling, Yards, 

821-9440 Basements, $25 a load plus 
dump fee. Call 552-2585 

E38 

  

SUNSHINE MOVERS 
* Lowest Legal Rates 

  

  

  

  

            
  

Tom McKenzie, LCsw 
Psychotherapy for Individuals/Couples ¢ Relationship Issues 

Grief and Loss * Coping With AIDS/ARC 
Sliding Fee Insurance Accepted 

Evening and Weekend Appointments Available 

  

Going to LA or San Diego? Our * TG. TRUCKING # 
condolences, but if you have to Light Hauling * Free Estimates 
go; go Planetary. Low rates and Call Terry at 567-4355 
almost daily service! 839-4444 WH 

E35   
  

Big Haul w/small truck $20. 
Planetary Movers. We move at 2 sak Bd   641-0906 Lic. LM12006 warp speed! 839-4444 £35 a 
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"| STANDISH 
DESIGN AND 

J CONSTRUCTION 
License #515454 

  

RESIDENTIAL/ 
COMMERCIAL 
REMODELING 

Attention to detail is our policy 

GREG STANDISH 
(415) 647-2536     
  

  

| 8 SERVICE CALL WORK 
| ® FAST RESPONSE 
| ®@ EMERGENCY REPAIRS 
| ® ON-TIME QUALITY WORK 

| 
| Cristopher 

: Electric 
| mii, (415) 282-3003 
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APPROPRIATE —— HEN (Em 
DESIGNS nay a a 

. CONSTRUCTION NEL aE 
ecializing in Decks, Stairs, © vugy. 

ny ul Soret ERR 
In-L , & Additi . 

satisfaction Guaranteed. | | TWO BUDDY TILE 

  

      
  

10 Yrs. Exp. Lic. #439763 Custom Tile Work Since 1977 

665.8238 ||. Sein, 
Ceeneno wes 777-9527 

FURNITURE MAKER 
CUSTOM WORK gpoooooono 

REPAIRS e RESTORATION Handyman, 16 years. Qaulity 
CABINETRY Remodel, Repairs, Excl. Work 

Good Refs, Free Est., Low Rates 
DON (415) 282-3029 MARK 441.8453   
  

E35 
  

  

  Painting & Floor Refinishing 
Refs. Call Vik, 564-6777 

: 

LaGrant 

Construction 
Custom Renovations 

Kitchen & Bath Specialists 

Excellent References 

Painting Interiors, Quality Work 759- 7998 
Ref . Free Est. 621-07 eferences. Free Es 0708 Licensed & Bonded 

£34 Lic. #523655 

FENCE INSTALLATION 

Rivendell 
527-9812 Tim 

Reasonable Rates 

Top Quality Workmanship 

35 
  

  

  

    
  

  

Painting — Carpentry 

Renovation 

Quality Service 
Terry 928-6929 

£37 
  

  TILEMAN 
Ceramic Tile & Marble Work. 
Call Bruno, 626-3131, Ext. 3. 
Lic. #533003 £38 

  

Serving OUR Community 

With Quality and Reliability 
  

  

  

Landscaping, Sprinklers & Drip Lone 
Systems, Pruning. College train- 
ed, 7 yrs. Expr. 554-0226. ¢€3a Star 

Plumbing 
Sheila’s Repairs || satus « kitchens « cone work 

PLUMBING SPRINKLERS * COPPER WORK 
ELECTRICAL REMODELING SPECIALISTS 
CARPENTRY 

641-9234 
585-6991 STATE LIC. #430557       
  

THN 
(415) 621-2652) 

  

FREE ESTIMATES.   

  

  

Cleaning FIRST CALL CATERING Har NO TIME TO CLEAN? 
Ce ap FOOD FOR ALL OCCASIONS * Let Merry Maids do it! 

Quality dry carpet cleaning 
451-3813       

Cocktail parties ® dinners ® brunches 

  

  

We are the largest nationwide home- 

cleaning company. Our own profes- 

sionally trained, bonded & insured 

personnel will custom clean your 

Bartenders ® Servers 
Experienced Professionals 

  

  Ray's Word Processing 

& Editing. Ray R. 621-6843. 
E34 

  

Quality Housecleaning 
  

  

  

  Refs. Donald 863-9053 
E37 

  

Professional Home 

861-8454 home or apartment to meet your 

specific needs. 

HOUSECLEANING For a free in-home estimate call: 
Quality, Refs. Available merry maids® 626-7766 

Call 441-3559 ! 
E35 

SieahaTlien QUALITY SERVICES 
Landscaping ® Gardening 

BARRY 441-3131 9 s 351 
E34 Maintenance ® Interior Painting 

  & Office Cleaning 
Ref. Exp, 664-0513 Roger 

E 
  

  

  

House Cleaning 

Best Housecleaning for info, call 929-8811     
  

  

  

            

1045 Bush between Leavenworth & Jones 
  

  

34 Honest, reliable, quality ¥ 

Clean & Sober. Mike 821-2272 or pager # 267-2613 
E34 

) Party YORWAY CATERING 
A Facilities CUSTOM CLEANING “We cater to your way" 

Bernal de Janeiro Room Expert Cleaning & Laundry * Clowns * Costumed Delivery 
3158 Mission St all Home or Office Helium Balloons Singing Telegrams 

. ® Parties * Promotions 
Near A - - ear Ary 282-3325 431-6458 Rick * (415) 468-4435 

Discounts for PWAs 

Latest Technique From London CARPET CLEANED 
? Hair Fashions by Norman Se sework 3 vise) In your home or place of business 

$16-Men ® $18-Women someone else does your by Von Schrader dry-foam method. 

For appt., call 776-5727 dirty work. Cleaning in No fuss * No muss + No odor 
Call today for free estimate 

Call David at 285-9908 
the Old World Tradition. 

$6/hour. Walter 552-7265 
E34 

      

  

FREE WORD 

PROCESSING 

Demonstration 

Lessons 

WordPerfect 

MSWordeWordStar 

DisplayWrite 

Samnae\Volkswriter 

415/441-6702 

  

always wanted with one on 

PHYSIQUE TRAINER 
| can help you attain 

the physique that you have 
    LANDSCAPING 

DESIGN - MAINTENANCE 
922-4661 

one personalized exercise, 

training and nutrition 
counseling. Ask for Paul 

(415) 835-4450. 

  

  

E36 FENCES AND GARDENS 
    =a 

WordWise 
  

  

Church Sponsored 
RevLiaBLe WORKERS 

Housecleaning, Gardening, 
Painting, Manual Labor, etc. 

824-3773   Long & Short Term 
  

Paul, 863-9374 
DESIGN @ ~ess——— £34 

For All Your Hair Needs 

Hair Cuts $15 
Perm & Cut Special $40 

Ear Piercing also Available 

Philip, 441-1166 or 397-5933 

"07 869-0965 £34 

SOLUTICINS 

20% to 50% Savings 
Window Treatments Furniture and Carpets 

INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES 
BY APPOINTMENTS 

  4152827711 * 

  

  

  

Z & H Housecleaning 

yy 552-8328 
AR (go ahead. . . 
a DAper yourself)] 
         

  

  

CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM 
Deadline for each Thursday's paper is NOON MONDAY. 

Payment MUST accompany ad. 

No ads taken over the phone. 

If you have a question, call (415) 861-5019. 

D-Bold Bold 
Stops Here Stops Here Stops Here 

    

Caps 

  
  

ADDRESS 

  

Indicate 

Typefaces 

HI 

‘Poetrip>in> Motion 
0 

268-8190 : 
Hardwood Floors &@ 

The Best Cleaning : Refs 

Frequent Service/Spring Cleaning 

  

CLASSIFIEDS 
- CAN BE SET 

IN THESE TYPEFACES 

The above three lines are more 
expensive than the lines you are now 

reading, but they pay off in increased 

readership. 

  

FIRST LINE 
ALL SUBSEQUENT LINES 

ALL CAPS 
Double price of line for 19 spaces. 

ALL BOLD 
Double price of line for 16 spaces. 

ALL DOUBLE BOLD 
Triple price of line for 12 spaces. 

Display Rates Upon Request = 

= METHOD OF PAYMENT 

Cash J] Visa 

Money Order 1 MasterCard 

Personal Check 
(Minimum $10.00 charge on Visa and MasterCard) 

Card No. 
  

  

City 
  

NO. OF ISSUES __ CLASSIFICATION 

Interbank Expiration 

No. Date 
  

AMOUNT ENCLOSED Signature 
    

Deliver or mail with payment to: Bay Area Reporter, 1528 15th Street, San Francisco, CA 94103   
BAY AREA REPORTER AUGUST 25, 1988 PAGE 47  



  

IT’S HERE — THE LINE WITHOUT LIMITS! 
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA’S OUTRAGEOUS... 

24 Hovr Gay 

(etlion Helw ork 

1 MEN TO MEN 
JOIN UP TO EIGHT MEN 
ON A STEAMY PARTY LINE! 

STATE-OF-THE-ART @ MAN TO MAN 
A ———__LAL LA LP Abo.A]) pc: CONNECT ONE-ON-ONE 

TECHNOLOGY  # WITH “MR. RIGHT” 

PRR el @ HEAVY-ACTION 
HOOK UP WITH UP TO 

i i Ro EIGHT TOPS, BOTTOMS, TRUCKERS, 
MAKE THI &: CONSTRUCTION MEN AND OTHER 

ge HEAVY-ACTION DUDES! 

CHOICES i @ SLEAZELINE 

  

LEATHER YOUR SCENE? 
S&M, B&D, ETC? SAY IT 
THE WAY IT IS WITH UP TO EIGHT 
OTHER GUYS 
INTO YOUR KIND OF ACTION! 

CHAT LINE 
JUST FEELING SOCIAL? 
YOU'RE SURE TO FIND SOMEONE 
TO SHOOT-THE-BREEZE ABOUT 
THEATRE, MUSIC, POLITICS 
OR WHATEVER! 

® BILLBOARD “A” 
LEAVE YOUR “PERSONAL” MES- 
SAGE... TELL WHAT YOU’ VE GOT — 
ASK FOR WHAT YOU WANT! 

ih BILLBOARD “B” 
LISTEN TO WHAT OTHER MEN 
HAVE TO OFFER... FIND WHAT 
YOU’RE LOOKING FOR! 

ALL LIVE 

LE L. "ESE TRY OUR FREE 
Ch E= NUMBER FIRST... 

415-982-6660 
(TOLL CHARGES APPLY) 

A SERVICE OF Sn ans. i N EA BUSY SIGNAL MEANS 
i THERE'S GUARANTEED 

ACTION ON THE NETWORK, 
SO THEN CALL... 

-900-999-8500 
MUST BE 18 TO USE THIS SERVICE. 

      
     ONLY .95 FOR THE FIRST MINUTE. .50 FOR EACH MINUTE THEREAFTER — YOU    

 


